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ABSTRACT			The	aim	of	this	research	is	to	understand	and	explore	the	ways	in	which	sketchbooks	are	collected	by	and	accessed	in	institutions	in	the	UK.	This	is	an	under-researched	topic	in	the	UK	and	internationally,	with	previous	sketchbook	research	focusing	rather	on	articles	and	books	about	how	particular	artists	use	sketchbooks.	As	part	of	a	qualitative	mixed-method	approach,	four	artists	are	interviewed	to	get	an	overview	of	the	issues	they	faced	when	accessing	sketchbooks	in	a	variety	of	galleries,	libraries,	archives	and	museums.	This	approach	is	augmented	by	a	questionnaire	sent	to	institutions	identified	as	holding	sketchbooks.	It	covered	topics	relating	to	how	sketchbooks	come	to	be	held	by	these	institutions	and	how	they	are	made	available	to	the	public,	and	it	asked	for	ideas	on	how	to	improve	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	in	the	future.	The	findings	show	a	variety	of	perspectives	and	approaches,	and	a	trend	towards	greater	online	access	to	sketchbooks	through	digitisation.	While	sketchbooks	are	generally	available	to	be	touched	and	examined	closely	in	archives,	digitisation	broadens	access	and	aids	preservation	by	lessening	physical	handling	of	the	books.	The	range	and	variety	of	the	qualitative	data	that	was	collected	from	a	diverse	group	of	institutions,	covering	the	arts,	architecture,	engineering,	science	and	crafts,	makes	it	difficult	to	offer	specific	recommendations,	but	the	findings	are	useful	for	institutions	that	hold	sketchbooks	that	are	looking	to	bring	them	to	a	wider	audience,	and	suggest	routes	towards	making	them	more	easily	found,	as	well	as	raising	their	profile.							
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INTRODUCTION		The	focus	of	this	research	as	part	of	the	MSc	in	Library	Science	at	City,	University	of	London	is	the	sketchbook,	and	how	it	is	collected	and	accessed.	My	interest	in	this	sprang	largely	from	my	own	history	of	keeping	a	sketchbook	since	my	time	at	art	school	in	the	1980s.	A	sketchbook	can	hold	a	special	place	in	a	creative	person’s	output:	it	can	be	a	place	for	personal	and	private	expression,	for	experimentation,	and	as	part	journal,	part	diary,	it	is	unlikely	to	be	sold	by	its	creator.	Sketchbooks	often	remain	in	the	corner	of	the	studio	or	workspace	until	they	find	their	way	to	an	archive,	library	or	museum	after	their	owner’s	death.	(The	series	of	40	of	Graham	Sutherland’s	sketchbooks	at	the	Tate	Archive	are	an	example	of	this	means	of	accession,	having	been	donated	by	the	artist’s	widow,	Kathleen	Sutherland,	in	1981,	the	year	after	the	artist’s	death.)	Sketchbooks	then	often	remain	out	of	the	public	eye:	they	cross	the	boundaries	of	book,	work	of	art,	diary	and	scrapbook.	They	are	hard	to	exhibit,	stripped	of	their	essential	tangibility	and	interactive	nature	when	displayed	under	glass.	The	pages	demand	to	be	turned,	and	yet	issues	of	security	and	preservation	are	paramount	when	they	are	shown	in	a	gallery	environment	where	they	can	be	held	and	their	pages	turned.			My	interest	in	exploring	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	the	sketchbook	was	inspired	in	part	by	the	MA	Library	and	Information	Science	dissertation	by	Siobhan	Britton	(2017)	on	the	subject	of	the	collection	of	zines,	which	she	presented	at	the	Radical	Collections	conference	at	the	Senate	House	Library,	London	on	3	March	2017.	Her	exploration	of	another	specific	and	special	document	form	led	me	to	consider	the	place	of	the	sketchbook.	There	are	fundamental	differences	between	the	two:	unlike	sketchbooks,	zines	are	self-published	in	small	print	runs	with	a	readership	in	mind.	But	neither	zines	nor	sketchbooks	fit	into	the	established	acquisition	processes.		The	approach	to	this	research	has	been	similarly	qualitative.	As	with	Britton’s	research	into	zines,	there	was	little	UK	research	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	to	build	upon.	I	have	therefore	undertaken	unstructured	interviews	with	users	of	sketchbooks	in	UK	institutions	–	these	took	place	either	in	person	or,	when	this	was	not	possible,	via	email	in	a	structured	form,	along	with	a	survey	sent	to	a	sample	of	the	institutions	I	was	able	to	identify	as	holding	sketchbooks.			
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Many	more	archives	in	the	UK	hold	sketchbooks	–	around	200	–	than	I	had	at	first	imagined,	although	their	holdings	are	often	very	small	in	number.	My	own	experience	of	viewing	sketchbooks	in	such	environments	is	limited	and	I	was	not	personally	aware	of	people	who	have	accessed	sketchbooks	in	this	way.	Those	interviewed	have	been	a	combination	of	people	who	have	done	previous	research	into	the	wider	topic	of	sketchbooks,	authors	of	books	about	sketchbooks,	and	a	book	artist,	whose	interest	in	accessing	sketchbooks	originally	sprang	from	being	misdirected	in	a	museum.		An	important	element	of	this	research	is	the	tangibility	of	sketchbooks,	and	how	full	access	to	them	allows	users	to	turn	their	pages	to	experience	their	narrative	nature	and	see	each	page	in	context.	That	narrative	may	not	be	carefully	structured	or	dated,	or	even	chronological	at	all.	Sketchbooks	may	take	many	years	to	be	completed,	or	be	left	unfinished	with	blank	pages.	They	may	have	been	picked	up	at	random	to	be	worked	in,	and	sometimes	inverted	so	they	can	be	read	from	either	cover	and	hence	have	no	obvious	front	and	back.	But	these	are	all	elements	that	are	most	apparent	when	the	sketchbook	can	be	held	and	turned:	images	from	a	sketchbook	shown	in	isolation	are	stripped	of	this	context.	To	hold	them	is	to	better	understand	them.		The	problems	encountered	when	exhibiting	sketchbooks	are	similar	to	those	in	making	them	accessible	in	archival	situations:	to	see	them	in	their	entirety	users	must	be	able	to	handle	them,	open	them	and	turn	their	pages,	and	this	presents	problems	with	security	and	preservation.	Displays	of	sketchbooks	under	glass	show	them	in	a	lifeless	state,	stuck	in	a	single	moment	of	time,	rather	as	a	film	still	illustrates	a	fleeting	moment	from	a	single	scene,	but	not	the	rich	complexity	of	a	finished	film.	The	nature	of	sketchbooks	requires	that	they	are	portable	and	light,	and	the	extent	to	which	archives	allow	users	to	interact	with	their	physicality	as	an	object	is	part	of	this	research.			This	evidently	has	its	dangers:	sketchbooks	may	start	out	as	sturdy,	but	time,	travel,	cheapness,	sometimes	non-archival	construction,	and	often	careless	handling	by	their	original	owners	means	they	can	be	in	a	fragile	state	by	the	time	they	are	held	in	archives.	Graham	Sutherland’s	sketchbooks,	for	instance,	which	are	held	at	the	Tate	Archive,	reveal	that	they	were	treated	with	little	respect	by	the	artist	while	he	used	them,	and	show	little	evidence	of	being	precious	to	him	(McLees,	2014).	He	used	the	covers	of	some	of	his	books	as	palettes,	and	their	pages	were,	until	conservation	work,	stuck	together	because	they	had	been	closed	before	the	paint	had	dried.	For	many	creatives	such	as	Sutherland,	sketchbooks	are	a	route	towards	another	finished	work	
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rather	than	a	work	of	art	in	themselves.	And	so	they	can	pass,	practically	overnight,	from	being	the	omnipresent,	scuffed	object	taken	for	granted	around	the	studio	or	workshop	to	the	carefully	preserved,	wrapped	and	supported	items	examined	in	the	archives.			This	research	also	explores	the	extent	to	which	sketchbooks	have	been	digitised,	and	the	effects	this	has	had	on	accessibility.	The	scale	of	sketchbooks	makes	them	suitable	for	scanning,	but	there	are	issues	of	preservation	and	expense	that	hinder	progress	in	this	in	some	areas,	although	there	are	excellent	examples	of	these	at,	for	instance,	Tate	Archives	and	the	Henry	Moore	Institute.				Historically,	sketchbooks	may	be	traced	to	Japanese	pillow	books,	intimate	journals	of	thoughts,	anecdotes	and	drawings	dating	from	around	1000AD,	and	exempla,	medieval	pattern	books	for	artisans	(Marks,	1972).	Although	these	may	be	classified	as	model	books	rather	than	sketchbooks	(as	the	Pepys	Library	at	Magdalene	College,	Cambridge,	now	terms	the	late	14th-early	15th	century	Monk’s	Sketch-book	in	its	collection),	they	may	be	seen	as	the	forerunners	of	sketchbooks	as	we	now	more	commonly	recognise	them.			The	earliest	surviving	books	come	from	those	living	a	religious	life.	The	Prudentius	Manuscript	by	the	monk	and	forger	Adémar	de	Chabannes	(died	1034)	was	used	to	copy	patterns	and	designs	from	a	variety	of	much	earlier	books	as	models	for	workshop	use	(Marks,	1972,	p.7).	The	drawings	are	energetic	and	lively	and	surrounded	with	hastily	written	notes.	During	the	Renaissance	books	were	often	used	for	aesthetic	and	scientific	subjects,	such	as	those	of	Leonardo	da	Vinci,	rather	than	for	personal	or	reflective	reasons.			The	development	of	affordable	paper	specifically	for	drawing	in	the	17th	century,	along	with	strong	covers	and	binding	increased	usage,	and	in	the	West	they	became	objects	to	be	packed	when	setting	out	on	the	Grand	Tour	in	the	17th	and	18th	centuries.	Queen	Victoria	kept	sketchbooks	throughout	most	of	her	life,	from	1827	to	1890,	typifying	the	approach	of	“the	Victorian	amateur	watercolourist”	(Warner,	1979,	p.8).	Other	noted	sketchbook	users	include	Cézanne,	Van	Gogh,	Constable,	Le	Corbusier,	Picasso,	Perry	and	Hadid.	Recent	years	have	seen	a	rise	in	the	status	of	drawing	and	sketchbook	use,	and	the	rise	of	computer-aided	design	and	applications	for	drawing	on	tablets	and	smartphones.	While	roles	such	as	architecture	that	may	have	once	involved	much	hand-drawn	imagery	have	turned	to	screen-based	work	(Clarke,	2014),	there	has	been	a	
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return	by	some,	as	a	reaction	against	this,	to	the	analogue	realm	of	sketchbooks	and	observational	drawing	outside	the	workplace.		I	am	aware	of	only	one	library	dedicated	entirely	to	sketchbooks.	The	Sketchbook	Project	collection,	which	is	based	in	Brooklyn	Art	Library,	New	York,	USA,	contains	more	than	36,000	sketchbooks	(Art	House	Projects,	2017).	This	crowd-sourced	project	run	by	a	Brooklyn-based	company	involves	participants	buying,	filling	and	submitting	the	books,	which	then	have	a	permanent	home	in	the	library,	with	those	paying	extra	having	their	contributions	digitised.	Metadata	for	each	sketchbook	is	supplied	by	the	artist.	The	inclusive	nature	of	the	project	–	anyone	who	buys	a	sketchbook	and	returns	it	will	be	included	–	means	it	features	the	work	of	children	and	amateurs	alongside	professional	artists	and	illustrators	from	more	than	135	countries.	Users	requesting	items	at	the	library	are	also	presented	with	another	sketchbook	selected	randomly	by	staff.	Focused	on	sketchbooks	as	it	may	be,	this	library's	collection	and	access	policies	and	commercial	structure	make	it	distinct	from	the	libraries	and	archives	that	responded	to	my	survey.			
Aims	and	objectives		The	aim	of	this	research	was	to	get	a	clearer	picture	of	how	accessible	sketchbooks	are,	where	they	are	collected	and	the	problems	faced	for	those	seeking	to	research	them.	Despite	a	growing	interest	in	sketchbooks	and	the	discipline	of	drawing,	sketchbooks	as	a	group	have	attracted	relatively	little	academic	research,	and	no	research	specifically	into	their	collection	and	accessibility.	It	was	therefore	hoped	that	a	clearer,	broad	view	would	be	established	of	a	number	of	the	institutions	in	which	sketchbooks	are	held,	how	those	institutions	interact	with	users	wanting	to	access	the	sketchbooks	they	hold,	who	those	users	are,	and	their	experience	within	the	institution.	It	aimed	also	to	address	the	paucity	of	previous	research	by	suggesting	avenues	for	further	and	more	focused	enquiry.			The	objectives	were	to	find	and	interview	users	of	sketchbooks	in	archives	to	get	a	better	understanding	of	their	experiences	to	see	if	there	are	recurring	issues,	and,	through	the	means	of	a	survey,	gather	data	from	a	wide	range	of	sketchbook-holding	institutions	that	shed	light	on	their	methods	and	approaches,	and	address	points	raised	in	the	interviews.	Through	these	means	it	was	hoped	to	pinpoint	ideas	that	would	make	the	sketchbooks	in	the	UK's	archives	more	accessible.	
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Scope	and	definitions		The	definition	of	a	sketchbook	is,	simply,	a	book	of	plain	paper	containing	sketches	or	for	making	sketches	in	(Collins	English	Dictionary).	Traditionally,	these	were	filled	with	observational	drawings	or	works	in	easily	transported	media,	such	as	watercolour,	or	perhaps	acting	as	a	travel	journal.	But	their	uses	can	be	much	wider	than	that,	as	they	can	act	as	test	beds	for	creative	ideas	and	thoughts:	the	artist	Stephen	Farthing	(2011,	p.26)	describes	them	as	“in	computing	terms,	the	external	hard	drive	of	the	mind”.	Their	size	and	portability	mean	they	can	always	be	close	at	hand,	slipped	into	a	pocket	or	bag,	ready	to	capture	ideas	or	views.	This	means	that	they	generally	contain	at	least	some	written	element,	perhaps	as	captions,	reminders,	colour	notes,	ideas	or	explanations,	alongside	the	graphic	element.	Sketchbooks	can	be	used	by	architects,	designers,	film-makers,	engineers	and	makers,	as	well	as	artists.		The	balance	between	the	written	element	of	a	book	and	the	imagery	it	contains	can	lead	to	confusion	in	defining	terms.	A	book	containing	solely	the	written	word	would	certainly	define	it	as	a	notebook,	even	if	it	was	owned	by	an	artist.	Judgement	is	needed	to	differentiate	between	notebooks	and	sketchbooks,	although	the	terms	are,	confusingly,	sometimes	used	interchangeably.	What	is	recognised	as	a	sketchbook	is	sometimes	catalogued	as	a	notebook,	or	even	a	“sketch-book”	(British	Museum,	2017).	Sketchbooks	can	range	in	size	from	10	leaves	to	more	than	100,	as	many	of	J.M.W.	Turner’s	were.	(Stewart,	2014,	p.165).	Early	books	in	which	medieval	craftspeople	copied	designs	from	earlier	books	for	their	own	use,	such	as	some	referred	to	in	Marks’s	From	the	Sketchbooks	of	the	Great	Artists	(1972),	may	now	be	categorised	as	model	books,	rather	than	sketchbooks.		Differentiation	should	also	be	made	between	sketchbooks	and	artists’	books.	Artists’	books	are	self-published	works	of	art,	sometimes	in	editions,	that	take	the	form	of	a	book	and	usually	start	out	as	a	particular	concept.	Sketchbooks	on	the	other	hand	often	reveal	the	thoughts	and	processes	of	new	works	of	art,	and	usually	deal	with	the	process	of	incubation	and	development	without	the	idea	of	an	audience	in	mind.		Fieldbooks	used	by	surveyors	out	in	the	field,	such	as	those	700	held	in	the	Fairbank	Collection	in	Sheffield	City	Archives,	which	were	used	by	the	family	of	surveyors	in	the	
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city	in	the	18th	and	19th	century,	can	include	drawings	of	maps	and	buildings	completed	on	location,	but	are	not,	as	we	would	understand	the	term,	sketchbooks.			An	area	in	which	the	word	sketchbook	parts	company	with	what	we	may	immediately	recognise	it	is	the	composer’s	sketchbook.	The	term	is	accurate	to	the	extent	that	they	are	books	in	which	compositions	may	have	been	roughly	outlined,	perhaps	formulated	on	paper	before	being	more	formally	set	out	and	expanded	upon,	but	more	accurately	these	would	be	described	as	composers’	notebooks.	Catalogue	searches	can	reveal	“sketchbooks”	in	the	archives	of	such	institutions	as	the	British	Library	Music	Collection	and	the	Royal	Northern	College	of	Music,	and	although	they	can	include	beautiful	imagery	in	the	form	of	musical	notation,	they	have	more	in	common	with	writers’	notebooks	than	those	of	artists	and	designers	and	for	this	reason	I	have	not	included	them	in	this	research.		Other	books	from	the	more	visually	creative	fields	can	be	more	confidently	categorised	as	sketchbooks,	such	as	those	of	the	filmmaker	Derek	Jarman.	His	books	range	from	poetry	with	collaged	illustrations,	to	directorial	plans	for	his	films,	with	dates	of	shooting,	and	details	about	sequences,	costumes,	lighting,	props	and	sound,	as	well	as	photographic	imagery.	These	are	listed	in	the	BFI	catalogue	as	“notebooks”	or	“workbooks”,	and	a	search	in	that	catalogue	for	“sketchbook”	reveals	no	Jarman	items.	The	29	books	Jarman	completed	are	the	subject	of	Farthing	and	Webb-Ingall’s	book	
Derek	Jarman's	sketchbooks	(2013),	which	is	certain	enough	to	denote	them	unambiguously	as	sketchbooks	in	the	title,	a	view	with	which	I	concur.			Drawing	in	a	book	of	any	kind	effectively	makes	it	a	sketchbook.	Jarman,	for	instance,	used	books	intended	as	photographic	albums,	and	books	of	lined	paper,	printed	books	with	text,	or	vintage	paper	are	sometimes	used	by	artists,	such	as	the	illustrator	Lapin	(Creative	Bloq,	2012),	who	uses	old	ledgers	and	exercise	books	he	finds	in	fleamarkets.	As	repositories	of	experimental	ideas,	they	usually	have	no	intended	financial	value	to	the	artist,	so	the	cheapness	of	the	paper,	lack	of	finish	and	poor	archival	quality	is	of	no	significance.			Many	archives	hold	sketches	on	loose	sheets,	perhaps	as	sets	by	a	single	artist.	These	are	sometimes	gathered	(by	the	artist,	or	later)	and	pasted	into	books	to	give	the	immediate	appearance	of	a	sketchbook,	but	these	are	more	accurately	defined	as	albums,	or	scrapbooks,	rather	than	sketchbooks.	An	example	of	this	is	an	album	by	the	artist	James	
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Clarke	Hook	held	at	the	British	Museum's	Prints	and	Drawings	Department	(Museum	number	2014,7064.1.1-50),	which	contains	50	images	by	Hook	that	have	been	pasted	into	a	sketchbook.	Although	the	images	are	themed	according	to	the	Cornish	and	Devonshire	locations	they	portray,	they	are	not	ordered	chronologically,	and	many	have	been	trimmed	to	fit.			The	dismantling	of	sketchbooks	to	create	multiple	works	in	the	place	of	a	single,	less	financially	valuable	object	is	a	contentious	area.	Because	of	the	difficulties	in	exhibiting	physical	sketchbooks	in	a	secure	environment	–	only	one	image	can	be	on	show	unless	a	book	is	put	in	the	hands	of	the	viewer	–	there	can	be	the	temptation	to	dismember	the	volumes	so	that	the	pages	can	be	seen	simultaneously,	while	also	increasing	the	financial	worth	of	each,	i.e.,	the	total	commercial	value	of	individual	images	is	more	than	those	same	images	in	a	bound	volume.	For	instance,	the	decision	by	auctioneers	Sotheby’s	in	1989	to	break	up	a	sketchbook	of	the	18th-century	French	painter	Hubert	Robert	(Kimmelman,	1989)	in	order	to	get	for	its	owners	the	highest	possible	price	provoked	criticism	from	art	historians	and	curators,	and	the	resignation	of	a	consultant	for	the	auctioneers.	But	there	can	be	other	reasons	for	dismantling:	books	may	be	taken	apart	so	that	the	works	they	contain	can	be	exhibited	individually	(Ruskin	took	apart	many	of	Turner's	sketchbooks	for	this	reason),	artists	may	remove	works	with	which	they	are	dissatisfied,	or	books	may	be	taken	apart	in	order	to	preserve	them	better	(Stewart,	2014,	p.168).		In	a	similar	way,	yet	in	the	opposite	direction,	moves	are	sometimes	made	to	reunite	disparate	works	from	dismantled	sketchbooks	that	have	been	scattered	to	different	art	collections.	Loose	drawings	can	sometimes	be	seen	to	have	single,	ripped	edges,	perhaps	with	holes	that	reveal	where	the	binding	once	was,	or	worn	edges	where	the	drawing	was	repeatedly	handled	when	the	pages	of	the	former	sketchbook	was	turned.	The	Kupferstichkabinett,	Basel,	for	instance,	has	reconfigured	five	sketchbooks	by	the	French	post-impressionist	Paul	Cézanne	as	completely	as	possible	from	the	111	graphic	works	by	him	in	its	collection,	and	temporarily	reuniting	them	with	missing	sheets	held	in	other	collections	for	an	exhibition,	Hidden	Cézanne:	from	sketchbook	to	canvas	(2017).	Single	sheets	may	therefore	not	be	part	of	an	existing	sketchbook,	but	be	traceable	to	one.	In	this	way,	art	historically	significant	sketchbooks	can	be	recognised,	if	not	physically	reunited	and	rebound.	(It	is	worth	noting	that	a	simple	search	for	"sketchbook"	in	a	catalogue	can	reveal	significant	numbers	of	images	once	part	of	now	dismembered	sketchbooks.)	
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	This	research	has	focused	on	institutions	in	the	UK	that	hold	existing	bound	sketchbooks	that	include	drawn	or	painted	elements,	and	written	notes	by	the	book’s	owner,	as	far	as	I	am	able	to	ascertain.	These	may,	therefore,	have	been	owned	by	anyone	working	in	a	range	of	fields,	including	artists,	illustrators,	architects,	fashion	designers,	ceramicists	and	engineers.				
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LITERATURE	REVIEW			There	is	little	previous	research	done	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks,	although	their	profile	as	a	document	form	has	risen	in	recent	years.	Research	on	sketchbooks	has	predominantly	been	art	historical	in	nature,	into	how	particular	artists	used	them	(D'Alburquerque,	2011,	Shiff,	2009),	or	their	pedagogic	role	(O’Neill,	2012).	Sketchbooks	are	seen	as	a	vital	tool	in	creativity,	encouraging	observation	and	awareness,	and	this	embraces	all	levels	of	ability	and	experience,	including	art	school	graduates,	schoolchildren	and	amateur	artists.	Initiatives	such	as	the	Big	Draw,	an	international	annual	festival	of	drawing	than	encourages	all	people	to	draw,	has	broadened	interest	and	engagement.		Illustrated	books	that	take	sketchbooks	as	their	theme	are	plentiful	and	continue	to	be	produced	with	regularity.	The	diversity	of	creative	disciplines	or	artists	that	such	books	focus	on	includes	architects	(Jones,	2011),	designers	and	illustrators	(Brereton,	2012),	infographic	designers	(Heller,	2014),	J.M.W.	Turner	(Warrell,	2014),	Richard	Diebenkorn	(Cantor	Arts	Center,	2015),	Derek	Jarman	(Farthing	and	Webb-Ingall,	2013),	botanical	artists	(Bynum	and	Bynum,	2017)	and	explorers	(Lewis-Jones	and	Herbert,	2016).	Recent	years	have	also	seen	the	launch	of	a	range	of	periodicals	with	a	graphic	art	theme,	including	the	peer-reviewed	journal	Drawing:	Research,	Theory,	
Practice	(first	published	in	2016),	and	magazines	such	as	The	Drawer	(2011),	Graphite	(2016)	and	HB	(2013).	This	increasing	interest	in	drawing	–	the	primary	content	of	sketchbooks	–	is	reflected	in	books	that	explore	current	practice	by	contemporary	artists	(Stout,	2014,	Rattemeyer,	2013,	and	others)	which,	while	not	specifically	relating	to	sketchbooks,	are	evidence	of	graphic	art’s	rising	profile	as	an	end	in	itself,	rather	than	necessarily	a	plan	or	outline	for	a	subsequent	“finished”	work	of	art.		The	number	of	sketchbooks	to	be	found	in	institutions	relates	to	the	value	they	have	been	given	historically.	Marks	(1972),	in	his	book	that	traces	the	tradition	of	sketchbook	keeping	by	leading	figures	in	Western	art,	describes	how	only	since	the	18th	century	have	sketchbooks	been	items	considered	worth	preserving.	They	can	play	a	different	role	in	creative	endeavour	between	different	creative	people.	Je	suis	le	cahier:	the	
sketchbooks	of	Picasso	(Glimcher	and	Glimcher,	1986),	which	was	also	an	exhibition	at	
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the	Royal	Academy,	London	(1986)	and	other	venues,	explores	the	role	of	sketchbooks	in	the	working	processes	of	the	artist.	Picasso,	despite	the	apparent	spontaneity	of	his	approach,	made	175	known	sketchbooks	between	1894	and	1967,	and	eight	for	the	single	work	Les	Demoiselles	d’Avignon	(1907),	now	held	at	the	Museum	of	Modern	Art,	New	York.			The	place	of	these	sketchbooks	is	secure	because	they	relate	to	a	painting	that	played	a	central	role	in	the	development	of	Modernism,	but	these	are	the	exception.	Many	sketchbooks	are	modest	and	unexceptional,	and	relatively	few	may	ever	come	to	be	held	in	any	kind	of	archive.	Sketchbooks	can	be	enlightening	about	what	happens	in	the	everyday	life	of	their	users,	but	that	may	also	be	mundane	and	unexceptional.			Alaluusua	(2016,	p.9	and	p.25)	touches	on	the	“rather	limited	previous	academic	research”	and	the	problems	faced	in	exhibiting	and	making	sketchbooks	accessible:	“From	the	institution’s	point	of	view,	exhibiting	sketchbooks	held	in	their	archives	is	problematic.	They	also	face	other	challenges	such	as	how	to	categorise,	store	and	provide	access	to	sketchbooks”.	Alaluusua	accessed	sketchbooks	in	both	Finland	and	the	UK	in	the	course	of	her	research,	and	is	the	subject	of	an	interview	as	part	of	this	research	(see	Appendix	2.5).			Alaluusua’s	own	research	was	a	qualitative	analysis	of	creative	strategies	used	in	sketchbooks,	and	focused	on	videos	made	with	13	artists,	which	were	recorded	and	exhibited	as	part	of	her	practice-based	PhD	at	the	University	of	the	Arts	London,	and	later	featured	as	an	exhibition	(Sketchbooks:	an	obsession,	2017).	Her	research	was	an	attempt	to	get	a	better	understanding	of	“how	thinking	happens	in	sketchbook	pages	and	what	visual	form	it	may	take”	(Alaluusua,	2017)	rather	than	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks,	but	it	touched	on	pertinent	points	of	my	own	areas	of	interest.	These	include	the	metamorphosis	that	sketchbooks	go	through	from	being	everyday	working	objects	picked	up	and	put	down	in	a	studio,	to	carefully	tended	and	preserved	documents	held	in	archival	conditions	(Alaluusua,	2016,	p.10).	“The	status	of	the	sketchbook	has	changed	from	an	object	to	be	handled,	perhaps	at	times	rather	carelessly,	to	something	that	needs	to	be	preserved.	Also	the	access	to	the	sketchbook	has	changed	from	the	artist	(and	those	he	or	she	chose	to	share	the	sketchbook	with)	to	an	archivist	and	researchers	visiting	the	archives.”			Alaluusua	also	discusses	the	private	and	public	nature	of	sketchbooks.	They	are	often	
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made	without	any	thought	of	being	made	publicly	accessible,	and	lie	outside	the	critical	approach	that	exhibitions	or	individual	works	of	art	may	attract.	She	writes	(2017,	p.19):	“Still	it	is	possible	to	view	sketchbooks	independently	and	almost	out	of	the	sociocultural	context,	removed	from	the	political	upheavals	and	economical	state	of	affairs	because	sketchbooks	are	a	personal	space	for	artists	where	they	can	do	what	they	like.”	Assessments	of	sketchbooks	as	good	or	bad	are	in	this	respect	irrelevant.	And	yet	the	contents	of	sketchbooks,	whose	covers	can	be	closed	and	their	contents	kept	private,	can	also	be	opened,	shared,	digitised	and	made	public	through	exhibitions	and	in	archives.	The	internet	has	opened	a	range	of	channels	for	practicing	artists,	of	all	levels	of	experience,	to	share	their	work	in	sketchbooks,	and	digitisation	also	allows	the	sharing	and	increased	accessibility	of	sketchbook	imagery	held	in	galleries,	libraries,	archives	and	museums. 
	The	research	of	Ryan	(2009)	is	a	semiotic	study	of	sketchbooks	and	its	position	in	the	hierarchies	of	making,	collecting	and	exhibiting.	He	is,	like	Alaluusua,	a	practicing	artist.	Being	invited	to	show	his	sketchbooks	at	the	Hordamuseet,	Bergen,	Norway	in	1996	led	him	to	a	re-evaluation	of	sketchbooks	(p.94):	“I	believed	that	sketchbooks	were	preparatory	tools	towards	‘proper,	finished’	works.	They	were	objects	for	an	archive	rather	than	a	main	art	collection.	(However	I	sometimes	use	non-archive	quality	books,	so	were	they	even	lower	in	that	hierarchy?)	This	division	between	finished	works	and	preparatory	sketchbooks	was	reinforced	by	the	scarcity	of	literature	about	them…”	The	hierarchical	place	of	sketchbooks	within	institutions,	and	the	problems	faced	in	exhibiting	them	and	making	them	accessible	to	researchers	are	factors	considered	in	my	own	research.			Ryan	was	a	speaker	at	a	Tate	Britain	seminar	titled	Approaching	the	sketchbook:	process	
and	practice	(2011),	at	which	he	explored	the	intimacy	of	sketchbooks,	the	borders	between	private	and	personal,	and	how	they	can	be	displayed	both	in	gallery	settings	and	online.	Sketchbooks	exhibited	in	glass	cases	or	within	frames,	by	stripping	them	of	human	contact,	lose	their	interactive	element,	and	this	resulted	in	Manual	setting	(2011),	an	exhibition	of	sketchbooks	in	the	form	of	a	shared,	performed	work,	with	visitors	looking	through	them	alongside	the	artists,	scientists	and	writers	who	created	them.	Access	to	sketchbooks	in	the	UK’s	institutions	balances	on	that	same	interactive	element.	Although	their	covers	close	and	their	contents	can	remain	private	within,	there	is	a	performative,	haptic	aspect	to	viewing	them	and	unfolding	their	narrative.		
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	Ryan	also	explored	the	sharing	of	images	on	social	media	sites,	such	as	Flickr,	on	which	large	communities	of	sketchbook	users	display	their	imagery.	While	social	media	offers	opportunities	for	a	wide	range	of	artists	to	present	their	work	to	an	audience	and	make	otherwise	inaccessible	documents	public,	such	digitisation	of	single	images	from	a	sketchbook	takes	the	works	out	of	their	original	context	and	their	place	within	a	narrative,	effectively	dismembering	the	sketchbook	from	which	it	came,	and	bypassing	its	value	as	a	tactile	item.			
Recto	verso:	redefining	the	sketchbook	(Bartram	et	al,	2014)	brings	together	chapters	some	of	which	are	adapted	and	expanded	versions	of	papers	presented	at	a	conference	at	the	Collection,	Lincoln	in	February	2011.	They	recognise	the	traditional	role	of	the	sketchbook	as	a	“creative	archival	system	for	ideas	development,	reflection	and	progression	within	the	practice	of	art,	design	and	architecture,	where	it	acts	as	a	necessary	accompaniment	to	the	methods	and	processes	in	which	more	formal	works	are	realised.”	This	“archival	system”	is,	primarily,	for	that	person	using	it,	and	for	the	duration	of	its	practical	use	and	support,	before,	perhaps,	the	sketchbook	moves	on	to	more	formal	archival	institutions	within	galleries,	museums	or	libraries,	where	its	value	changes	to	one	of	reflection	rather	than	creativity.	This	reinforces	Alaluusua’s	point	referred	to	earlier	about	the	change	a	sketchbook	makes	as	it	moves	from	studio	to	archive.			Bartram	also	raises	interesting	points	about	those	sketchbooks	that	are	preserved	within	archives.	The	role	sketchbooks	play	in	an	artist’s	working	processes	can	vary	significantly.	Bartram,	like	the	artist	Steven	Farthing	(Alaluusua,	2016,	p.96),	disposes	of	her	sketchbooks	when	she	has	completed	them.	“When	a	sketchbook	is	complete,	I	throw	it	in	the	waste	bin…	At	the	end	of	the	final	image,	the	intimacy	becomes	irrelevant…	our	relationship	is	spent”,	and	is	“severed	from	the	active	and	current	process”	(Bartram	et	al,	2014,	p.151).	What	remains,	and	is	there	to	be	seen	in	the	archives,	is	what	the	sketchbook	users	wished	to	remain,	or	simply	what	survived.			Bartram	discusses	the	importance	of	the	tactile	nature	of	sketchbooks,	and	users’	accessibility	to	handle	them	and	turn	their	pages.	Touching	the	books	is	“an	opportunity	to	share	the	experience,	to	get	close	to	the	act	and	moment	of	touch	and,	in	this	case,	creativity…	The	encounter	sees	the	viewer	enter	the	relationship	between	‘maker’	and	‘made’,	even	if	this	result	is	only	for	a	moment”	(p.159).	This	inevitably	has	implications	
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for	archives	holding	sketchbooks,	in	terms	of	preserving	the	condition	of	what	may	well	have	been	documents	handled	less	than	carefully	by	their	original	owners.			Miriam	Stewart	takes	up	this	point	in	her	chapter	Curating	sketchbooks:	interpretation,	
preservation,	display	(Bartram	et	al,	2014,	p.172).	The	special	qualities	of	the	sketchbook,	its	informality,	intimacy	and	active	quality,	are	lost	when	it	is	displayed	[in	cabinets],	she	writes,	but	in	time	only	digital	surrogates	may	be	available.	“Although	the	sketchbook	is	very	much	a	living	and	ongoing	entity	in	both	practice	and	theory,	it	may	be	that	many	of	its	historical	manifestations	are	on	the	verge	of	extinction.”	Digitisation	can	broaden	access,	and	make	accessible	what	may	otherwise	be	considered	too	fragile	to	be	viewed	physically	rather	than	digitally,	but	the	experience	is	essentially	a	different	one.	Alaluusua	(2016)	writes	of	accessibility	issues	that	relate	to	her	journey	to	see	sketchbooks	at	the	Archives	of	American	Art	at	the	Smithsonian	Institution	in	Washington,	DC.	She	had	already	viewed	some	of	its	sketchbooks	online	but	she	discovered	on	her	arrival	at	the	archive	that	because	they	had	been	digitised,	they	were	no	longer	made	physically	available	to	researchers.	While	offering	uncontrolled	access	to	the	books	by	making	them	digital,	this	also	had	the	effect	of	restricting	access	to	the	physical	items	themselves.	She	writes	(p.166):	“The	public	as	individuals	might	not	have	an	unrestricted	access	to	sketchbooks	in	archives	even	if,	in	theory,	the	collections	are	available	to	all.”	Sketchbook-holding	institutions	have	to	balance	the	demands	of	researchers	requesting	access	to	the	physical	books	against	preserving	the	condition	of	vulnerable,	unique	items	that	have	not	necessarily	been	handled	by	their	creators	with	longevity	or	conservation	in	mind.			The	absence	of	previous	research	into	the	collection	of	sketchbooks	led	me	towards	a	look	at	the	different,	yet	related,	form	of	artists’	books	and	how	these	are	collected.	Arlis/UK	and	Ireland,	the	Art	Libraries	Society,	has	published	a	manual	(White	et	al,	2006)	on	the	cataloguing	of	artists’	books,	and	the	problems	faced	with	defining	the	term.	The	two	forms	are	similar	in	the	way	they	are	difficult	to	define,	but	artists’	books	differ	in	that	they	are	essentially	works	of	art	in	their	own	right,	yet	are	usually	found	within	library	collections	(p.vii).	Sketchbooks	on	the	other	hand,	are	not	generally	created	to	be	whole	works	in	themselves,	and	are	more	likely	to	be	found	within	archives,	perhaps	among	other	documents	and	correspondence	by	the	same	creator.	Sketchbooks	may	be	numbered	(perhaps	posthumously)	but	rarely	titled,	as	artists’	books	tend	to	be.		
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Anna	McNally’s	chapter	All	that	stuff:	organising	records	of	creative	processes	in	All	this	
stuff:	archiving	the	artist	(Vaknin	et	al,	2013)	describes	how	the	majority	of	collections	are	acquired	after	the	artist’s	death,	although	“there	are	increasing	moves	to	work	with	artists	to	organise	their	own	archives”	(p.97).	What	remains	may	be	biased	towards	the	artist’s	later	years,	when	domestic	arrangements	may	be	more	settled	than	during	earlier	years	when	a	succession	of	rented	accommodation	may	mean	that	potentially	valuable	items	have	been	been	jettisoned.	But	newly	acquired	collections	may	remain	uncatalogued	–	as	some	sketchbook	collections	are	–	until	their	arrangement	is	studied	and	understood:	“The	archivist	of	personal	papers	must	proceed	with	caution	and	not	rearrange	anything	physically	until	confident	that	any	interrelationships	between	the	items	are	understood”	(p.102).		McNally	also	notes	the	challenge	of	notebooks	and	sketchbooks	to	the	archivist	unless	the	creator	“has	been	very	particular	in	his/her	labelling	and	dating”	(p.105).	“Any	attempt	at	thematic	organisation	of	notebooks	is	bound	to	fail,	as	by	their	nature	they	are	likely	to	cover	a	number	of	topics.”	Chronological	ordering	is	seen	as	the	ideal	but	can	only	be	tentative:	sketchbook	users	will	often	pick	up	the	sketchbook	that	is	closest	at	hand	with	blank	pages,	and	is	not	always	likely	to	date	each	image	within	it.		The	dearth	of	previous	research	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	has	led	me	towards	a	broader	scope	than	I	may	otherwise	have	taken	in	order	to	identify	areas	that	may	be	fruitful	and	enlightening	for	further	research.	At	the	outset	of	this	dissertation	I	was	hopeful	that	I	would	be	able	to	build	upon	the	findings	of	previously	published	research,	but	this	has	not	proved	to	be	possible.				
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METHODOLOGY		The	lack	of	previous	research	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	that	may	have	suggested	specific	areas	of	investigation	has	led	me	to	approach	this	dissertation	in	a	broader	way	than	I	first	intended,	using	qualitative	research	to	be	able	to	understand	better	the	issues	faced	by	users	of	sketchbook	archives.	Following	a	literature	review	that	by	necessity	takes	a	more	general	view	of	the	subject	of	sketchbooks,	the	research	falls	into	two	parts.		
Interviews		The	first	part	consists	of	a	series	of	structured	and	unstructured	interviews	with	those	who	have	experience	of	accessing	sketchbooks	in	a	variety	of	institutions.	Users	of	sketchbook	archives	were	not	easy	to	identify,	and	hence	a	convenience	sample	was	identified.	Those	agreeing	to	have	their	views	included	in	this	research	are	artists	who	had	done	previous	research,	either	academic	or	while	writing	books	on	the	subject	of	sketchbooks,	a	lecturer	and	a	book	artist.	They	are	all	working	in	the	field	of	the	visual	arts,	although	sketchbooks	are	used	by	a	wider	group	of	creative	people,	such	as	makers,	architects,	engineers	and	designers,	so	my	sample	is	not	representative	of	this	range.	This	is	primarily	due	to	my	own	background	within	the	visual	arts,	and	therefore	the	convenience	sample	most	accessible	to	me.	At	the	proposal	stage	of	this	dissertation	I	was	concerned	that	finding	suitable	interview	subjects	may	be	a	potential	problem	and	this	proved	to	be	the	case.			It	is	not	uncommon	for	institutions	holding	21	to	30	sketchbooks	to	have	them	accessed	only	two	or	three	times	a	year,	and	some	have	never	been	accessed	in	more	than	10	years	(E.M.L.	Forster’s	sketchbooks	at	the	Archive	Centre,	King’s	College	Cambridge).	Thus,	finding	potential	interview	subjects	was	not	an	easy	process,	and	I	therefore	drew	in	the	main	on	those	people	whose	books	and	research	showed	them	to	be	experienced	in	accessing	sketchbooks.			The	aim	of	the	interviews	was	to	get	a	better	understanding	of	the	processes	undergone	in	order	to	access	sketchbooks.	The	interviews	included	lines	of	enquiry	about	how	often	each	interviewee	had	accessed	sketchbooks,	their	experiences	of	searching	within	
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catalogues,	the	forward	planning	required,	how	the	sketchbooks	were	presented	in	the	reading	room,	and	whether	or	not	the	sketchbooks	were	available	in	a	digital	version.	A	structured	version	of	these	questions	(Appendix	2.1)	was	sent	to	two	artists	I	interviewed	by	email,	while	unstructured	interviews	with	two	other	artists	I	questioned	in	person	and	over	the	phone	followed	the	same	themes.		The	findings	of	these	interviews	helped	to	inform	the	survey	questions	sent	to	sketchbook-holding	institutions.	Although	my	research	was	restricted	to	UK	institutions,	these	interviews	also	included	findings	that	related	to	overseas	sketchbook	collections.		
Survey	of	sketchbook-holding	institutions	
	The	second	part	of	my	methodology	consisted	of	a	survey	sent	to	sketchbook-holding	institutions	based	in	the	UK.	These	institutions	were	identified	primarily	through	searches	on	Discovery:	the	National	Archive	website	(2017),	which	includes	records	relating	to	archives	and	institutions	across	the	UK,	the	Artists’	Papers	Register	(2017),	which	locates	the	papers	of	artists,	designers	and	craftspeople	held	in	publicly	accessible	collections	in	the	UK	and	Ireland,	and	Archives	Hub	(2017),	which	brings	together	descriptions	of	items	in	the	UK’s	archive	collections.	These	yielded	excellent	results	from	a	simple	“sketchbook”	search.	Some	information	on	the	APR	and	Archives	Hub	sites	duplicate	that	found	on	the	National	Archives	site,	but	they	also	include	institutions	with	smaller	collections	of	sketchbooks.	Other	institutions	discovered	during	the	course	of	the	research	were	also	included,	so	the	final	figure	of	those	holding	what	were	understood	to	be	sketchbooks	totalled	197.	Entry	to	a	prize	draw	for	a	£50	book	voucher	was	also	offered	as	an	incentive	to	those	who	responded	to	the	survey.		A	link	to	a	series	of	questions	on	SurveyMonkey	(the	cloud-based	data	collection	software)	was	first	emailed	as	a	pilot	study	(Appendix	4.1)	to	nine	institutions	to	evaluate	the	effectiveness	of	the	survey.	Of	these,	six	were	completed	and	returned,	and	following	a	telephone	conversation	with	one	of	the	respondents,	some	minor	changes	were	made	to	the	survey	before	it	was	sent	in	a	revised	version	(Appendix	4.2)	to	a	wider	group.	(The	findings	from	the	pilot	study	were	not	included	in	the	final	research.)	These	changes	included	the	addition	of	a	question	about	the	number	of	sketchbooks	in	the	institution’s	collection	that	do	not	appear	on	its	online	catalogue.	Also,	question	2,	about	how	sketchbooks	are	acquired	by	the	institution,	was	turned	into	a	multiple-choice	question,	and	the	questions	were	slightly	reordered.	
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	The	variations	in	approach	by	institutions	to	the	way	that	sketchbooks	are	collected	and	made	accessible	to	researchers,	which	were	suggested	anecdotally	through	conversations	with	archive	users	prior	to	the	activation	of	the	survey,	necessitated,	I	believe,	a	qualitative	approach,	and	one	that	would	allow	respondents	the	opportunity	and	space	to	describe	their	working	processes.	The	respondents	were	mostly	required	to	answer	in	open-ended	comment	boxes,	with	a	small	number	of	multiple-choice	style	questions.		
Survey	questions		In	total,	the	survey	consisted	of	11	questions,	with	a	final	box	giving	the	opportunity	for	suggestions	for	improving	accessibility	to	sketchbooks.	The	opening	question	requested	the	number	of	sketchbooks	in	each	institution	to	get	an	understanding	of	how	subsequent	answers	may	relate	to	the	size	of	the	holding.	Question	2,	on	how	the	sketchbooks	came	to	be	in	the	collection,	aimed	to	get	a	perspective	on	collection	policy,	although	it	was	evident	that	limited	insight	into	this	would	be	possible	within	the	confines	of	a	short	survey.	The	openness	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	held	is	addressed	directly	in	Question	3,	by	asking	who	can	retrieve	them.	Each	of	these	first	three	questions	are	quite	generalised	and	scene-setting,	but	justified	in	the	sense	that	they	can	place	findings	from	further	questions	in	context.			Data	gathered	in	the	survey	that	relates	to	the	management	software	and	metadata	standards	–	Question	4.1	–	is	not,	admittedly,	specific	to	sketchbooks,	which	are	likely	to	be	a	minor,	if	not	tiny,	constituent	part	of	an	archive’s	total	contents.	In	my	experience,	decisions	about	options	taken	and	practices	developed	are	generally	made	in	relation	to	the	needs	of	the	overall	collection	rather	than	one	form	of	object,	however	it	was	decided	that	this	line	of	enquiry	is	still	a	useful	element	in	assessing	the	general	standards	and	consistency	across	archives	and	museums	holding	at	least	some	sketchbooks.		The	wording	of	the	question	relating	to	software	and	cataloguing	standards	included	in	the	survey	was	revised	after	it	had	first	been	opened	in	order	to	clarify	the	data	that	it	aimed	to	collect.	The	too	open-ended	“How	are	the	sketchbooks	catalogued?”	was	revised	to	the	more	specific	“What	software	and	cataloguing	standards	do	you	use?”	but	still	with	an	open	comments	box	for	responses.		
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	Question	4.2	(At	what	level	are	they	catalogued:	as	a	group	of	sketchbooks,	individually,	or	by	each	image	they	contain?)	aimed	to	get	a	closer	understanding	of	whether	or	not	there	is	a	standard	approach	among	sketchbook-holding	institutions	to	the	level	at	which	they	are	catalogued.	Partly	because	of	their	nature,	sketchbooks	may	be	catalogued	at	a	variety	of	different	levels.		They	may	be	catalogued	as	a	series,	but	at	the	same	time	they	can	be	catalogued	at	item	level,	as	individual	sketchbooks,	as	may	be	considered	more	intuitive	for	single,	bound	items.	But	because	they	are,	in	effect,	collections	of	many	works	within	those	covers,	there	is	the	opportunity	to	catalogue	to	a	page	level,	depending	upon	the	kind	of	way	that	the	sketchbook's	owner	has	used	it.	Sketchbooks	can,	it	follows,	be	catalogued	by	series,	item,	or	piece,	i.e.,	page.			Sketchbooks	differ	from	individual	framed	works	of	art,	such	as	canvases	or	sculptures,	in	a	variety	of	ways	that	have	an	impact	on	how	they	may	be	catalogued.	They	are	less	commercially	attractive	to	collectors	than	works	that	are	more	easily	displayed,	and	are	therefore	more	likely	to	be	retained	and	collected	as	a	group	by	the	artist	rather	than	entering	the	commercial	market.	(This	financial	aspect	is	a	driving	force	behind	the	dismembering	of	sketchbooks	for	the	sale	of	pages	of	works	that	may	be	framed,	as	discussed	earlier:	the	individual	sheets	within	a	sketchbook	can	be	more	financially	valuable	than	the	whole,	although	the	context	and	narrative	of	each	work	is	then	lost.)			A	conversation	with	an	archivist	at	the	pilot	study	stage	of	my	research	suggested	that	a	revealing	line	of	enquiry	could	be	whether	institutions	had	sketchbooks	in	their	collection	that	would	not	be	revealed	through	searches	on	their	online	catalogue.	This	is	addressed	in	Question	4.3.		Question	5	asks	about	the	users	of	the	sketchbooks	in	each	collection	in	two	parts:	who	the	most	common	users	are,	and	how	often	the	sketchbooks	are	accessed.	It	was	recognised	that	responses	to	this	area	of	the	research	may	be	restricted	due	to	privacy	or	data	collection	issues,	but	through	the	use	of	the	open	comments	box,	respondents	were	given	the	opportunity	to	express	reasons	why	they	may	be	unable	to	give	meaningful	data	to	this	line	of	questioning,	or	suggest	anecdotal	reactions	into	the	users	of	their	sketchbooks.			
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Question	6	addresses	the	extent	to	which	users	are	able	to	touch	and	turn	the	pages	of	sketchbooks	as	the	original	owners	of	the	books	once	did,	and	the	policy	on	the	wearing	of	gloves	in	those	situations	in	which	they	can	be	handled.	The	policy	within	archives	is	to	require	users	to	handle	items	with	freshly	washed,	clean	hands,	but	an	aim	of	this	question	was	to	see	how	this	may	differ	when	sketchbooks	are	held	in	other	non-archival	situations.	There	is	a	need	to	balance	the	demands	of	making	sketchbooks	available	to	users	and	enabling	them	to	study	them	as	physical,	tactile	objects,	while	at	the	same	time	preventing	any	damage	from	continuous	or	careless	handling.	The	physical	qualities	of	paper	–	its	weight,	texture	and	flexibility,	for	instance	–	are	inevitably	affected,	if	not	entirely	negated,	by	the	requirement	to	wear	gloves.	A	second	part	to	this	question	related	to	whether	users	were	able	to	photograph	sketchbooks	–	a	point	raised	by	Stephen	Farthing	during	the	interview	stage	of	this	research.		The	level	at	which	sketchbooks	have	been	digitised	and	the	effects	this	has	on	their	accessibility	is	an	important	part	of	this	research.	Respondents	were	offered	an	open	comments	box	to	answer	Question	7:	"Has	your	sketchbook	collection	been	digitised,	and	if	so,	how	are	these	images	accessed?"	The	question	is	broad,	but	justifiably	so,	I	believe,	given	the	wide,	overall	view	of	sketchbook	collection	and	accessibility	that	the	research	focuses	on.		A	final	open	comments	box	gave	respondents	an	optional	opportunity	to	expand	more	fully	on	aspects	that	the	survey	may	not	have	picked	up	on,	suggest	ideas	for	improving	accessibility,	and	perhaps	offer	scope	for	further	research	into	sketchbooks.			My	concerns	that	the	survey	would	be	too	long	were	allayed	by	the	time	it	took	to	complete	the	pilot	survey:	SurveyMonkey	records	the	time	taken	for	each	set	of	responses.	The	typical	length	of	time	for	a	respondent	to	complete	the	survey	was,	both	in	the	pilot	study,	and	in	the	final	format,	less	than	10	minutes.	The	response	with	the	longest	duration	was	2	hours	22	minutes	long,	and	the	shortest	took	2	minutes	21	seconds	to	complete.		The	link	to	the	revised	questions	was	sent	by	email	and	at	first	customised	to	each	recipient	institution	to	give	it	a	more	personalised	character	to	encourage	a	response.	These	were	sent	out	to	84	sketchbook-holding	institutions	starting	on	10	July	2017.	Following	an	encouraging	response	rate	from	these,	a	second	batch	of	81	emails	was	sent	in	a	less	personalised	format	on	26	July	2017	in	order	to	speed	up	the	process	and	
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to	reach	a	wider	group.	Four	bounced	back	undelivered.	Of	the	165	institutions	contacted,	55	completed	responses	were	returned,	a	rate	of	about	34%.	Two	completed	responses	were	anonymous.		My	initial	intention,	at	the	proposal	stage,	had	been	to	focus	on	a	smaller	number	of	institutions	and	to	acquire	personal	experience	of	visiting	and	viewing	sketchbooks	in	each	of	them	in	order	to	get	a	better	understanding	of	their	ways	of	working.	After	my	first	meeting	with	my	supervisor,	Lyn	Robinson,	at	which	we	discussed	the	number	of	institutions	I	had	identified	as	holding	sketchbooks,	I	decided	to	send	the	survey	to	a	much	wider	group	in	order	to	benefit	from	a	spread	of	data	across	the	whole	of	the	UK.		I	visited	two	institutions	to	view	sketchbooks	in	the	course	of	this	research.	The	first	was	the	British	Film	Institute	Archive	on	the	South	Bank	to	see	the	sketchbooks	of	the	filmmaker	Derek	Jarman.	The	second	was	the	Prints	and	Drawings	Room	at	the	British	Museum,	where	I	viewed	the	sketchbooks	of	the	artists	Edward	Ardizzone,	Roger	Hilton	and	Terry	Frost.		
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INTERVIEWS			Elisa	Alaluusua,	a	Finnish	artist	based	in	London,	had	conducted	research	into	the	ways	contemporary	artists	use	sketchbooks,	as	part	of	her	PhD	thesis	at	University	of	London	(2016).	I	interviewed	her	at	her	studio	in	south	London.	Stephen	Farthing	RA	is	an	artist	and	writer,	and	was	the	Rootstein	Hopkins	Research	Chair	of	Drawing	at	the	University	of	the	Arts	London	until	this	year.	He	has	written	and	co-edited	books	about	the	sketchbooks	of	the	filmmaker	Derek	Jarman	and	the	stage	designer	Jocelyn	Herbert,	and	this	led	to	an	email	correspondence	about	his	experiences	of	visiting	institutions	to	see	sketchbooks.	Guylaine	Couture	is	a	book	artist	based	in	Montreal,	Canada,	with	whom	I	corresponded	by	email	after	making	contact	through	the	Urban	Sketchers	network	of	artists.	Leo	Duff,	an	artist	and	Fellow	of	Kingston	University,	London,	whose	work	has	a	focus	on	drawing,	is	someone	I	had	met	during	my	time	as	a	journalist,	and	I	contacted	her	again	through	the	Drawing	Research	Network	(2017).	An	online	appeal	for	potential	interviewees	through	that	network	yielded	no	positive	results.	In	the	event,	I	was	able	to	assemble	a	total	of	four	interviewees.		These	interviews	varied	in	approach	and	structure,	as	each	situation	dictated.	A	separate	email	correspondence	with	the	artist	Paul	Ryan	(not	one	of	the	interviewees)	helped	me	to	formulate	areas	of	enquiry	to	include	in	the	survey	questions.	Similarly	useful	was	my	unstructured	interview	with	Alaluusua.	By	speaking	in	more	general	terms	about	the	subject	with	these	two	experienced	researchers,	it	was	possible	to	pinpoint	specific	areas	within	the	process	of	accessing	sketchbooks	that	could	be	fruitful	lines	of	questioning	to	put	to	the	institutions.			Structured	interview	questions,	Appendix	2.1,	about	their	experiences	in	accessing	sketchbooks	were	sent	to	Couture	and	Farthing,	both	of	whom	it	was	not	possible	to	meet	in	person.	A	unstructured	telephone	interview,	also	audio	recorded,	was	undertaken	with	Duff.		
Leo	Duff:	interview	analysis		My	interview	with	Duff	(Appendix	2.2)	focused	on	her	experience	researching	at	the	archives	of	Kew	Gardens	where	she	struggled	to	find	examples	of	the	paintings	and	
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drawings	of	botanical	artists	who	worked	in	a	variety	of	scales	across	one	sheet	of	paper.	Her	experiences	focus	mainly	on	the	way	in	which	serendipitous	searching	within	an	archive	can	be	stifled	if	it	is	channelled	only	through	the	traditional	cataloguing	route.	However,	botanical	illustration	is	not	a	specific	area	of	expertise	for	her,	and	having	to	refer	to	non-visual	references	in	order	to	find	what	she	wanted,	by	artists	she	didn’t	know	the	names	of,	led	to	an	impasse	with	the	archive	staff.			“What	they	have	at	Kew	is	fantastically	important	internationally	but	it	was	almost	impossible	to	know	what	to	ask	for	by	using	the	catalogue	system	and	they	didn’t	really	know	how	to	help	me.	Their	collection	is	so	vast	and	my	interest	was	quite	broad,	and	specific	to	the	illustrations	rather	than	the	subject	matter	of	the	book,”	she	said.			While	the	archive	staff	were	willing	and	keen	to	assist	her	in	her	aims,	it	was	the	lack	of	a	visual	resource	of	the	collection	that	could	have	led	her	research	in	new	directions	that	was	frustrating.	Sketchbook-holding	institutions	usually,	and	understandably,	require	users	to	arrange	a	visit	in	advance	with	a	list	of	items	to	be	viewed	(these	may	have	to	be	brought	to	a	reading	room	from	remote	storage,	for	instance).	But	when	the	research	being	undertaken	is	not	specific	to	an	item,	artist	or	period	of	time,	and	a	more	visually	inspired	and	intuitive	search	across	the	collection	is	required,	the	traditional	cataloguing	approach	can	be	a	hindrance.			A	solution	to	this	might	be	delivered	in	time	through	the	evolution	of	greater	levels	of	digitisation	of	sketchbooks,	both	online,	so	they	can	be	browsed	remotely,	but	also	as	printed	facsimile	sketchbooks	available	within	the	archive	space.	These	would	be	the	gateway	through	which	users	could	find	more	effectively	the	imagery	and	specific	sketchbooks	most	useful	to	their	research,	and	facilitate	more	serendipitous	and	inspirational	discoveries	that	effective	metadata	by	itself	may	not	be	able	to	deliver.	The	increased	integration	of	digital	imagery	into	collection	management	systems,	as	has	been	undertaken	by	some	respondents	to	the	survey	(Crafts	Council,	Jersey	Archive),	could	also	broaden	the	scope	of	the	“visual	search”,	when	researchers	only	really	know	they	have	found	what	they	want	when	they	see	it.				
Guylaine	Couture:	interview	analysis		Couture	is	a	book	artist	based	in	Montreal,	Canada,	and	the	interview	(Appendix	2.3)	took	place	via	email	using	the	structured	set	of	questions	(Appendix	2.1).	Her	first	
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experience	of	viewing	sketchbooks	in	a	museum	was	by	accident,	rather	than	part	of	a	planned	course	of	research.	She	was	inadvertently	directed	to	the	Prints	and	Drawings	Department	of	the	Ashmolean	Museum,	Oxford,	rather	than	the	Prints	and	Drawings	Gallery,	and	found	herself	looking	at	the	works	of	J.M.W.	Turner,	and,	a	few	days	later,	sketchbooks	from	its	collection.		Her	experience	there,	as	she	describes	it,	after	the	first	fortuitous	encounter,	involved	making	an	appointment	with	the	museum’s	print	room	and	then	being	able	to	handle	the	books,	which	were,	to	the	best	of	her	knowledge,	not	available	digitally.	The	experience	was	such	that	she	was	encouraged	to	arrange	visits	to	see	sketchbooks	in	more	archives	as	she	travels:	“It	is	definitely	something	I	add	to	each	of	my	trips	now,”	she	writes.		An	important	reason	for	accessing	the	books,	at	the	Ashmolean	as	well	as	those	she	saw	at	subsequent	visits	to	the	archives	at	the	National	Gallery	of	Ireland,	Dublin,	and	Tate	Archive,	London,	was,	it	is	suggested,	Couture’s	interest	in	sketchbooks	as	objects	in	themselves	rather	than	the	drawings	of	particular	artists	in	sketchbooks.	Couture’s	own	practice	is	as	a	book	artist,	creating	bound	works	in	which	content	and	form	merge.	Researchers	looking	for	particular	works	within	a	specific	sketchbook	would	make	different	and	perhaps	more	challenging	demands	on	catalogues:	Couture’s	process	of	accessing	has	been	to	seek	sketchbooks	in	a	more	general	way,	i.e.,	by	artists	or	groups	of	artists	depending	upon	the	archive	she	is	visiting.			Her	recommendation	to	improve	the	process	of	finding	and	accessing	sketchbooks	is	the	provision	of	more	easily	located	catalogues:	“Sometimes	it	is	very	difficult	even	to	find	the	Prints	and	Drawing	department	on	a	museum	website,”	she	says.	The	nature	of	the	research	being	undertaken	may	not	require	the	locating	of	and	easy	access	to	a	specific	page	in	a	sketchbook,	but	even	if	the	search	is	more	general,	easy	access	to	the	catalogue	is	an	important	factor.	This	problem	was	compounded	during	visits	to	international	cities	where	language	can	be	a	hindering	factor	in	tracking	them	down:	Couture	failed	in	her	attempt	to	see	sketchbooks	during	a	visit	to	Milan,	Italy,	because	she	was	unable	to	identify	institutions	in	which	sketchbooks	may	be	kept.			Couture’s	experiences	at	the	three	archives	were	similar	in	most	aspects:	only	at	the	Tate	Archive	was	she	unable	to	touch	the	sketchbooks	(by	Turner),	which	were	instead	handled	by	archive	staff.	The	intimate	nature	of	sketchbooks	and	the	way	they	can	give	
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insights	into	the	creative	process	of	an	artist	are	cited	by	her	as	a	reason	for	wanting	to	see	sketchbooks	in	this	way,	without	having	to	view	them	through	“museum	glass”.	As	with	Duff’s	comments	referred	to	earlier,	Couture	refers	to	the	excellent	support	and	knowledge	of	the	archivists	at	each	institution.	Her	experiences	have	also	taught	her	the	importance	of	planning,	weeks	in	advance	of	a	visit	to	an	archive.		
Stephen	Farthing:	interview	analysis		Farthing,	as	a	Royal	Academician,	lecturer	and	author,	has	accessed	sketchbooks	in	archives	the	most	out	of	the	artists	that	were	interviewed	(Appendix	2.4).	His	estimate	of	accessing	sketchbooks	as	“probably	two	days	every	six	months”	for	the	past	10	years	suggests	a	total	of	around	40	days	in	an	archive	environment	during	that	time.	His	motivation	for	viewing	sketchbooks	in	the	majority	of	instances	was	as	an	artist	interested	in	“understanding	the	mechanics	of	drawing	in	sketchbooks”,	rather	than	as	a	historian	or	critic.			Farthing	described	visits	to	four	institutions:	the	British	Film	Institute	Archive,	Tate	Prints	and	Drawings	Room,	Royal	Academy	of	Arts	Library,	and	Smithsonian	Institution's	National	Anthropological	Archives,	Maryland,	USA.	However,	the	catalogue	was	not,	on	most	occasions,	his	first	step	in	the	process	of	accessing	sketchbooks,	but	instead	it	was	communication	by	email	with	archivists	and	curators	at	each	institution.	Negotiation	with	those	who	know	an	archive’s	holdings	best	about	what	can	be	viewed,	and	how	it	is	viewed,	rather	than	a	dependence	solely	upon	a	collection’s	catalogue	is	a	recurring	theme	of	these	interviews.			A	negative	experience	he	relates	are	those	occasions	when	he	is	asked	why	he	wishes	to	see	an	original	sketchbook	when	high-quality	images	are	available	online.	He	concedes	that	this	is	a	“reasonable	question”,	but	that	“it	is	impossible	to	understand	with	any	degree	of	certainty	how	a	drawing	is	made	from	a	reproduction	–	so	it	is	essential	that	I	see	the	book	in	the	flesh”.			Seeing	a	digital	version	of	a	sketchbook	may	be	enough	for	some	kinds	of	research,	but	clearly	this	may	not	be	sufficient	for	others.	If	this	is	the	case,	the	archives	have	a	screening	process	in	place	to	protect	fragile	sketchbooks	from	being	over-exposed	to	light	and	over-handled.	Systems	are	in	place	for	such	rare	and	sensitive	“safe	items”	as	the	Leonardo	notebooks	held	at	the	National	Art	Library,	London,	for	which	readers	
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need	to	make	a	written	request	that	must	be	approved	by	the	chief	librarian	or	curator.	Regarding	the	advantages	of	viewing	drawings	in	their	original	form	as	opposed	to	digitally,	Farthing	stated:	“I	suspect,	however,	that	many	scholars	work	with	narratives	that	look	less	closely	at	the	(forensic)	detail	embedded	in	the	surface	of	the	drawing	so	are	happy	to	work	with	digital	images.”		Overall,	Farthing’s	experiences	have	been	very	positive,	“always	worthwhile”,	with	visits	to	see	Native	American	ledger	drawings	at	the	Smithsonian	Institution	National	Anthropological	Archives,	Maryland,	USA,	described	as	“excellent	at	a	physical	and	human	level”.		
Elisa	Alaluusua:	interview	analysis		Elisa	Alaluusua	has	accessed	sketchbooks	in	the	UK	and	Finland:	Tate	Archive,	London,	the	Royal	Academy	of	Arts,	London,	the	Smithsonian	Institution,	Washington,	DC,	the	Ateneum,	Helsinki,	and	Kiasma,	Helsinki.		Her	visit	to	Kiasma,	a	contemporary	art	museum,	illustrated	a	particular	problem	that	can	be	faced	when	searching	for	sketchbooks	through	a	museum’s	catalogue.	What	were	categorised	as	sketchbooks	in	the	catalogue	were	in	fact	artists’	books.	(As	previously	mentioned,	while	there	may	seem	to	be	immediate	similarities	between	the	two	in	certain	circumstances,	artists’	books	are	works	of	art	that	take	the	form	of	a	book,	and	are	sometimes	produced	in	editions,	rather	than	vehicles	for	revealing	the	thoughts	and	processes	of	an	artist’s	work	processes:	see	scope	and	definitions,	p.9.)	This	event	highlights	what	Alaluusua	described	as	a	“lack	of	shared	terminology”:	“I	only	wanted	to	see	things	that	were	sketchbooks	but	none	of	them	was	a	sketchbook.”			Alaluusua	is,	in	fact,	quite	broad	in	her	understanding	of	what	“sketchbook”	means:	“Sketchbooks	have	served	different	personal	uses	for	artists	and	other	creative	people	–	they	have	been	used	to	collect	and	store	material,	as	a	practical	tool,	as	a	rehearsal	and	learning	space,	to	consider	representation	as	well	as	application.	In	sketchbooks	artists	have	recorded	their	observations,	worked	from	memory	and	visualised	their	ideas	with	a	view	towards	future	referral.”	Some	artists,	she	says,	even	describe	their	camera	as	a	sketchbook,	which	she	is	“happy	to	accept”.		
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Alaluusua	felt	that	the	insertion	of	sheets	of	tissue	paper	between	the	pages	in	order	to	protect	them	changed	the	experience	of	viewing	the	books.	While	the	bound	form	of	works	in	a	sketchbook	may	offer	them	some	protection,	particularly	from	light,	for	instance,	there	can,	however,	be	a	transfer	of	pigment	from	one	folio	to	another	when	the	book	is	open	and	closed.	This	effect	can	vary	depending	upon	the	medium	used:	it	can	be	a	greater	problem	with	friable	mediums	such	as	pastel,	pencil	and	charcoal,	than	permanent	inks,	for	instance.	The	tissue	paper	is,	to	Alaluusua,	an	understandable	intervention	that	nonetheless	makes	the	act	of	viewing	sketchbooks	in	an	archive	different	from	that	undertaken	by	the	artist	who	created	it.	“Normally	you	would	just	turn	the	pages	and	then	see	the	next	page	immediately,	but	when	the	tissue	paper	is	there,	even	if	it	is	see-through…	it	becomes	different.	The	book	is	the	nice	thing	about	this:	that	when	you	look	at	a	sketchbook	you	place	yourself	in	the	same	position	as	the	artist	who	used	it.”	The	use	of	such	paper	to	protect	the	images	was	something	Alaluusua	hasn’t	come	across	often.	(In	my	own	experience	I	have	come	across	the	lining	of	the	pages	in	this	way	once,	when	viewing	a	Terry	Frost	sketchbook	at	the	British	Museum,	in	which	he	had	used	charcoal	for	some	pages.)	But	Alaluusua	makes	the	point	that	viewing	sketchbooks	in	their	original	physical	form	allows	us	to	see	and	(to	a	degree)	handle	them	just	as	the	artist	or	designer	who	once	owned	them	did.	The	haptic	element	is	what	is	still	largely	maintained	when	viewing	sketchbooks,	in	a	way	that	is	impossible	in	the	case	of	viewing	canvases,	framed	works	or	sculptures,	for	example.		Alaluusua	also	refers	to	an	aspect	of	sketchbook	access	that	is	alluded	to	by	Farthing:	an	element	of	surprise	and	discovery	when	a	collection	is	brought	from	the	archives	and	the	boxes	are	examined.	Her	visit	to	the	Royal	Academy	Archive	was	at	a	time	when	items	she	was	interested	in	seeing	were	uncatalogued,	and	she	was	selecting	work	from	printed	lists	of	artists.	The	boxes	brought	to	her	could	include	perhaps	30	small	books	to	be	explored,	a	prospect	she	evidently	enjoyed.			Again,	the	nature	of	Alaluusua’s	research	and	her	interest	in	sketchbooks	as	objects	in	themselves,	as	opposed	to	a	particular	artist's	work,	means	different	demands	are	made	of	the	archive’s	catalogue.	There	is	something	almost	serendipitous	about	such	a	course	of	research	that	is	referred	to	by	all	of	the	artists	who	were	interviewed.	The	information-seeking	behaviour	of	artists	wanting	to	access	sketchbooks	may	be	distinct	from	art	historians	or	other	researchers.	Alaluusua	refers	in	her	research	(2016,	p.14)	to	the	observation	of	Lisa	Kirwin,	the	deputy	director	of	the	Archives	of	American	Art:		
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"Dr	Kirwin	pointed	out	that	artists	seem	to	be	more	interested	in	looking	at	sketchbooks	than	art	historians,	who	are	more	interested	in	preliminary	studies	in	whatever	form	they	take.	Perhaps	one	needed	to	be	an	artist	to	see	value	in	sketchbooks,	I	wondered;	perhaps	those	who	had	researched	sketchbooks	were	also	fellow	sketchbook	keepers.”	 	All	four	interviewees	keep	sketchbooks	themselves.	Further	more	detailed	research	into	those	accessing	sketchbooks	in	archives,	as	opposed	to	preliminary	drawings	in	loose	forms,	would	be	needed	to	confirm	this.		A	limitation	in	the	findings	from	all	of	these	interviews	was	that	in	the	majority	of	situations	described	by	the	interviewees,	their	interaction	with	each	institution’s	catalogue	was	minimal.	Their	access	to	the	sketchbooks	they	wished	to	see	was	primarily	through	negotiations	with	the	archive	staff	and	curators,	following	their	advice	and	guidance,	an	understandable	and	efficient	way	of	researching	certainly,	but	not	one	that	helped	me	to	gain	a	thorough	understanding	of	the	experience	of	finding	and	accessing	sketchbooks	through,	for	instance,	solely	an	online	catalogue.	This	may	indeed	be	a	common	way	in	which	those	accessing	sketchbooks	work,	and	it	suggests,	again,	that	further	research	into	the	information	behaviour	of	artists	in	relation	to	sketchbooks	could	be	enlightening.			
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SURVEY	RESULTS	and	DISCUSSION			In	this	chapter	the	results	of	each	question	asked	in	the	survey,	as	presented	comprehensively	in	a	supporting	document,	are	analysed,	along	with	a	discussion	on	those	findings.			
Question	1:	How	many	sketchbooks	do	you	have	in	your	collection?		The	number	of	sketchbooks	in	each	of	the	institutions	that	responded	to	the	survey	was	often	reported	as	being	difficult	to	quantify.	This	question	offered	a	multiple-choice	range	of	1-10,	11-20,	etc,	ending	200-250,	and	250+,	and	returns	came	in	for	each	of	the	ranges	offered	(see	Figure	1).			
Figure	1:	pie	chart	showing	the	distribution	of	the	number	of	sketchbooks	held	in	the	55	responding	institutions.			There	were	several	reasons	given	for	this	difficulty	in	quantifying	a	number.	The	range	of	definitions	of	sketchbook	contributed	to	the	lack	of	confidence	in	the	returned	figures,	in	some	cases.	“We	have	sketchbooks,	but	also	notebooks	that	contain	sketches	and	similar	items,”	was	the	response	of	Cambridge	University	Library.	Another,	the	Society	
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of	Antiquities	Library,	gave	what	it	considered	a	conservative	estimate	of	21-30,	while	suggesting	that	“many	more”	of	its	manuscripts	may	also	be	considered	sketchbooks,	but	without	specifying	what	it	was	that	prevented	them	from	being	included	in	the	figures.	Some	institutions	calculated	the	number	of	sketchbooks	in	their	holding	through	freetext	searches	in	their	catalogue,	which,	as	Jersey	Archive	reported,	may	produce	results	for	“sketchbooks,	individual	sketches	as	well	as	collection	and	series	level	results”.			The	institutions	reporting	the	fewest	sketchbooks	in	their	collection,	i.e.,	between	one	and	20,	were	generally	those	without	a	specific	focus	on	fine	arts,	such	as	local	record	offices,	hospital	archives	and	military	museums.	The	figures	these	institutions	submitted	were	all	sent	without	additional	notes	about	the	problems	faced	in	their	calculation.	Correspondingly,	those	institutions	at	the	other	end	of	the	scale,	i.e.,	holding	more	than	250	sketchbooks,	were	predominantly	major	national	archives,	university	libraries	and	fine	art	archives.	These	were	more	likely	to	be	uncertain	about	the	number	of	sketchbooks	in	their	possession:	three	out	of	the	nine	respondents	in	the	250+	section	expressed	uncertainty	about	their	total	sketchbook	figures,	compared	with	none	of	the	15	institutions	holding	between	one	and	20	sketchbooks.	Two	institutions	were	unable	to	put	a	figure	to	the	number	of	sketchbooks	they	held.	Those	therefore	with	the	fewest	sketchbooks	appeared,	perhaps	understandably,	most	able	to	be	confident	in	the	figure	they	submitted.		The	rate	of	response	to	the	survey	was	highest	among	those	with	fewer	sketchbooks:	21	out	of	the	55	institutions	(38%)	hold	30	or	fewer	sketchbooks,	and	nine	(17.3%)	hold	10	or	fewer.	There	were	also	significant	responses	from	the	51-100	bracket	and	the	highest	range,	the	250+,	which	returned	10	responses	each	(19.2%).	The	ranges	returning	the	lowest	response	were	31-40	and	201-250,	which	returned	one	response	each	(2%).	It	is	difficult	to	draw	conclusions	from	these	figures,	but,	as	mentioned	above,	sketchbooks	usually	make	up	a	tiny	proportion	of	archives	and	may	be	just	a	few	items	within	a	much	larger	collection	of	papers	and	documents.	These	institutions	with	a	small	number	of	sketchbooks	are	less	likely	to	have	a	focus	on	fine	art	or	design	(e.g.,	Honourable	Artillery	Company	Archive,	Flintshire	Record	Office)	than	those	holding	a	much	larger	number	of	sketchbooks	(e.g.,	Tate	Archive,	Henry	Moore	Institute).	It	should	also	be	borne	in	mind	that	16	of	the	respondents	expressed	uncertainty	about	the	overall	figure	they	submitted.			
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Question	2:	How	do	the	sketchbooks	generally	come	to	be	in	the	collection?	
	Nearly	all	of	the	respondents	–	52,	or	94%	–	received	sketchbooks	as	donations,	as	well	as	those	obtained	in	other	ways,	e.g.,	loans.	Of	these,	22	(40%)	hold	sketchbooks	solely	from	donations.	A	mixture	of	donations	and	purchases	(15,	or	27%)	was	another	significant	combination.	Cambridge	University	Library	(which	has	more	than	250)	holds	sketchbooks	acquired	through	all	four	routes	suggested,	i.e.,	donations,	temporary	loan,	permanent	loan,	purchases,	and	is	the	only	institution	to	do	this.	Two	institutions,	Flintshire	Record	Office	and	Sedgwick	Museum	of	Earth	Sciences,	only	have	sketchbooks	on	permanent	loan.	Those	institutions	citing	purchases	as	one	of	their	means	of	acquiring	sketchbooks	numbered	26,	or	47%.		The	expectation	prior	to	the	commencement	of	this	research	was	that	sketchbooks	usually	passed	to	archives	following	the	death	of	their	creators,	via	their	inheritors.	This	is	indeed	suggested	by	the	dominance	in	the	research	responses	of	donations	and	loans	as	the	most	common	means	of	acceptance	into	the	55	institutions.	Sketchbooks	are	not	generally	commercial	works,	although	they	do	from	time	to	time	go	on	sale	at	major	auction	houses.	(Henry	Moore's	24-sheet	Textile	Design	Sketchbook	I	notably	sold	at	Christie's	New	York	in	2012	for	$242,500,	for	instance.)	However,	26	of	the	55	responding	institutions	(47%)	contain	purchased	sketchbooks,	a	higher	proportion	than	anticipated.	Despite	the	high	prices	for	pivotal	works	such	as	Moore's,	it	may	be	that	sketchbooks	are	more	affordable	and	research-rich	items	for	some	museums	and	archives	to	acquire.	
	
Question	3:	Who	can	access	the	sketchbooks?		All	of	the	55	respondents	state	that	the	sketchbooks	they	hold	are	accessible	to	the	public	and	researchers.	This	can	be	subject	to	registration	for	a	reader’s	card		–	which	may	require	a	photo	ID	and	proof	of	address	documents	–	and	making	an	appointment	in	advance	with	details	of	items	that	are	hoped	to	be	viewed.			Access	restrictions	to	particular	sketchbooks	may	be	put	in	place	by	the	depositor	in	certain	circumstances	(as	reported	by	West	Sussex	Record	Office)	and	“safe	items”,	such	as	the	Leonardo	notebooks	held	at	the	National	Art	Library,	may	require	a	written	request	in	advance	that	must	be	approved	by	the	chief	librarian	or	curator	before	access	is	granted.	The	Hunterian,	Glasgow,	states	that	although	anyone	may	access	the	
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sketchbooks	held	there,	“they	would	generally	not	handle	them	themselves,	and	always	under	supervision.	For	general	enquiries,	we	would	encourage	the	public	to	look	at	our	online	catalogue	first”.	Oriel	Ynys	Mon	and	the	Hunterian	state	that	although	they	are	accessible	to	anyone,	they	are	generally	handled	by	curatorial	staff.		As	noted	from	the	research	interviews,	and	from	my	own	personal	experience,	archivists	and	librarians	are	supportive	and	keen	to	enable	researchers	to	discover	the	sketchbooks	that	they	hold.	Preparation,	days	or	weeks	in	advance,	is	a	necessity	where	items	need	to	be	brought	to	reading	rooms	from	off-site	storage.	Some	archives,	such	as	the	Centre	for	Buckinghamshire	Studies,	may	allow	any	member	of	the	public	with	identification	visiting	the	archive	to	have	access	to	the	sketchbooks,	but	pre-arranged	appointments	are	generally	advisable	in	all	circumstances.		
Question	4.1:	What	software	and	cataloguing	standards	do	you	use?	
	Of	those	institutions	returning	information	about	specific	software	they	use,	Axiell’s	Calm	archival	management	software	was	specified	by	20	out	of	34	(59%).	Three	of	those	34	(9%)	use	Axiell	Adlib,	and	three	(9%)	use	Modes.	Other	collection	management	software	specified	by	that	34	include	KE	EMu	(2,	6%),	Mimsy	XG	(2,	6%),	Qi,	Micromusee,	Alma,	Horizon	and	Museum	Index+,	(one	each,	3%).	(One	institution,	the	Science	Museum,	London,	specified	two	software	systems	it	utilises:	Adlib	and	Mimsy.)		With	regards	to	cataloguing	standards,	a	similarly	wide	range	was	specified,	relating	to	the	nature	of	the	collections	held.	The	ISAD(G)	framework	(International	Standard	Archival	Description	(General)),	which	lists	elements	and	rules	for	the	description	of	archives,	was	the	most	commonly	reported.	Of	the	23	institutions	who	responded	regarding	metadata	standards,	the	two	most	commonly	specified	are	ISAD(G),	which	is	used	by	17	(74%),	and	Spectrum	standards	for	museums,	which	is	used	by	five	(22%).	Taking	into	account	the	broad	range	of	standards	applicable	to	archives,	and	the	variety	of	collections	of	which	the	sketchbooks	may	be	part,	there	is	a	diversity	of	approach	reflected	in	the	responses	received.		For	instance,	the	Hunterian	uses	its	own	in-house	cataloguing	standards	adapted	from	its	works	on	paper	cataloguing	guidelines,	and	the	Museum	of	London	has	its	own	data	standard	that	applies	to	items	across	all	of	its	collections.	Manchester	Metropolitan	University	uses	both	ISAD(G)	(for	archival	collections)	and	Spectrum	(for	museum	
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collections).	The	Henry	Moore	Institute	Archive	uses	a	range	of	standards:	ISAD(G),	ISAAR	(CPF),	and	NCA	(National	Council	on	Archives	Rules	for	the	Construction	of	Personal,	Place	and	Corporate	Names,	1997).	The	National	Art	Library	(V&A	Library)	is	alone	among	respondents	in	using	SirsiDynix	Horizon	software	and	AACR	(Anglo-American	Cataloguing	Rules)	and	RDA	(Resource	Description	and	Analysis),	although	it	adds	the	proviso	“at	the	moment”	to	this	list.			The	responses	do,	however	show	a	significant	dominance	for	Calm	software	using	ISAD(G)	standards,	which	is	used	by	11	of	the	21	institutions	(52%)	that	specify	both	software	used	and	metadata	standards.	The	next	most	common	combination,	Modes	collection	management	software	used	with	Spectrum	standards,	is	specified	by	two	institutions	(9.5%),			Because	of	the	wide	range	of	collections	sketchbooks	can	be	found	in,	in	scale,	focus	and	arrangement,	it	was	perhaps	unlikely	that	great	consensus	would	be	found	in	this	particular	area	of	research.	Different	collection	management	software	(even	those	developed	by	single	companies)	have	areas	of	specialisation	relevant	to	particular	kinds	of	collections,	but	it	is	apparent	from	the	responses	received	that	Calm	archival	management	software	and	ISAD(G)	metadata	structure	standard	are	dominant	among	the	institutions	that	responded	to	the	survey.			
Question	4.2:	At	what	level	are	they	catalogued:	as	a	group	of	sketchbooks,	
individually,	or	by	each	image	they	contain?		Responses	to	the	question	about	the	level	of	cataloguing	revealed	that	sketchbooks	are	predominantly	catalogued	to	item	level,	with	a	range	of	variations	as	to	the	degree	of	detail	this	may	include.	Details	of	each	page	may	be	included	as	a	numbered	list	within	the	description	field,	depending	upon	the	relevance	and	value	attributed	to	the	specific	work	by	the	holding	institution.			Of	the	55	respondents,	34	(62%)	report	that	the	sketchbooks	they	hold	are	catalogued	individually,	as	items,	three	catalogue	them	as	a	group	or	collection,	and	one	remains	uncatalogued.	The	remainder,	17	(31%),	use	a	range	of	cataloguing	levels	depending	upon	a	variety	of	criteria.			
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Factors	mentioned	by	respondents	in	their	decision	to	add	enhanced	detail	to	the	catalogue	of	individual	images	within	a	sketchbook	included:	
• images	with	local	interest	or	information	deemed	to	be	“potentially	useful”	(Bedfordshire	Archives	&	Records	Service)	
• “extensive	or	vitally	important	sketchbooks”	(Derbyshire	Record	Office)	
• the	number	of	images	within	a	sketchbook	and	how	identifiable	the	images	are	(Sheffield	City	Archives)	
• “accessing	specialist	knowledge”	or	for	digitisation	purposes	(Tate	Archive).		The	Fitzwilliam	Museum,	for	instance,	goes	further	by	cataloguing	the	books	at	item	level	and	by	folio	“to	reflect	the	physical	object”.	Here,	individual	folios	are	catalogued	as	parts	of	the	sketchbook,	and	include	a	short	description	of	each	image,	such	as	“Study	of	a	woman’s	head”,	a	folio	from	William	Harvey’s	19th-century	“Gamebook	used	as	a	sketchbook”	(Fitzwilliam	Museum,	2016).	The	descriptions	also	include	those	for	blank	pages	and	details	of	offsets	from	drawings	within	the	book,	where	found.	These	offsets	are	created	when	traces	of	a	medium	used	to	create	an	image	on	one	page	are	transferred	onto	a	facing	surface	when	the	book	is	closed.	(For	this	reason,	fugitive	mediums	such	as	charcoal	and	pastel	are	less	well	suited	for	use	within	a	sketchbook,	even	though	fixatives	may	be	used	to	stabilise	the	pigment.	Offsets	are,	on	the	positive	side,	a	useful	device	to	suggest	where	sketchbooks	may	have	been	rebound	and	reordered	when	they	don’t	relate	to	the	images	they	face.)		The	Hunterian	holds	three	major	collections	of	sketchbooks,	by	James	McNeill	Whistler,	Charles	Rennie	Mackintosh	and	Duncan	Shanks,	as	well	as	other	sketchbooks.	They	are	each	catalogued	individually,	with	a	catalogue	number	for	each	image	they	contain.	Most	of	these	are	digitised	and	accessible	through	the	museum’s	online	catalogue	(http://collections.gla.ac.uk).	Several	other	institutions	state	that	at	least	some	of	their	sketchbooks	are	catalogued	to	page	level	and	digitised	(including	London	Metropolitan	Archives,	Department	of	Prints	and	Drawings,	British	Museum,	Museum	of	London,	Cambridge	University	Library,	and	Tate	Archive),	but	this	level	of	detail	is	time	consuming	and	can	remain	a	long-term	aim	(Mountain	Heritage	Trust).	The	Royal	Institute	of	British	Architects,	which	holds	around	1,500	sketchbooks,	reports	that	it	never	catalogues	at	a	page-by-page	level.			These	findings,	therefore,	show	different	levels	of	cataloguing	that	stretch	across	the	range	of	archives,	museums,	galleries	and	libraries.	The	variety	of	institutions	that	hold	
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sketchbooks,	in	terms	of	size,	art/design/architecture	focus,	local	focus	and	national	status,	for	instance,	make	it	unlikely	that	a	consistent	approach	would	be	feasible	or	desirable.			
Question	4.3:	Does	the	collection	include	sketchbooks	that	are	not	included	in	
your	online	catalogue?		Of	the	55	completed	surveys,	23	institutions	(42%)	said	they	hold	sketchbooks	that	are	not	on	their	online	catalogue,	5	(9%)	said	they	probably	did,	and	10	(18%)	said	it	was	possible	they	did.	The	remaining	17	(31%)	said	that	all	of	their	sketchbooks	were	catalogued	and	included	in	their	online	catalogue.			Where	reasons	for	the	uncatalogued	sketchbooks	were	given,	these	included:	new	accessions	not	yet	listed	(Chetham’s	Library);	sketchbooks	in	box	lists	of	uncatalogued	collections	(Mountain	Heritage	Trust),	and	one	instance	(Liverpool	John	Moores	University)	of	a	catalogue	in	the	process	of	migrating	from	Word	and	Excel	to	new	collection	management	software.	While	some	of	these	uncatalogued	sketchbooks	may	have	been	included	in	responses	to	Question	1	about	the	total	figures	in	each	institution,	it	is	evident	that	others	will	not	have	been:	backlogs	of	uncatalogued	collections	may,	as	in	the	case	of	the	Derbyshire	Record	Office,	include	some	sketchbooks	and	these	would	not	have	been	included	in	the	total	figure	they	submitted	in	answering	Question	1.		The	Tate	Library	and	Archive	website	(2010)	refers	to	issues	of	security,	data	protection,	and	“the	informational	value	of	the	original	order	of	papers”	as	reasons	for	not	giving	access	to	uncatalogued	collections,	although	requests	are	considered	if	the	material	is	easy	to	locate	and	the	quantity	small	enough	for	it	to	be	checked	through	before	it	is	issued.	Cambridge	University	Library	offers	a	brief	listing	of	its	uncatalogued	collections	online	(Cambridge	University	Library,	2017),	with	further	information	available	by	contact	with	staff	members.		Several	institutions	refer	(in	response	to	Question	8)	to	plans	to	catalogue	the	sketchbooks	they	hold	as	being	a	step	towards	making	them	more	accessible	(Warner	Textile	Archive,	Museum	of	London,	Sedgwick	Museum	of	Earth	Sciences).	These	findings	show	that	online	catalogues	can	only	be	part	of	the	story	of	an	archive's	sketchbook	holdings,	and	suggest	that	the	expertise	and	knowledge	of	archivists,	curators	and	librarians	on	the	subject	of	those	items	they	hold	can	unlock	further	useful	
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resources.	Sketchbooks	may	be	only	a	small	part	of	a	vast	collection	acquired	and	hence	remain	uncatalogued,	but	cataloguing	them	is	a	major	step	in	disseminating	information	about	them	and	opening	them	up	to	a	wider	audience.		
	
Question	5.1:	Who	are	the	most	common	users	of	sketchbooks	in	your	collection?		Data	about	those	who	access	sketchbooks	in	the	collections	is	not	always	gathered	by	archives:	12	of	the	55	(22%)	did	not	supply	information	in	relation	to	this	question.	The	remaining	43	who	did,	suggested	a	variety	of	users,	listed	here	in	the	order	of	the	times	they	were	referred	to:		
• academics	(15)	
• researchers	(12)	
• art/design	students	(6)	
• general	public	(6)	
• historians	(5)	
• local	historians	(5)	
• university	students	(5)	
• art	historians	(4)	
• artists	(4)	
• curators	(4)	
• staff	(4)	
• family	historians	(3)	
• architects	(1)	
• auction	houses	(1)	
• image	researchers	(1)	
• textile	historians	(1)		This	data	is	often	observational	rather	than	recorded,	and	may	relate	to	visitors	to	an	archive	as	a	whole	rather	than	sketchbooks	specifically.	The	National	Art	Library,	for	instance,	reports	that	“50	per	cent	of	the	NAL’s	users	are	students	of	art	and	design.	The	remainder	are	art	researchers	(art	dealers/art	market,	creative	industries,	people	researching	provenance),	the	general	public	and	academics”.			
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The	profile	of	those	accessing	sketchbooks	will	obviously	depend	upon	the	nature	of	the	archive.	Local	historians,	for	instance,	are	listed	as	being	common	users,	as	may	be	anticipated,	at	regional	history	centres:	Warwickshire	County	Record	Office,	Wiltshire	and	Swindon	History	Centre,	Shakespeare	Birthplace	Trust	and	Dorset	History	Centre.	The	local	aspect	can	be	an	overriding	factor	for	those	accessing	sketchbooks	in	this	kind	of	archive:	“As	a	county	record	office	the	sketchbooks	we	have	are	more	about	the	locations	they	show	than	anything	else	–	artistic	merit	doesn't	come	into	it,”	the	archivist	at	Bedfordshire	Archives	and	Record	Service	says.		Textile	historians	are	common	visitors	to	the	Warner	Textile	Archive,	and	architects	head	to	the	Royal	Institute	of	British	Architects	Drawings	and	Archives	Collection,	but	there	is	no	neat	categorisation	of	archives	that	attracts	single	groups:	as	the	response	from	the	RIBA	Archives	says,	“our	readership	is	very	varied	and	not	limited	to	just	those	in	the	architectural	world”.		Some	user	groups,	according	to	collected	data,	are	more	likely	to	access	sketchbooks	in	a	wide	range	of	archives.	Academics	are	reported	as	being	the	most	common	users	in	15	of	the	institutions	that	answered	this	survey	question,	and	researchers	are	cited	11	times,	and	these	range	across	specialist	art	collections,	universities,	local	history	centres	and	national	collections.	Art	and	design	students	and	artists	are	listed	as	common	users	at	such	varied	locations	as	Liverpool	John	Moores	University,	Islington	Local	History	Centre,	the	Hunterian,	Glasgow,	National	Art	Library	and	Calderdale	Museums,	for	example.			Several	archives	refer	to	staff	being	the	most	common	users.	The	archivist	at	the	Honourable	Artillery	Company,	which	holds	a	very	small	number	of	sketchbooks,	states	that	she	is	the	one	who	accesses	the	sketchbooks	most	commonly:	“I	don't	think	we	have	had	any	external	requests	to	view	these	books.”			The	data	collected	relating	to	this	question	is	interesting	in	terms	of	the	range	of	users	who	access	sketchbooks,	but	too	generalised	to	draw	specific	conclusions.			
Question	5.2:	How	often	are	the	sketchbooks	accessed?		Most	of	the	respondents	to	the	survey	were	unable	to	give	figures	to	the	question	of	how	often	the	sketchbooks	in	their	collection	are	accessed,	beyond	the	anecdotal.	Generally	
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no	data	is	collected	on	this,	or	there	is	uncertainty	over	the	definition	of	sketchbooks	in	relation	to	the	books	they	hold:	of	the	55	respondents,	22	(40%)	were	unable	to	give	any	suggestion	of	how	regularly	they	are	accessed,	and	23	(42%)	are	accessed	“rarely”,	“infrequently”	or	a	few	times	a	year.	Nine	institutions	(16%)	are	accessed	weekly	or	monthly,	and	just	one	(2%),	the	Henry	Moore	Institute	Archive,	has	sketchbooks	that	are	reported	as	being	accessed	daily.		The	data	collected	for	this	question	cannot,	of	course,	be	satisfactorily	compared,	one	institution	against	another.	A	local	record	centre	with	one	or	two	sketchbooks	within	a	much	larger	collection	may	be	expected	to	be	accessed	less	often	than	a	large	archive	with	an	art	or	design	focus	with	hundreds	of	sketchbooks	by	renowned	artists.	Some	sketchbooks	have	an	artistic,	historical	or	other	merit	or	importance	that	will	be	in	greater	demand	for	researchers	than	minor	works	by	a	forgotten	18th-	or	19th-century	amateur	artist,	for	instance.	Also,	the	digitisation	of	sketchbooks	that	makes	them	accessible	online	may	lessen	the	demand	on	accessing	the	actual	physical	item.			As	may	be	expected,	the	holders	of	the	largest	numbers	of	sketchbooks	are	accessed	most	often.	Apart	from	the	daily	visits	to	the	Henry	Moore	Institute	mentioned	above,	Tate	Archive,	the	Department	of	Drawings	and	Prints	at	the	British	Museum,	and	the	Royal	Institute	of	British	Architects	all	hold	more	than	250	sketchbooks	each,	and	all	are	reported	as	being	accessed	at	least	once	a	week.	Of	the	institutions	with	smaller	holdings	of	sketchbooks,	the	most	accessed	is	the	Institution	of	Mechanical	Engineers,	which	has	between	21	and	30	sketchbooks	–	often	notebooks	that	contain	sketches	and	plans	–	that	are	accessed	weekly.			A	number	of	sketchbooks	in	the	institutions	that	responded	to	this	question	have	never	been	accessed.	The	collection	of	sketchbooks	by	E.M.L.	Forster	(the	father	of	the	writer	E.M.	Forster)	held	at	King’s	College	Archive	Centre,	Cambridge,	has	only	been	used	for	the	archive’s	own	publicity,	while	those	sketchbooks	by	the	artist	and	critic	Roger	Fry	in	the	same	archive	are	accessed	“maybe	once	every	three	or	four	years”.	The	University	of	London	reports	similar	variations	in	access	numbers:	“Some	are	regularly	viewed	(12	times	a	year),	others	have	never	been	viewed.”		The	inclusion	of	sketchbooks	in	an	exhibition	is	shown	to	raise	awareness	and	lead	to	an	increase	in	access,	even	if	temporarily.	Tower	Hamlets	Local	History	Library	and	Archives	hosted	an	exhibition,	Radiant	Affinities	(2015),	of	work	by	the	artist	Cornelius	
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McCarthy	(1935-2009),	which	included	10	sketchbooks	from	the	archive’s	total	of	62.	The	exhibition	and	an	accompanying	book	by	the	show’s	curator	Peter	Dobson	were	seen	as	being	the	leading	factors	that	led	to	11	retrievals	of	McCarthy	sketchbooks	in	the	archive	in	the	eight	months	following	the	opening	of	the	exhibition.	As	mentioned	previously,	exhibiting	sketchbooks	is	problematic	as	for	the	sake	of	preservation	and	security	they	may	be	best	displayed	in	glass	cabinets,	but	this	leaves	them	open	on	one	page,	and	their	interactive	and	tangible	characteristics	are	lost.	As	the	Radiant	Affinities	exhibition	illustrates,	however,	inclusion	in	an	exhibition	can	lead	to	subsequent	increased	demand	for	access	to	sketchbooks.			The	Usher	Gallery	reports	that	it	also	displays	sketchbooks	within	its	temporary	and	permanent	exhibitions,	and	the	Imperial	War	Museum	has,	at	the	time	of	writing,	two	of	its	sketchbooks	in	a	temporary	exhibition	about	World	War	One.	The	Sedgwick	Museum	of	Earth	Sciences	used	images	from	sketchbooks	for	an	exhibition	on	the	geologist	Alfred	Harker,	they	report,	but	these	were	digital	images	rather	than	the	original	sketchbooks.		Sketchbooks	are	a	tiny	part	of	any	archival	holding,	even	those	with	a	focus	on	art	and	design,	so	the	relative	rarity	of	access	to	those	books	in	institutions	that	were	able	to	respond	to	this	question	cannot	necessarily	be	seen	as	indicative	of	their	value	as	research	items.	As	mentioned,	this	data	on	accessibility	is	imprecise	and	often	anecdotal,	and	therefore	hard	to	compare	across	institutions.	Further	research	into	the	analytics	of	digitised	sketchbooks	accessible	online	could	shed	light	onto	this	specific	area,	where	the	lack	of	collected	data	on	access	to	the	physical	items,	as	reported	by	many	institutions,	fails	to	deliver.					
Question	6.1:	Do	you	require	that	gloves	are	worn?		Most	of	the	respondents	reported	that	they	do	not	require	gloves	to	be	worn	by	users	accessing	their	sketchbooks:	42	of	the	institutions	(76%)	say	they	are	not	required.	The	reasons	were:		
• clean	hands	are	preferable	as	it	is	easier	to	turn	pages	so	there	is	less	chance	of	damage	(Museum	of	London)		
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• gloves	decrease	dexterity	and	increase	the	risk	of	accidental	damage:	best	practice	is	to	encourage	people	to	wash	their	hands	and	keep	handling	to	the	minimum	(Jersey	Archive)		
• clean	hands,	without	nail	varnish	or	hand	cream,	are	preferable	(Mountain	Heritage	Trust)		
• the	conservator	believes	this	makes	people	more	clumsy	and	prefers	people	to	touch	records	as	little	as	possible	(Flintshire	Record	Office)		
• gloves	and	archives	should	not	go	together	as	gloves	cause	more	problems	than	they	could	ever	solve	(Bedfordshire	Archives	&	Record	Service)		
• gloves	make	people	less	sensitive	and	liable	to	tear	pages	(Wiltshire	and	Swindon	History	Centre)		
• readers	must	have	clean	hands,	and	ideally	would	use	the	alcohol	free	wipes	provided	(National	Art	Library)		There	was	the	suggestion	even	that	the	question	was	a	superfluous	one:	“No,	we	are	an	archive	service!”	(Bedfordshire	Archives	&	Record	Service).		Eight	respondents	(14.5%)	said	that	gloves	are	required	to	be	worn	to	view	sketchbooks	in	certain	circumstances,	including:		
• when	pages	have	chemicals	on,	e.g.,	diazotypes,	people	are	requested	to	wear	rubber	gloves	(Institution	of	Mechanical	Engineers)		
• gloveless	hands	are	preferable	unless	the	sketchbook	contains	photographic	materials	or	is	very	fragile	(Henry	Moore	Institute,	and	an	anonymous	respondent)		
• dependent	upon	the	mediums	used	and	the	book's	condition	(Usher	Gallery)		In	one	archive,	Oriel	Ynys	Mon,	books	are	only	handled	by	curatorial	staff	due	to	the	fragile	nature	of	the	sketchbooks.	
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	Three	institutions	do	require	sketchbooks	to	be	handled	by	users	wearing	gloves.	This,	in	the	case	of	Manchester	Metropolitan	University	Special	Collections,	is	because	of	how	the	sketchbooks	are	held	within	the	institution’s	organisational	structure,	rather	than	specific	policy	on	the	advantages	or	disadvantages	of	the	effects	of	wearing	gloves	when	handling	items.	(It	is	an	accredited	museum	sitting	within,	but	not	part	of,	the	university	library,	and	sketchbooks	it	holds	are	either	part	of	the	museum	collection	or	one	of	the	archives.)	The	policy	at	the	Hunterian	to	ask	users	to	wear	gloves	is	a	new	one	put	in	place	by	the	collection	management	team	that	applies	to	all	works	in	its	collection,	but	this	approach	is	under	discussion	among	the	curatorial	team.			Therefore,	apart	from	those	special	circumstances	already	referred	to,	people	accessing	sketchbooks	within	an	archive	will,	from	the	data	supplied,	be	able	most	likely	to	handle	them	with	bare	hands,	although	from	my	own	experience	of	accessing	sketchbooks	at	the	British	Museum	and	British	Film	Institute,	the	use	of	foam	book	supports	and	snake	weights	to	hold	down	pages	are	useful	tools	in	keeping	handling	to	a	minimum.	Viewing	the	physical	copies	of	sketchbooks	may	be	more	useful	in	some	kinds	of	research	than	accessing	digital	versions	online,	but	the	tactile	element	–	of	holding	the	book	as	its	owner	once	did	–	should	be	kept	to	a	minimum	for	preservation	reasons.				
Question	6.2:	Are	users	permitted	to	photograph	the	sketchbooks?		Whether	photography	is	permitted	can	depend	upon	a	variety	of	factors,	including	copyright,	restrictions	stipulated	by	depositors,	and	the	intention	of	use.			The	photography	of	sketchbooks	while	they	are	being	accessed	is	acceptable	in	all	of	the	institutions	responding	to	the	survey,	subject	to	conditions,	except	three,	i.e.,	95%.	The	Warner	Textile	Archive,	Fitzwilliam	Museum,	and	Archives	Centre	at	King’s	College,	Cambridge,	were	the	only	respondents	to	say	photography	was	not	currently	possible.	Digitised	images,	when	available,	could	in	some	cases	serve	as	an	alternative	to	photography	for	researchers	wanting	visual	reference	for	the	sketchbooks	they	have	been	studying	in	the	reading	room;	the	sketchbooks	of	neither	the	King's	College	Archive	nor	the	Warner	Textile	Archive	are	digitised,	and	the	Fitzwilliam	Museum's	digitisation	is	"ongoing".	The	King’s	College	Archive	Centre	will	make	scans	of	the	sketchbooks	for	researchers,	however.	The	Warner	Textile	Archive's	sketchbooks,	more	
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than	250	in	number,	are,	it	should	be	added,	not	catalogued	at	the	time	of	writing,	although	this	is	planned,	which	would	have	an	impact	on	photography.	The	Fitzwilliam	Museum	states	that	“personal	photography	of	bound	volumes	is	not	permitted”:	high-resolution	images	of	items	in	its	archive	can	be	purchased	and	downloaded.			Barrow	Archive	and	Local	Studies	Centre	in	response	to	this	question	states	that,	while	charges	are	made	for	digital	camera	use,	it	has	“digital	images	available”,	and	the	Usher	Gallery	also	states	that	existing	scanned	images	would	be	offered	in	place	of	new	photography	if	the	relevant	sketchbook	has	been	digitised.		The	main	stipulations	when	allowing	photography,	where	stated,	are			
• permitted	for	private/research	uses	only	(14)	
• no	flash	can	be	used	(10)	
• copyright	or	photography	permission	forms	must	be	completed	(10)	
• with	permission	from	copyright	holders,	artists'	estate	or	collection	(5)	
• that	a	charge	for	a	photographic	licence	is	paid	(4)		The	copyright	status	of	sketchbooks	held	inevitably	plays	a	leading	role	in	whether	photographs	can	be	taken,	along	with	the	intended	use	of	images	taken,	but	taking	these	into	account,	the	vast	majority	allow	photography,	subject	to	conditions.	Two	of	the	institutions	refer	to	the	use	of	digitised	images	when	these	are	available	instead	of	taking	new	photographs	within	the	archive	environment.	This	also	gives	the	institution	control	over	the	quality	of	the	images	of	items	it	holds.	Users	taking	photographs	in	a	research	environment	can	be	disturbing	and	inconvenient,	and	potentially	cause	damage	to	fragile	sketchbooks,	and	it	may	be	that	the	current	and	planned	digitisation	of	sketchbook	imagery,	addressed	in	the	next	question,	may	have	an	impact	on	the	levels	of	photography	requested.		
Question	7:	Has	your	sketchbook	collection	been	digitised,	and	if	so,	how	are	these	
images	accessed?	
	Of	the	55	responding	institutions,	20	(36%)	have	digitised	some	of	their	sketchbooks	and	only	three	(0.5%)	have	digitised	all	the	sketchbooks	they	hold.	All	of	these	three	institutions	hold	smaller-scale	collections	of	sketchbooks,	and	therefore	it	may	be	expected	that	the	process	required	is	less	time-consuming	and	less	expensive.		
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	The	remaining	32	institutions	(58%)	responded	that	none	of	their	sketchbooks	have	been	digitised.	One	of	these,	the	Lakeland	Arts	Trust,	is,	at	the	time	of	writing,	in	the	process	of	digitising	some	of	its	sketchbooks,	and	others	(Royal	Anthropological	Institute	and	Honourable	Artillery	Company)	suggest	that	they	have	plans	for	digitising	at	some	time	in	the	future.	One	archive,	the	Bedfordshire	Archives	and	Records	Service,	reported	that	its	sketchbooks	are	not	a	priority	for	digitising.		In	some	instances	where	a	part	or	all	of	an	institution’s	sketchbooks	have	been	digitised	–	Balliol	College	and	National	Art	Library,	for	instance	–	reference	has	been	made	to	the	advantages	of	undertaking	the	process	on	those	items	that	are	in	particular	demand	by	researchers,	or	in	a	fragile	state.	Digitising	offers	the	opportunity	of	making	the	books	more	accessible	by	allowing	the	institution	to	make	them	available	online.	And	this	online	access	can	have	the	effect	of	decreasing	traffic	by	those	handling	the	sketchbooks	within	the	archive	itself.			The	digital	images	are	sometimes	also	integrated	into	the	collection	management	system	of	an	archive	(for	instance,	the	Crafts	Council,	the	Museum	of	London,	and	Usher	Gallery):	this	gives	researchers	an	opportunity	to	assess	whether	or	not	a	sketchbook	is	one	they	may	want	to	access	at	the	archive,	rather	than	arranging	to	see	it	“blind”,	and	thus	reduce	unnecessary	access	and	handling	of	the	sketchbook	itself.		There	are	different	approaches	in	making	digitised	versions	accessible	to	researchers.	For	instance,	the	fragile	and	light-sensitive	18th-	and	19th-century	sketchbooks	held	in	Balliol	College	Archives	and	Manuscripts	have	been	digitised	“to	maximise	access	to	information	while	minimising	production	of	the	originals”.	The	archive	makes	images	available	online,	subject	to	copyright,	on	Flickr,	the	image-sharing	website	(www.flickr.com/photos/balliolarchivist),	and	researchers	can	also	request	sets	of	study	copies	of	the	digital	images	of	the	sketchbooks.		The	five	Leonardo	da	Vinci	notebooks	(bound	into	three	codices)	held	by	the	National	Art	Library	(NAL)	are	classed	as	“safe	items”	by	the	library,	and	readers	make	a	written	request	that	must	be	approved	by	a	curator	or	librarian	in	order	to	be	able	to	access	them.	Although	not	all	of	the	NAL’s	sketchbooks	are	digitised,	the	Leonardo	books	were	available	in	full	on	the	Victoria	and	Albert	Museum’s	website	(although	at	the	time	of	
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writing	the	V&A	has	had	issues	with	its	website	redesign	and	the	digitised	versions	are	not	currently	accessible).		As	that	example	suggests,	that	a	sketchbook	has	been	digitised	does	not	always	mean	that	it	is	accessible	online,	which	would	bring	it	to	its	widest	potential	audience:	Oriel	Ynys	Mon	(Anglesey	Archive),	for	instance,	has	digitised	its	collection	of	52	sketchbooks	by	Charles	Tunnicliffe	and	Kyffin	Williams.	These	were,	at	the	time	of	the	survey,	held	on	a	remote	server	and	not	available	online;	instead	digital	access	is	available	through	a	PC	within	the	museum.	The	George	Romney	sketchbooks,	among	others,	held	at	Barrow	Archives	are	similarly	not	currently	available	online,	but	discussions	with	the	George	Romney	Society	are	underway	to	feature	them	on	the	group’s	website.	The	copyright	status	of	an	artist’s	work	may	also	be	a	vital	factor	in	the	decision	not	to	share	works	online.		The	survey	also	reveals	a	variety	of	ways	in	which	digitisation	may	be	motivated.	It	may	not	necessarily	be,	initially,	at	least,	in	order	to	make	the	sketchbooks	accessible	through	the	archive’s	own	online	channels,	but	for	reasons	that	broaden	their	reach	in	other	ways.	Digital	images	are	created	for	such	reasons	as:			
• “publication	and	broadcasting”	purposes	(Oriel	Ynys	Mon)		
• “our	own	in-house	needs,	e.g.,	a	small	exhibition	on	Alfred	Harker	who	kept	sketchbooks	from	his	geological	trips	in	the	UK	and	to	the	US”	(Sedgwick	Museum	of	Earth	Sciences)	
• “if	a	customer	pays	us	to	digitise	something	for	their	own	use,	and	we	take	the	view	that	our	service	would	benefit	from	having	a	digitised	copy	too”	(Derbyshire	Record	Office)	
• for	the	publishing	of	a	book	on	World	War	I	(Honourable	Artillery	Company)	
• non-commercial	uses	such	as	the	creation	of	facsimile	sketchbooks	for	use	in	the	classroom	when	digital	images	are	made	available	under	Creative	Commons	licences	(Tate	Archive)		The	range	of	uses	of	digitised	imagery	that	this	list	reveals	may	require	photography	standards	of	a	similarly	wide	range,	from	the	low	resolution	needs	of	researchers	to	the	high-resolution	demands	of	printed	publications.	They	usually,	in	the	cases	described	above,	result	in	the	digitisation	of	single,	selected	pages	from	a	sketchbook	rather	than	in	their	entirety.	
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	These	acts	of	digitisation,	useful	as	they	are	in	their	particular	circumstances,	therefore	do	not	correspond	to	the	physical,	haptic	experience	of	browsing	through	a	sketchbook	from	beginning	to	end.	As	referred	to	in	the	Introduction	(p.6),	sketchbooks	viewed	as	a	whole	sometimes	have	a	narrative	element	that	is	only	revealed	by	the	episodic	element	of	turning	the	pages	from	beginning	to	end.	Piecemeal	digitising,	useful	and	sufficient	as	it	may	be	in	many	circumstances,	focuses	on	content	rather	than	context.	Where	a	retrospective	exhibition	can	bring	insights	into	development	of	an	artist’s	work	by	bringing	together	output	over	a	wide	period	of	time,	a	sketchbook	can	do	this	in	a	micro	form	(in	terms	of	physical	scale	and	time	limits)	and	within	bound	covers,	and	so	forms	of	digitisation	that	can	encapsulate	that	narrative	nature	can	potentially	enhance	an	understanding	of	the	work.		Two	institutions	responding	to	the	survey	(Tate	Archives	and	Henry	Moore	Institute)	use	Turning	the	Pages,	a	software	application	that	creates	a	digital	facsimile	of	a	volume	with	pages	that	can	be	turned,	magnified	and	rotated,	and	with	a	search	facility	and	text	relevant	to	the	pages	shown,	sometimes	with	a	related	audio	or	video	file.	These	facsimiles	are	accessible	online.	The	touchscreen	versions	of	the	software	have	been	placed	by	Tate	Britain	in	its	Digital	Archive	Corridor,	and	also	at	Tate	St	Ives,	so	visitors	can	access	digitised	versions	of	sketchbooks	(as	well	as	other	archival	material,	such	as	scrapbooks	and	photograph	albums).	This	may	have	the	effect	of	lessening	the	need	for	users	to	arrange	a	visit	to	the	archive	to	view	the	physical	sketchbooks,	and	thus	reach	a	wider	proportion	of	visitors.			These	versions	of	the	sketchbooks	are	presented	not	individually	or	even	in	a	simple	slideshow	effect,	but	as	virtual	books	so	the	pages	give	the	appearance	of	three-dimensional	movement	and	the	folios	bending	as	they	are	turned.	Each	turn	shows	a	double	page	spread,	as	seen	in	the	usual	way	when	books	are	opened	and	pages	are	turned.	This	reinforces	the	sense	of	the	imagery	being	part	of	a	whole,	starting	and	ending	with	cover	pages.	It	also	includes	nominally	blank	pages	within	the	sketchbook	that	may	reveal	useful	supporting	information	about	recto	and	verso	images.	But	preparing	material	for	Turning	the	Pages	requires	scanning	beyond	the	level	of	that	needed	for	general	digitisation.	Tate	Britain’s	Digital	Archive	Corridor,	for	instance,	features	just	eight	different	volumes	–	sketchbooks,	notebooks	and	photograph	albums	–	that	are	viewable	on	touch	sensitive	big	screens.	(Information	given	with	the	onscreen	books	does	not	include	the	dimensions	of	the	original	volume,	which	can	appear	almost	
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too	large	on	the	screen:	a	“view	at	100%”	option	would	allow	a	better	connection	with	the	original,	although	the	option	to	magnify	and	manipulate	images	is	a	way	in	which	viewing	sketchbooks	digitally	is	perhaps	superior	to	when	viewing	them	in	a	reading	room.)		The	Henry	Moore	Institute	(http://hmi.onlineculture.co.uk/ttp/ttp.html)	uses	Turning	the	Pages	software	to	show,	for	instance,	the	sculptor’s	West	Wind	Relief	Sketchbook	(1928),	which	features	working	drawings	he	made	while	undertaking	his	first	major	commission,	a	relief	work	for	the	new	London	Transport	headquarters	at	55	Broadway,	London	W1.	The	sketchbook	can	be	viewed	online	alongside	an	image	of	Moore’s	finished	work.	(A	facsimile	of	the	book	was	subsequently	published	in	1982	as	a	limited	edition	of	250.)	Digitisation	enables	easy	connections	with	related	works	in	this	way,	which	is	particularly	pertinent	when	sketchbooks	are	used	as	arenas	for	preparatory	work	for	other	finished	works.		Other	institutions	refer	to	image	archives	specific	to	their	collections.	The	London	Metropolitan	Archives	has	“a	few”	of	its	sketchbooks	available	on	Collage,	its	picture	archive	that	provides	free	access	to	more	than	250,000	images	from	the	archives	and	the	Guildhall	Art	Gallery.	By	registering,	users	have	the	option	to	buy	prints	or	digital	files	(sent	by	FTP	or	CD),	which	can	be	reproduced	and	published,	subject	to	licensing	and	copyright.	Similarly,	the	Royal	Institute	of	British	Architects	has	digitised	a	small	fraction	of	its	millions	of	items,	and	only	a	small	percentage	of	its	sketchbooks	are	available	in	this	way.	Those	that	are	digitised	are	uploaded	to	its	RIBApix	online	image	database,	where	users	can	download	low-resolution	images	free	of	charge	for	educational	and	research	use,	or	they	can	pay	to	download	higher	quality	licensed	images	for	publication	or	display.	Both	of	these	examples	demonstrate	how	digitisation	–	an	expensive	process	–	can	be	a	means	to	create	revenue	and	widen	access	where	copyright	allows.	The	Royal	Academy	offers	a	similar	service,	RA	Prints,	in	which	users	select	reproductions	from	a	range	of	paintings,	prints	and	photographs	(http://www.royalacademyprints.com).	Also,	in	an	institution	that	hasn’t	yet	fully	undergone	digitisation,	Sheffield	City	Archives,	remote	access	to	the	collection	through	digitised	imagery	is	offered	if	users	place	an	order	and	pay	for	copies	to	be	made	specially	for	them.		Luna	at	Lambeth	Palace	Library	(http://images.lambethpalacelibrary.org.uk/luna)	is	a	web-based	image	database	that	has	a	focus	on	allowing	easy	handling	of	the	archive’s	
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contents	so	that	it	can	be	shared	with	external	groups	or	as	slide	shows	for	presentations	when	images	are	exported	to	PowerPoint.	Only	one	of	its	sketchbooks	is	currently	digitised,	but	Luna	demonstrates	another	approach	that	it	offers	archives	by	encouraging	greater	involvement	with	a	wider	audience	by	making	it	easy	for	images	to	be	embedded	and	linked	through	sharing	URLs.	While	digitisation	is	seen	as	a	way	of	making	sketchbooks	held	by	institutions	more	accessible,	the	potential	or	current	role	of	those	institutions'	social	media	channels	is	rarely	referred	to	in	survey	responses.			In	some	cases	the	digital	images	are	integrated	into	an	archive’s	catalogue.	The	Hunterian,	as	mentioned	previously,	has	a	separate	catalogue	number	for	each	image	in	the	52	sketchbooks	in	its	collection.	For	instance,	each	image	in	Duncan	Shank’s	sketchbook	12,	object	number	GLAHA:56412,	is	numbered	GLAHA:56412/1	to	GLAHA:56412/73,	and	digital	images	from	the	book	accompany	each	catalogue	entry.	The	images	are	relatively	small	and	less	interactive	than	those	displayed	using	Turning	the	Pages	software,	and	there	is	no	virtual	“pageturning”	facility	to	reinforce	the	sense	of	the	images	being	part	of	a	whole.	The	book	is	instead	shown	in	the	catalogue	as	a	series	of	double	page	spreads,	with	the	gutter	of	the	sketchbook	visible	down	the	centre	of	each	image.	But	the	images	do	show	enough	to	allow	users	to	make	a	judgment	on	whether	or	not	they	need	to	see	the	physical	sketchbook	in	the	archive,	along	with	all	the	image	information	required	to	make	an	appointment	to	see	it.		Digitised	images	of	works	of	art	such	as	those	found	in	sketchbooks	can	also	be	used	in	wider	studies.	Paintings	and	drawings	that	are	found	in	public	and	private	collections	have	been	used	as	part	of	a	study	that	explores	how	coastal	erosion	has	changed	heritage	sites	on	shorelines	and	clifftops	of	the	south	west	of	England	over	long	periods	of	time.	CHeRISH	(Coastal	Heritage	Risk:	Imagery	in	Support	of	Heritage	Management,	http://cherish.maritimearchaeologytrust.org)	is	a	study	undertaken	by	Coastal	&	Geotechnical	Services,	who	were	commissioned	by	Historic	England	in	2016	(Maritime	Archaeology	Trust,	2016).	Its	aim	is	to	“take	advantage	of	a	wealth	of	currently	unused	or	under-used	images	contained	in	public	and	private	collections	to	provide	better	information	on	the	rate,	scale	and	potential	impacts	of	coastal	change	(erosion,	landslides	and	flooding)	on	heritage	sites”.	This	is	an	imaginative	way	of	using	historic	digitised	imagery	of	the	kind	that	may	be	found	in	historic	sketchbooks.	This	kind	of	collaborative	research	is	an	example	of	how	bringing	imagery	together	can	be	used	to	mutual	advantage.	 	
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Overall,	the	data	supplied	suggests	that	digitisation	of	sketchbooks	is	currently	at	a	low	level,	but	rising,	and	advances	on	this	front	are	seen	as	being	at	the	forefront	in	making	an	archive’s	collection	more	open	and	accessible	to	users.	For	those	institutions	that	have	already	digitised	at	least	some	sketchbooks	in	their	collection,	approaches	can	vary,	from	those	creating	virtual	facsimiles	that	attempt	to	replicate	the	sketchbook’s	physical	form	through	Turning	the	Pages	software,	to	those	in	which	the	images	are	utilised	in	the	collection	management	software	and	online	databases.	Digitisation	also	offers	benefits	in	terms	of	reducing	handling	of	fragile	items,	lowering	levels	of	photography	by	users	within	the	archival	space,	and	creating	routes	to	better	collaborative	projects.	Some	sketchbook	researchers	will	still	benefit	from	being	able	to	study	them	in	the	flesh,	in	which	case	it	is	hoped	that	access,	when	justified,	will	not	be	restricted	to	only	digital	imagery.	
		
Question	8:	Other	thoughts	and	comments	about	sketchbook	collections,	and	
ideas	for	improving	accessibility		Of	the	survey’s	55	respondents,	23	contributed	comments	in	this	section.	The	most	commonly	reported	factor	for	improving	access	among	those	who	responded	is	increased	digitisation	of	sketchbooks.	The	Royal	Institute	of	British	Architects	Drawing	and	Archives	Collection	said:			 “We	would	like	to	explore	further	having	digital	books	made,	so	that	entire		 volumes	can	be	viewed	and	flicked	through	virtually.	This	not	only	promotes		 access	but	also	helps	preserve	what	can	often	be	very	fragile	objects,	by	reducing		 the	need	to	always	view	the	original.”		It	has	already	digitised	a	“small	part”	of	its	collection	(which	runs	into	millions	of	items	in	total)	creating	low-resolution	images	that	can	be	used	for	education	and	research	use,	or	paid-for	high-resolution	licensed	images	that	can	be	downloaded	for	publication	or	public	display.			Access	to	the	collection's	fragile	sketchbooks	can	be	restricted	following	digitisation,	requiring	researchers	to	make	written	cases	as	to	why	they	need	access	that	must	be	judged	on	a	case-by-case	basis	in	consultation	with	conservators.		
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Another	institution	with	a	large	number	of	sketchbooks,	the	Henry	Moore	Institute,	is	“keen	to	share	sketchbooks	more	comprehensively	online”	using	Turning	the	Pages	digital	facsimile	software.	The	Royal	Commonwealth	Society	Library	at	the	Cambridge	University	Library	would	also	like	to	see	“all	our	visual	collections	accessible	online”	where	copyright	allows	it,	but	it	recognises	the	“enormous	resource	implications”	in	taking	this	course	of	action.	The	Royal	London	Hospital	intends	to	digitise,	the	Fitzwilliam	Museum	sees	digitising	as	a	“good	way	of	facilitating	research	and	reducing	handling”,	and	the	Museum	of	London	is	currently	auditing	and	digitising	its	collection	of	prints	and	drawings,	but	has	“not	yet	determined	how	to	catalogue	and	digitise	the	bound	sketchbooks”.	While	digitising	is	recognised	by	these	institutions	as	a	route	to	widening	access,	they	are	at	a	variety	of	stages	on	the	way	to	completing	or	even	undertaking	this	process.			Digitisation	is	also	seen	as	an	alternative	to	exhibitions	of	sketchbooks,	which	are	seen	as	difficult	to	display	(Alaluusua,	2016,	p.14).	The	Usher	Gallery	states:	“Displays	of	sketchbooks	are	difficult	due	to	the	very	nature	of	the	objects,	so	providing	alternative	access	is	very	important,	and	we	would	certainly	like	to	have	100%	digitisation	of	the	sketchbooks	in	the	collection	in	the	future.”	Oriel	Ynys	Mon	also	refers	to	problems	of	display	and	how	digitisation	can	alleviate	the	physical	demand	on	fragile	items,	and	is	seeking	grant	aid	to	conserve	its	collection:	“Sketchbooks	are	difficult	to	display,	but	digitising	helps.	Our	aim	is	to	have	a	publicly	available	system	whereby	the	sketchbooks	can	be	viewed	and	searched…	We	would	not	allow	individuals	to	browse	the	collection	unsupervised,	as	they	are	fragile	and	of	high	intrinsic	and	monetary	value.”		The	Tate	Archive	was	the	recipient	of	a	£1.9	million	Heritage	Lottery	Fund	grant	that	enabled	the	project	"Archives	and	Access"	to	digitise	52,000	items	in	the	archive	(Transforming	Tate	Britain,	2010).	While	the	Tate’s	library	and	archive	receives	around	20,000	visitors	a	year,	the	archive	reports,	when	its	holdings	were	placed	online,	the	Tate’s	website	attracted	more	than	1,000,000	hits.	This	initiative	was	used	as	an	opportunity	to	address	the	issue	of	open	access	of	the	archive’s	digitised	items.	“Additionally	when	we	were	negotiating	copyright	clearances,	many	were	signed	under	a	Creative	Commons	licence	meaning	that	teachers,	schoolchildren	and	others	could	download	images	for	non-commercial	uses	including	(we	hope)	the	creation	of	facsimile	sketchbooks	for	use	in	the	classroom.”		
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Digitisation	can	open	up	access	to	a	vastly	wider	audience	through	making	images	available	online,	but	through	negotiation	with	copyright	holders	where	applicable,	allowing	them	to	be	shared	further	in	agreed	circumstances.	Tate	makes	them	available	under	a	Creative	Commons	licence	CC-BY-NC-ND	3.0	(unported).	This	means	the	images	can	be	shared	if	they	are:		
• Attributed	(BY):	the	name,	title,	year	of	creation,	copyright	details,	CC	details,	and	a	link	to	the	Tate	website	must	be	stated	when	shared.		
• Non	commercial	(NC):	they	can	only	be	used	in	contexts	free	from	monetary	gain.		
• Non	derivative	(ND):	the	image	cannot	be	resized	or	altered	before	sharing.		It	is	interesting	that	digitisation	is	an	opportunity,	therefore,	to	increase	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	through	enabling	the	creation	and	printing	of	facsimile	books	in	certain	circumstances,	such	as	in	the	classroom.	Tate	is	in	a	prime	position	to	licence	images	under	Creative	Commons	because	of	its	international	profile	and	historic	archive,	but	licensing	in	this	way	is	a	course	of	action	that	could	be	considered	by	other	archives	as	part	of	their	digitisation	process.			The	provision	and	enhancement	of	the	cataloguing	of	sketchbooks	was	also	identified	as	a	key	area	for	development	in	response	to	Question	8.	(As	previously	mentioned	above,	only	17	of	the	55	respondents	–	31%	–	said	that	all	of	their	sketchbooks	were	catalogued	and	included	in	their	online	catalogue.)	Sketchbooks	held	by	the	Warner	Textile	Archive	are	still	uncatalogued	and	rectifying	this	within	the	next	year	is	seen	as	its	first	step	to	improving	access.	Sedgwick	Museum	of	Earth	Sciences	would	like	to	see	the	digitisation	of	some	of	its	sketchbooks	(those	by	the	British	geologist	Adam	Sedgwick,	for	instance,	who	gives	his	name	to	the	museum),	but	that	“cataloguing	still	needs	to	be	completed	first	before	considering	this.	This	means	that	digitising	is	on	an	ad-hoc	basis	at	the	current	time.	Future	projects	would	be	dependent	on	securing	funding	and	enlisting	the	support	of	volunteers.”		Only	two	institutions,	the	National	Art	Library	and	Balliol	College,	Oxford,	refer	to	social	media,	although	this	must	be	considered	a	way	of	sharing	images	of	archival	items	once	they	have	been	digitised.	Balliol	College	places	digitised	images	online	on	the	Flickr	
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image	sharing	site	(https://www.flickr.com/photos/balliolarchivist).	An	interesting	approach	is	also	taken	by	Jersey	Archive,	which	has	a	scheme	in	which	items	from	its	350,000	collection	can	be	adopted:	featured	items	have	a	cost	of	adoption	figure,	with	a	link	to	PayPal	for	immediate	online	payment.	Its	eight	recently	acquired	sketchbooks	by	the	Jersey	artist	Edmund	Blampied	(1886-1966),	which	“are	showing	their	age	and	have	become	discoloured	by	staining	and	foxing”,	have	already	been	adopted. 	The	National	Art	Library	(NAL)	sees	broadening	access	as	part	of	a	series	of	moves,	its	representative	said:	“In	terms	of	improving	accessibility,	my	personal	view	is	that	NAL	would	need	to	research	in	greater	detail	what	we	hold	in	our	collection	and	then	improve	the	indexing	in	some	of	the	relevant	catalogue	records.	I	would	then	digitize	the	sketchbooks.	Finally,	I	would	publicise	our	holdings	through	publications,	social	media	and	the	NAL's	web	pages.”	Each	step	is	closely	connected	to	the	next:	research,	improved	indexing,	digitisation,	and	sharing	through	print	and	social	media.	Each	of	these	stages	on	their	own	have	their	value,	but	I	feel	it	is	as	a	group	working	together	that	they	can	do	most	to	widen	accessibility.			
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CONCLUSIONS		One	of	the	key	findings	of	my	research	is	that	digitisation	is	recognised	as	a	priority	by	many	sketchbook-holding	institutions.	While	the	majority	taking	part	in	the	survey	have	not	digitised	any	of	their	sketchbooks,	this	is	a	goal	many	are	working	towards.	Digitisation	is	seen	as	a	way	of	making	sketchbooks	more	widely	accessible	online	and	through	social	media,	and	a	means	of	preserving	fragile	items	by	lowering	the	demand	for	handling	of	the	physical	sketchbooks.	It	also	presents	an	opportunity	to	adopt	Creative	Commons	licences,	and	the	printing	of	facsimile	sketchbooks	for	use	in	the	classroom,	or	as	a	cataloguing	aid	in	the	archive.	Digitised	images	in	the	form	of	prints	or	high-resolution	files	can	be	sold,	creating	a	revenue	stream,	and	downloadable	low-resolution	images	available	for	educational	and	research	use	can	lower	demand	for	photography	taken	by	users.	For	some	institutions,	though,	it	is	the	cataloguing	and	assessment	of	sketchbook	collections	that	must	come	before	considering	digitisation.	The	creation	of	detailed	metadata	for	each	image	contained	in	a	sketchbook	is	the	optimal	preparation	for	digitisation.		The	research	shows	that	sketchbooks	can	be	found	in	a	wide	range	of	archives,	from	local	record	offices	holding	a	handful	of	sketchbooks,	to	major	national	art	archives	that	contain	many	hundreds,	and	are	therefore	collected	and	catalogued	in	a	variety	of	ways.	Sketchbooks	can	be	catalogued	as	groups,	items	or	at	page	level,	or	remain	uncatalogued.	There	is	also	a	lack	of	an	agreed	definition	of	sketchbooks.	This	lack	of	consistency	can	hinder	researchers'	ability	to	find,	or	even	be	aware	of,	the	nature	of	the	sketchbooks	that	these	archives	hold.			The	research	shows,	however,	that	sketchbooks	by	leading	artists,	designers	and	others	can	be	handled	and	studied	closely	in	the	archives	by	the	public,	or	with	an	archivist	in	some	circumstances.	Their	pages	can	usually	be	touched	and	turned,	and	subject	to	the	kind	of	close-up	inspection	that	other	works	of	art	rarely	can.			There	is	clearly	scope	for	further	research	into	how	sketchbooks	are	collected,	exhibited	and	accessed.	There	is	a	growing	interest	in	sketchbooks	and	their	role	in	creativity,	reflected	in	book	publications	and	the	trend	of	sharing	drawings	and	sketches	online	through	social	media.	These	areas	for	further	research	include	how	Creative	Commons	
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licences	are	adopted	by	institutions	when	digitising	sketchbooks,	the	information	behaviour	of	artists	in	relation	to	sketchbooks,	and	how	sketchbooks	are	exhibited.		Access	to	archive	catalogues	can	be	found	through	such	sites	as	Discovery:	the	National	Archives	and	Artists'	Papers	Register,	but	there	is	no	central	online	platform	that	unites	archived	sketchbooks	in	a	visually	enticing	way.	Sharing	them	through	a	focused	Europeana-style	digital	library	for	sketchbooks	would	increase	access	to	them	and	raise	their	profile,	because	they	are	often	relatively	small	parts	of	much	larger	collections,	and	can	be	easily	overlooked.	The	visual	appeal	of	sketchbook	imagery,	the	popularity	of	sketchbooks	among	non-professional	creatives,	and	the	opportunity	to	increase	their	accessibility	through	Creative	Commons	licences,	all	point	towards	the	advantages	of	such	a	digital	library.		
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Appendix	1:	Dissertation	Proposal		City,	University	of	London/Library	and	Information	Sciences	2016-17	James	Hobbs		
Working	title:	Digital	and	tangible:	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	
in	UK	galleries,	libraries	and	museums.		
Introduction	Sketchbooks	fall	into	an	unusual	area	by	being	part	book,	and	part	work	of	art.	Sketchbooks	–	as	opposed	to	artists'	books	or	notebooks	–	are	usually	held	throughout	the	lives	of	their	creators,	and	because	of	their	working,	ongoing	role	in	the	creative	process,	they	are	unlikely	to	be	parted	with	during	their	lifetime	for	commercial	gain.	They	are	therefore	often	bequeathed	to	institutions	after	the	artist's	death,	and	can	be	difficult	to	find	and	access	due	to	a	variety	of	conservation	issues,	cataloguing	approaches	and	keyword	usage.		This	research	would	explore	how	sketchbooks	are	collected,	their	accessibility,	how	they	are	stored	and	how	they	are	catalogued	in	a	variety	of	archives	in	the	UK.	It	is	envisaged	that	this	could	not	be	a	comprehensive	list	of	sketchbook-holding	institutions,	but	the	aim	is	to	ascertain	the	variety	of	factors	that	enable	and	hinder	their	findability	and	accessibility,	and	the	extent	to	which	they	can	be	viewed	in	a	digital	form	through	a	number	of	archives	and	museums.	Sketchbooks,	by	being	unique	and	multifaceted,	are	excellent	subjects	for	digitisation,	and	less	ideally	suited	for	exhibition	in	conventional	gallery	environments.	Through	a	survey	of	selected	institutions,	and	interviews,	if	possible,	with	users	who	access	sketchbooks,	this	research	will	investigate	their	particular	requirements	and	the	problems	they	face.	
	
Aims	and	objectives	The	aim	of	this	qualitative	research	is	to	create	a	view	of	how	sketchbooks	are	collected,	found	and	accessed,	and	how	widely	and	easily	they	are	available	in	a	digital	form.	They	can	be	found	in	a	range	of	institutions,	from	national	galleries	to	local	archives,	and	the	aim	is	to	get	a	sense	of	how	this	singular	document	form	is	handled	and	accessed	in	the	system.		As	a	seasoned	sketchbook	user	who	finds	it	enlightening	and	insightful	to	view	the	work	of	artists	that	wasn't	necessarily	intended	for	viewing	by	the	general	public,	my	personal	experience	of	looking	for	sketchbooks	is	often	one	of	frustration.	A	record	may	refer	to	a	set	of	sketchbooks,	single	sketchbooks,	or	pages	within	a	sketchbook.	There	can	be	a	lack	of	consistency	with	terminology,	the	use	of	sketchbook	as	two	words	("sketch	book")	or	hyphenated	("sketch-book")	or	as	notebook	or	journal.		The	objective	is	also	to	assess	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	through	a	survey	of	
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different	institutions,	and	get	a	better	understanding	of	their	place	within	the	archival	system.	Falling	as	they	do	somewhere	between	book	and	work	of	art,	they	are	neither	well	suited	for	public	exhibition,	because	of	their	multi-paged	nature,	nor	loan,	mainly	because	of	their	fragility	and	uniqueness.	For	this	reason	digitisation	is	a	means	by	which	they	can	be	viewed	in	their	entirety.	Interviews	with	archivists	and	perhaps	users	(either	in	person	or	by	email)	may	also	be	beneficial	for	drawing	out	themes	and	problems	involved	with	the	collection	and	access	of	sketchbooks.		
Scope	and	definition	The	term	sketchbook	is	often	used	in	an	imprecise	way,	and	sometimes	not	used	at	all	when	it	should	be.	While	traditionally	sketchbooks	may	be	expected	to	contain	observational	drawings	or	watercolours	completed	as	a	kind	of	travel	journal,	their	usage	is	much	wider.	They	can	be	the	test	beds	for	all	kinds	of	experimental	ideas	and	creative	thought,	which	can	spread	across	fashion,	photography,	filmmaking,	engineering	and	architecture.	Although	a	sketchbook	will	almost	certainly	include	an	element	of	written	information,	judgment	is	needed	to	differentiate	them	from	notebooks,	which	will	be	predominantly,	if	not	totally,	the	written	word.	(The	French	word	carnet	means	both	sketchbook	and	notebook.)	Another	area	of	overlap,	and	sometimes	confusion,	is	the	difference	between	a	sketchbook	and	an	artists'	book.	An	artists'	book	is	a	work	of	art	in	the	shape	of	a	book,	and	distinct,	usually,	from	a	sketchbook	for	a	variety	of	reasons,	such	as	its	production	for	commercial	reasons,	and	that	it	may	sometimes	be	produced	in	limited	runs.	Sketchbooks	are	always	unique;	they	too	may	have	a	commercial	aspect,	although	some	artists	enjoy	the	freedom	they	give	precisely	because	they	are	not	created	for	sale.	Again,	judgment	is	needed	at	times	to	distinguish	between	these	artists'	books	and	sketchbooks.		For	this	research	I	intend	to	limit	the	area	of	interest	to	sketchbooks,	with	primarily	non-written	content,	which	allows	it	to	embrace	wider	creative	fields	than	simply	visual	art,	i.e.	architecture,	design	and	film.		Sketchbooks	can	be	found	in	many	archives	across	the	UK,	and	it	is	unlikely,	at	this	point,	that	this	research	will	be	able	to	accumulate	data	from	a	comprehensive	list	of	each	of	them.	I	intend	therefore	to	restrict	my	research	to	a	small	number	of	these,	perhaps	fewer	than	10,	selected	across	a	variety	of	creative	subjects,	types	of	institution,	and	locations,	although	within	the	UK	only.		
	
Research	context	Little	work	has,	to	the	best	of	my	knowledge	at	this	time,	been	done	specifically	on	the	LIS	aspect	of	sketchbooks	in	UK	archives,	or	those	of	any	other	country.	The	majority	of	research	involving	sketchbooks	is	either	into	the	benefits	of	creativity	that	their	use	brings	about,	the	opportunities	offered	by	digital	technologies	as	opposed	to	the	analogue	paper	sketchbook,	and	into	the	sketchbooks	of	specific	artists,	designers	and	architects,	often	deceased.		Inspiration	for	researching	this	topic	was	in	part	inspired	by	Siobhan	Britton's	Library	and	Information	Science	MA	dissertation	(University	College	London,	2016)	on	zines	in	
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institutional	and	alternative	collections,	on	which	she	spoke	at	the	Radical	Collections	conference	at	the	Senate	House	Library	on	3	March	2017.	Zines	and	sketchbooks	are	very	different	document	types,	and	the	collection	of	sketchbooks	cannot	generally	be	regarded	as	radical	or	alternative,	but	there	is	a	similar	otherness	about	them	as	creative,	personal	outlets.		Sketchbooks	fall	somewhere	between	the	typical	categories	of	book	and	work	of	art,	often	being	left	to	an	arts	institution	or	archive	as	a	set	by	the	artist's	family.	Also,	as	bound	groups	of	works	of	art,	sketchbooks	are	difficult	to	exhibit,	only	one	spread	of	a	book	can	be	placed	on	display	at	a	time.	This,	along	with	their	portable	and	scanner-friendly	scale,	make	them	ideal	for	digitisation.	No	previous	research	has	been	done	into	these	particular	aspects	of	the	collection	of	sketchbooks,	although	research	has	been	undertaken	for	a	wider,	less	specific	focus,	such	as	the	digitisation	of	special	collections.	An	important	characteristic	of	the	sketchbook	is	its	tangibility.	Like	all	books,	it	is	best	experienced	by	holding	it	and	turning	its	pages,	and	being	able	to	follow	the	narrative	sequence,	whether	it	was	intended	by	the	artist	or	not.	This	inevitably	leads	to	the	question	of	the	accessibility	of	sketchbook	collections	to	be	handled	and	researched	within	the	context	of	the	archive,	and	the	inclusion	of	a	line	of	enquiry	about	this	in	my	own	research.	A	brief	history	of	the	rise	of	sketchbooks	and	drawing	can	be	included,	putting	the	research	and	the	collection	of	sketchbooks	into	context,	and	highlighting	their	place	as	distinct	archival	documents.	Drawing	is	currently	undergoing	a	renaissance	in	the	field	of	contemporary	art	and	among	amateur	practitioners,	and	an	exhibition	of	48	sketchbooks	and	other	works	by	Lucian	Freud	recently	left	to	the	National	Portrait	Gallery	in	lieu	of	inheritance	tax	was	a	well-visited	show	in	2016.	
	
Literature	review	The	literature	shows	an	increasing	interest	in	sketchbooks	across	a	range	of	topics,	through	such	books	as	Jones	(2011),	Brereton	(2012),	Heller	(2014),	Bynum	(2017),	Cantor	Arts	Center	(2015).	Publishers	such	as	Thames	and	Hudson,	which	specialises	in	illustrated	art	books,	release	books	almost	annually	on	the	sketchbooks	of	different	creative	groups:	animators,	infographic	designers,	botanical	artists,	and	specific	artists,	such	as	Lucian	Freud,	Derek	Jarman	and	Grayson	Perry.	There	is	an	interest	in	exploring	the	experiments,	personal	thoughts	and	careless	abandon	often	found	within	them.	These	books	are	primarily,	although	not	totally,	featuring	the	work	of	living	practitioners,	and	the	sketchbooks	they	show	are	therefore	most	likely	to	be	still	in	the	hands	of	their	creators;	the	role	of	researching	and	information	gathering	in	drawn	or	written	form	within	them	means	it	is	unlikely	that	their	creators	will	want	to	part	with	them.	The	sketchbooks	found	in	archives	and	libraries	are	usually	bequeathed	by	dead	artists	or	donated	by	their	families.		Research	generally	falls	into	the	areas	of	artists'	sketchbook	use,	and	the	relationship	between	digitisation	and	sketchbook	use.	Elisa	Alaluusua's	research	(2010)	explores	the	work	of	artists	who	use	sketchbooks	and	through	a	series	of	interviews	explores	how	they	understand	the	sketchbook's	part	within	the	artistic	process.	O'Neil	(2013)	uses	the	42	artists	featured	in	Brereton's	Sketchbooks:	the	Hidden	Art	of	Designers,	Illustrators	
and	Creatives	(2009)	to	analyse	how	digital	sketchbook	apps	can	be	better	designed	to	emulate	the	strengths	of	traditional	sketchbooks.	From	the	LIS	perspective,	Maureen	O'Neil's	paper	(2012)	explored	the	international	Leave	Your	Mark	(2012)	project	in	
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which	sketchbooks	could	be	borrowed	from	libraries	in	Portsmouth,	UK,	Chennai,	India,	and	Winston	Salem,	USA,	drawn	in,	returned	and	put	into	stock	so	they	could	be	viewed,	accessed	and	reserved	through	the	library	catalogue.	In	Brooklyn,	USA,	the	Sketchbook	Project	(www.sketchbookproject.com)	is	a	similar	but	larger	enterprise	in	which	users	buy	a	sketchbook,	fill	it,	and	return	it	to	become	a	part	of	a	publicly	accessible	crowd-sourced	library	of	more	than	36,000	sketchbooks	from	around	the	world.	Books	are	digitised	and	interactively	accessible	online.	It	is	a	project	that	suggests	there	is	much	that	could	be	done	to	open	up	archived	sketchbook	collections	in	the	UK,	in	terms	of	findability,	accessibility	and	use	of	social	media,	to	a	wider	public.		Emma	Stanford's	dissertation	(2016)	suggests	that	an	exploration	of	issues	surrounding	special	collections	may	uncover	avenues	for	further	research	that	relate	to	sketchbooks.	The	research	of	Duff	and	Johnson	(2002)	found	that	historians	using	archives	often	needed	to	consult	archivists	because	of	the	complexity	of	finding	aids.	
	
Methodology	I	plan	to	take	a	qualitative,	mixed	approach,	with	a	survey	of	questions	that	relate	to	the	collection,	cataloguing,	accessibility	and	digitisation	of	sketchbooks	in	a	sample	of	different	institutions	in	the	UK,	along	with	semi-structured	interviews	with	archivists	and	users,	if	possible.	I	anticipate	problems	with	finding	suitable	interview	subjects	who	access	sketchbooks,	if	this	is	a	course	of	action	I	decide	to	take.	(Contacts	within	art	school	education	and	drawing	networks,	such	as	the	Drawing	Research	Network,	www.drawing-research-network.org.uk,	may	open	up	potential	interviewees.)	Their	experiences	would	shed	light	on	any	problems	of	access,	but	I	am	concerned	about	the	possibility	of	being	able	to	identify	a	suitable	number	of	interviewees	within	the	time	scale	of	the	research	period.	These	may	not,	however,	all	be	students	who	will	leave	for	a	summer	break.	Questions	covered	in	the	survey	of	each	sketchbook	collection	could	cover:		•	how	sketchbooks	are	integrated	into	the	catalogue	•	the	use	of	social	media	and	image	sharing	software,	such	as	Flickr	•	what	skills	are	required	in	order	to	find	sketchbooks	•	what	metadata	and	other	information	is	required	to	find	them		•	whether	metadata	is	shared	with	cultural	heritage	platforms	such	as	Europeana	•	how	physically	accessible	sketchbooks	are	within	the	collection	
	
Work	plan	My	intended	research	shouldn't	be	unduly	affected	by	the	academic	summer	holiday	season,	although	it	may	remove	a	number	of	potential	interview	subjects.	From	experience	of	working	in	arts	journalism,	I	am	aware	that	the	art	world	thins	out	over	the	months	of	July	and	August	particularly	so	I	am	aware	of	the	need	to	find	these	as	soon	as	I	can.		There	is	further	work	to	do	on	the	literature	review,	and	with	selecting	institutions	to	focus	on	and	preparing	the	survey,	I	anticipate	I	will	be	ready	to	conduct	interviews	and	collect	survey	data	from	mid	June.	This	gathering	continues,	along	with	data	analysis,	over	July	and	August	in	preparation	for	the	22	September	submission.		
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May	2017	 June	 July		 August	 September	Literature		review	 Literature	review	 	 	 		 Prepare	survey/interview	questions	by		12/6	
	 	 	
Find	interview	subjects/select	institutions	 Find	interview	subjects/select	institutions	by	12/6	
Find	interview	subjects	 	 	
	 Conduct	interviews/	gather	data	from	12	June	
Conduct	interviews/	gather	data	 Conduct	interviews/	gather	data	 	
	 	 Analyse	data	 Analyse	data	 	
	 	 	 Write	conclusions	 Write	conclusions		
Resources		It	is	anticipated	that	no	special	resources	will	be	needed	for	this	research.	Visits	to	selected	institutions	holding	sketchbooks	in	their	collection	may	be	required	for	interview	purposes	and	for	assessing	their	accessibility.	This	will	become	more	apparent	when	the	methodology	becomes	clearer	in	order	to	reach	the	objectives	of	this	research.	Interviews	may	be	conducted	by	email	or	over	the	phone	–	I	have	a	recording	device	for	this.	The	qualitative	aspect	of	this	research	means	there	will	be	no	data	collection	or	processing	costs.	Expenses	are	expected,	therefore,	to	be	travel	costs,	and	a	laptop,	which	I	do	not	yet	have.		
Ethics		No	research	participants	are	expected	to	present	ethical	concerns.	I	have	attached	the	research	ethics	checklist	to	this	document.		
	
Confidentiality		The	identities	of	interview	subjects	will	be	kept	confidential,	although	their	job	title,	role	and	institution,	as	appropriate	will	be	included,	subject	to	their	approval.	The	degree	of	information	included	in	the	dissertation	will	be	agreed	in	the	consent	forms	prior	to	the	interviews.	
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Appendix	2.1:	Questions	for	interviewees	
	
	
(Sent	to	Guylaine	Couture	and	Stephen	Farthing.)		How	often	have	you	accessed	sketchbooks	in	a	collection/different	collections?	Why	did	you	want	to	see	them?	How	have	those	experiences	generally	been?	Did	you	first	search	for	the	sketchbooks	in	the	institution's	catalogue?	If	so,	how	did	you	generally	find	this	process?	What	were	the	main	factors	that	made	accessing	the	sketchbooks...	...	a	positive	experience?	...	a	negative	experience?	Are	there	recurring	issues	that	were	reflected	in	these	experiences?	What	recommendations	would	you	make	to	improve	the	process	of	finding	and	accessing	sketchbooks?	Can	you	answer	the	following	six	questions	for	each	institution	you	have	visited	(or	perhaps	just	some)?		 How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?		 How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?		 Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?		 Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?		 Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally,	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge?		 Could	you	take	photos	of	the	sketchbooks?	Do	you	have	any	other	comments	about	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	that	you	would	like	to	add?	
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Appendix	2.2:	Leo	Duff	interview		
Interviewed	on	9	August	2017		
JH:	You	say	that	you	have	accessed	sketchbooks	before	at	Kew	Gardens'	Library,	
Art	and	Archives.	Can	you	tell	me	about	your	experience	in	doing	that?	LD:	You	get	into	the	reading	room	and	then	you	need	to	know	what	you	want,	and	I	went	rooting	through	this	catalogue	and	just	really	couldn’t	do	it	because	I	was	trying	to	find	out	about	a	subject	I	know	nothing	about,	and	I	didn’t	know	the	names	of	any	of	the	people.	That	was	the	point	of	my	research,	was	to	try	and	get	my	teeth	into	it…	If	I	didn’t	know	the	name	of	the	botanical	illustrator,	they	couldn’t	tell	me.	And	I	didn’t	know	the	name	because	I	was	trying	to	find	out	what	there	was	in	there	that	I	might	like,	from	my	personal	preferences	for	my	project.	So	it	was	quite	difficult.			I	was	able	to	look	at	things	in	their	outer	room,	and	I	did	find	useful	things	there,	and	I	did	do	a	couple	of	blind	requests	–	this	was	not	just	for	sketchbooks,	but	for	drawings	that	are	not	in	sketchbooks,	and	for	older	books	with	magnificent	illustrations.	What	I	was	interested	in	was	the	way	botanical	illustrators	will,	on	one	page,	use	up	to	perhaps	12	different	scales	of	drawings	to	describe	the	flower	or	plant	or	whatever.	I	was	interested	in	this	extraordinary	range	of	scales	that	their	minds	can	work	out	and	put	on	one	page.	This	is	not	the	sort	of	work	I	do,	which	is	quite	abstract.	I	wanted	to	know,	to	discover	and	find	out.			I	also	went	to	Chelsea	Physic	Garden,	they	have	a	room	upstairs	with	some	plan	chest	drawers	stuffed	full	of	people’s	stuff	and	you	can	just	go	in	and	get	it	out	and	poke	through	it.	They	don’t	have	the	same	kind	of	collection	as	they	do	at	Kew,	obviously.			What	they	have	at	Kew	is	fantastically	important	internationally	but	it	was	almost	impossible	to	know	what	to	ask	for	by	using	the	catalogue	system	and	they	didn’t	really	know	how	to	help	me.	Their	collection	is	so	vast	and	my	interest	was	quite	broad	and	specific	to	the	illustrations	rather	than	the	subject	matter	of	the	book.		
JH:	I	arranged	to	go	to	the	BFI,	for	instance,	and	they	wanted	to	know	what	I	
wanted	to	see	so	it	was	ready	for	me	when	I	arrived	there…		
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LD:	Precisely.	I	can	understand	how	that	would	work	for	a	real	boffin.	The	whole	point	of	researching	in	libraries	is	–	I	used	to	say	to	my	students	is	that	you	go	in	trying	to	find	out	about	a	cat	but	you	come	out	knowing	everything	in	the	world	about	canaries.	That’s	the	point.	That	is	the	point.	You	go	off	on	a	tangent	and	you	find	out	something	and	you	think,	this	is	it.	That’s	the	whole	point	about	research	is	that	you	don’t	know	what	you’re	going	to	find	out.	You’ve	got	an	aim,	but	the	path	to	it	is	not	straight.			
JH:	Perhaps	the	way	things	work	with	a	catalogue	doesn’t	allow	you	to	go	off-
piste?	LD:	Well	you	need	to	be	on	the	piste	in	the	first	place.	Obviously	going	in	and	saying	I’m	an	artist,	I’m	working	on	a	series	that’s	going	to	be	called	Pollen	Count,	I	want	to	find	out	about	botanical	illustration	through	time,	it	doesn’t	matter	what	period	I’m	interested	in,	different	artists	that	have	used	different	scales,	on	the	page,	which	is	the	dominating	factor	of	classical,	good	botanical	illustration.	Have	you	got	any	examples	of	this	that	spring	to	mind	that	I	can	look	at?	They’re	trying	to	be	helpful.	I	always	find	that	librarians	tend	to	be	incredibly	helpful	people.	That’s	the	common	factor.	Everybody	wants	to	help	you	–	they’re	probably	delighted	when	people	come	along	and	want	stuff	–	but	they	couldn’t	get…	their	mindset	couldn’t	work	with	my	mindset.	Kew	Garden	has	so	much	stuff.	I’d	have	given	my	eye	teeth	to	have	got	through	the	glass	door	into	the	actual	archive.			
JH:	Have	you	been	to	any	exhibitions	of	sketchbooks?	LD:	I’ve	organised	some	exhibitions	of	sketchbooks.	Several	years	in	a	row	I	had	some	funding	when	I	was	teaching	at	Kingston	and	I	did	a	faculty	sketchbook	competition	for	three	years	and	then	displayed	all	the	sketchbooks	and	it	was	a	huge	success.			
JH:	What	were	the	problems	with	that?	LD:	Vulnerability	to	theft,	vulnerability	to	damage,	and	how	to	display	them,	and	were	exhibitors	willing	for	people	to	leaf	through	them	or	not.	Most	of	them	we	had	open	at	a	specific	double	page	spread.	Or	we	could	open	a	section	of	four	or	five	pages.	And	the	way	I	attached	them	was,	you	know	what	a	white	plastic	cable	clip	looks	like	that	you	would	hammer	into	your	skirting	board	at	home,	they	come	in	a	lot	of	sizes	–	you	can	get	really	big	ones.	We	used	those	to	attach	sketchbooks	to	the	wall.			
JH:	And	if	people	could	handle	them	did	you	ask	them	to	wear	gloves?	
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LD:	No,	these	were	contemporary	students	work	and	everyone	was	quite	happy	for	them	to	be	handled.				
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Appendix	2.3:	Guylaine	Couture	interview	
	
Email	interview	(16	July	2017)	
	
JH:	How	often	have	you	accessed	sketchbooks	in	a	collection/different	collections?		
GC:	I	did	it	three	times,	but	it	is	definitely	something	I	add	to	each	of	my	trips	now.		
JH:	Why	did	you	want	to	see	them?		
GC:	Because	I	love	the	creative	process	and	sketchbooks	are	an	intimate	part	of	an	artist’s	process.	What	is	very	interesting	is	to	discover	that	the	way	of	drawing	does	not	change	despite	the	eras.		
JH:	How	have	those	experiences	generally	been?		
GC:	Very	good.	
Did	you	first	search	for	the	sketchbooks	in	the	institution’s	catalogue?	If	so,	how	
did	you	generally	find	this	process?		
GC:	The	best	thing	is	to	find	the	information	on	their	website	and	write	to	them	to	know	more	about	their	collection.		
JH:	What	were	the	main	factors	that	made	accessing	the	sketchbooks	a	positive	
experience…?		
GC:	It	is	just	a	great	experience,	to	see	this	part	of	the	process	without	museum	glass	changing	everything.		
	
JH:	Can	you	answer	the	following	six	questions	for	each	institution	you	have	
visited?		
Ashmolean	Museum	(summer	2014)		
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JH:	How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?		
GC:	It	was	by	accident.	We	went	to	the	museum,	and	I	asked	where	the	Print	and	Drawing	Gallery	was,	but	they	send	me	to	the	Print	and	Drawing	Department	instead.	And	they	asked	me	on	the	spot	what	I	wanted	to	see.	I	said	Turner	because	I	expected	that	they	had	that.	That	opened	the	door	for	that	day.	After	speaking	with	the	curator	who	was	there,	we	made	an	appointment	to	go	two	days	later	to	see	specifically	sketchbooks.		
JH:	How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?		
GC:	The	Turner	watercolours	were	on	a	board	frame.	For	the	sketchbooks,	the	curator	asked	us	to	wash	our	hands	and	after	that	we	could	touch	them.		
JH:	Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?		GC:	Not	the	first	time,	but	the	second	time,	yes.		
JH:	Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?		GC:	For	the	Turner,	yes,	but	not	for	the	sketchbooks.		
JH:	Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally,	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge?		GC:	I	am	not	sure,	but	I	don’t	think	so.		
	
National	Gallery	of	Ireland	(spring	2015)		
JH:	How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?		GC:	I	looked	at	their	website.	I	found	some	names	and	asked	if	they	had	sketchbooks	of	those	artists.	Now,	I	always	ask	in	my	list	for	women	artists,	if	they	have	any	in	their	collection.		
JH:	How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?		GC:	We	look	at	the	sketchbook	with	gloves	I	think.	But	I	don’t	remember	exactly.		
JH:	Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?		GC:	Yes.	
JH:	Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?		GC:	I	think	so...		
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JH:	Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally,	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge?		GC:	I	don’t	think	so	at	that	time.		
JH:	Could	you	take	photos	of	the	sketchbooks?		GC:	Like	in	Oxford,	I	don’t	remember,	but	I	think	not.		
	
Tate	Britain	(spring	2017)		
JH:	How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?		GC:	I	ask	by	email	to	see	Turner	sketchbooks	and	some	others.	They	had	the	Turners	but	not	the	other	ones.	I	saw	three	Turner	sketchbooks	and	they	were	great.		
JH:	How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?		GC:	On	a	clear	acrylic	“V”	support.	
JH:	Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?		GC:	Yes	and	they	ask	for	a	official	ID	(passport).		
JH:	Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?		GC:	I	couldn’t	touch	them.	The	curator	with	us	did	it.		
JH:	Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally,	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge?		GC:	The	curator	said	to	me	that	they	are.		
JH:	Could	you	take	photos	of	the	sketchbooks?		GC:	I	didn’t	ask	because	I	thought	they	would	say	no.		
JH:	Are	there	recurring	issues	that	were	reflected	in	these	experiences?		GC:	People	are	very,	very	nice.	They	like	to	share	and	they	were	happy	because	I’m	so	excited	each	time.	What	I	like	most	is	to	have	access	to	their	knowledge	by	their	comments	and	explanations.		
JH:	What	recommendations	would	you	make	to	improve	the	process	of	finding	and	
accessing	sketchbooks?		GC:	It	would	be	great	to	have	a	more	easy	access	to	the	list	of	what	they	have.	Sometimes	is	it	very	difficult	even	to	find	the	Print	and	Drawing	Department	on	a	museum	website.		
JH:	Do	you	have	any	other	comments	about	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	that	
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you	would	like	to	add?		GC:	Now	I	know	that	you	have	to	take	your	time,	make	research	a	few	weeks	before.	I	try	to	have	an	appointment	before	leaving	Montréal.		
Sometime	it	is	difficult	to	find	the	right	museum.	In	Milan,	a	city	with	so	many	museums,	I	try,	but	I	didn’t	know	where	to	start	looking.	At	the	end,	I	didn’t	visit	any.		
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Appendix	2.4:	Stephen	Farthing	RA	interview		
Interview	via	email	(1	July	2017).	
	
JH:	How	often	have	you	accessed	sketchbooks	in	a	collection/different	collections?	SF:	Over	the	past	ten	years	probably	two	days	every	six	months.	
JH:	Why	did	you	want	to	see	them?	SF:	In	order	to	understand	how	they	were	composed	and	how	the	images	and	words	they	may	contain	were	drawn	with	a	view	towards	writing	about	them	and	letting	them	influence	my	output	as	an	artist		
JH:	How	have	those	experiences	generally	been?	SF:	Always	worthwhile.	
JH:	Did	you	first	search	for	the	sketchbooks	in	the	institution's	catalogue?	If	so,	
how	did	you	generally	find	this	process?	
SF:	On	most	occasions	I	did	not	start	with	the	catalogue,	I	worked	directly	with	curators	of	the	collections	using	email.	It	was	important	for	me	to	explain	that	I	was	not	a	historian	or	critic	but	an	artist	with	an	interest	in	understanding	the	mechanics	of	drawing	in	sketchbooks.		
I	suspect,	however,	that	many	scholars	work	with	narratives	that	look	less	closely	at	the	(forensic)	detail	embedded	in	the	surface	of	the	drawing	so	are	happy	to	work	with	digital	images.	
JH:	What	were	the	main	factors	that	made	accessing	the	sketchbooks...	
...a	positive	experience?		SF:	The	helpfulness	and	enthusiasm	of	curators.	
...a	negative	experience?			SF:	I	was	sometimes	asked	why	I	wanted	to	see	the	original	when	high	quality	images	were	available	online	(a	reasonable	question).	My	answer	was	that	it	is	impossible	to	understand	with	any	degree	of	certainty	how	a	drawing	is	made	from	a	reproduction	-	so	it	is	essential	that	I	see	the	book	in	the	flesh.	
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JH:	Can	you	answer	the	following	questions	for	institutions	you	have	visited?	
British	Film	Institute	Archive:	accessing	Derek	Jarman	sketchbooks	
JH:	How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?	SF:	I	communicated	with	the	curator	and	looked	at	everything	they	had.	
JH:	How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?	SF:	Two	or	three	at	a	time	in	boxes.		
JH:	Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?	SF:	Yes,	several.	
JH:	Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?	SF:	Yes.	
JH:	Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally,	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge?	SF:	No.	
JH:	Could	you	take	photos	of	the	sketchbooks?	Yes.	
JH:	Are	there	recurring	issues	that	were	reflected	in	these	experiences?	SF:	With	a	genuine	enthusiasm	for	their	job	from	archive	staff.	It	was	cold	and	not	very	comfortable.	
JH:	What	recommendations	would	you	make	to	improve	the	process	of	finding	and	
accessing	sketchbooks?	SF:	Develop	a	formal	reading	room.	
JH:	Do	you	have	any	other	comments	about	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	that	
you	would	like	to	add?	SF:	If	you	are	visiting,	wear	a	coat.	
	
Smithsonian	Institution,	National	Anthropological	Archives	(Silver	Hill,	Suitland,	
Maryland,	USA):	accessing	Native	American	ledger	drawing	
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JH:	How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?	SF:	I	communicated	with	the	curator	and	looked	at	a	selection	of	what	they	had,	using	the	curator	as	my	guide.	
JH:	How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?	SF:	Two	or	three	at	a	time	in	boxes.	
JH:	Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?	SF:	Yes,	several.	
JH:	Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?	SF:	Yes.	
JH:	Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally,	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge?	SF:	Some	were.	
JH:	Could	you	take	photos	of	the	sketchbooks?	SF:	Yes.		
JH:	Are	there	recurring	issues	that	were	reflected	in	these	experiences?	SF:	Very	comfortable	reading	room,	excellent	research	support	from	staff,	with	a	genuine	enthusiasm	for	their	job.	
JH:	What	recommendations	would	you	make	to	improve	the	process	of	finding	and	
accessing	sketchbooks?	SF:	None.	It	was	excellent	at	a	physical	and	human	level.	
JH:	Do	you	have	any	other	comments	about	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	that	
you	would	like	to	add?	SF:	Book	well	in	advance.	
	
Tate	Print	Room:	accessing	sketchbooks	of	J.M.W.	Turner	(two	separate	periods	of	
study)	
JH:	How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?	SF:	I	communicated	with	the	curator	and	looked	at	much	of	what	they	had.	
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JH:	How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?	SF:	Two	or	three,	occasionally	more,	at	a	time,	in	boxes.	
JH:	Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?	SF:	Yes,	several.		
JH:	Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?	SF:	Yes.	
JH:	Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally,	to	the	best	of	your	knowledge?	SF:	Yes.	
JH:	Could	you	take	photos	of	the	sketchbooks?	SF:	Yes.	
JH:	Are	there	recurring	issues	that	were	reflected	in	these	experiences?	SF:	Very	comfortable	reading	room.	
JH:	What	recommendations	would	you	make	to	improve	the	process	of	finding	and	
accessing	sketchbooks?	SF:	None.	Excellent	at	a	human	and	practical	level	with	a	genuine	enthusiasm	from	staff	for	their	job.	
JH:	Do	you	have	any	other	comments	about	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	that	
you	would	like	to	add?	SF:	Excellent	service.	
	
Royal	Academy	Library/Archive:	accessing	sketchbooks	of	Laura	Knight	
JH:	How	did	you	search	for	and	find	these	sketchbooks?	SF:	I	communicated	with	the	curator	and	looked	at	everything	they	had.	
JH:	How	were	the	sketchbooks	presented	to	you?	SF:	Two	or	three	(occasionally	more)	at	a	time	in	boxes.	
JH:	Did	you	make	an	appointment	to	see	them?	SF:	Yes.	
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JH:	Did	you	have	to	wear	gloves	to	handle	them?	SF:	Yes.	
JH:	Were	those	sketchbooks	available	digitally?	SF:	I	think	not.	
JH:	Could	you	take	photos	of	the	sketchbooks?	SF:	Yes.	
JH:	Are	there	recurring	issues	that	were	reflected	in	these	experiences?	SF:	Very	comfortable	reading	room,	excellent	research	support	from	staff,	who	have	a	genuine	enthusiasm	for	their	job.	
JH:	What	recommendations	would	you	make	to	improve	the	process	of	finding	and	
accessing	sketchbooks?	SF:	Excellent	at	a	human	and	practical	level.		
JH:	Do	you	have	any	other	comments	about	the	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	that	
you	would	like	to	add?	SF:	Best	to	book,	but	you	could	probably	walk	in	and	see	what	you	want	to	see.	
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Appendix	2.5:	Elisa	Alaluusua	interview	
	
Interviewed	at	
Pullens	Yard	Studio,	London	SE17,	on	20	July	2017.			
JH:	Are	you	aware	of	any	research	into	the	collection	of	sketchbooks?		EA:	Academic	writing	about	sketchbooks	is	lacking.	There	is	research	into	particular	sketchbooks	by	particular	artists,	and	there	is	research	on	the	artist’s	body	of	work,	their	oeuvre,	with	references	to	their	sketchbooks.	The	sketchbooks	are	looked	at	in	the	context	of	other	things,	not	necessarily	on	their	own.	There’s	nothing	I	could	find	that	looks	at	sketchbooks	across	the	board	so	that	they	are	compared	in	any	way,	except	Lisa	Kirwin’s	article	(Visual	Thinking,	Archives	of	American	Art	Journal),	about	Smithsonian	Institution,	Washington,	DC).		More	research	into	the	relationship	between	text	and	image	is	needed.	I	felt	you	needed	to	have	a	better	understanding	of	linguistics,	and	English	isn’t	even	my	first	language.	That	would	be	a	brilliant	topic	to	explore.	You	could	even	just	choose	one	book	by	one	artist	or	do	a	comparison	between	a	couple	of	books	by	a	couple	of	artists,	and	look	at	the	relationship	between	the	writing	and	the	image	and	how	that	varies.”		I’m	not	aware	that	exhibiting	sketchbooks	is	a	popular	thing	to	do	because	it’s	so	hard	to	show	them.			[Thirteen	artists	were	featured	in	Alaluusua’s	thesis,	who	were	interviewed	and	videoed	as	they	looked	through	their	sketchbooks.	The	videos	were	shown	as	her	PhD	show	in	the	Morgue,	Chelsea.	Her	video	"Sketchbooks	of	Michael	Sandle"	was	shown	in	the	Driven	to	Draw	exhibition	of	RA’s	20th-century	sketchbooks	at	the	Royal	Academy	from	November	2011-February	2012.	Accessed	at	http://hdl.handle.net/10149/620710.]		
JH:	Can	we	talk	specifically	about	when	you’ve	been	to	see	sketchbooks:	
was	that	an	easy	experience:	could	you	find	what	you	wanted	to	find?	
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	EA:	The	actual	experience	of	looking	at	sketchbooks	in	archives	varied	hugely.	I	looked,	for	instance,	at	Turner’s	sketchbooks	in	Tate	Archive	with	Stephen	Farthing	–	that	was	lovely	–	and	I	looked	at	sketchbooks	in	the	Royal	Academy	archive	and	at	that	time	they	hadn’t	catalogued	thoroughly,	I	don’t	think,	because	they	just	gave	me	a	printed	list	of	the	artists	whose	sketchbooks	are	in	the	collection,	and	then	I	would	point	at	a	name	and	they	would	give	me	the	box.	They	were	beautifully	wrapped	up	with	tissue	inserted	between	pages.	There	wasn’t	a	different	number	for	each	of	the	books.	There	could	be	30	small	books	in	a	box.	I	loved	that.		But	when	they	insert	tissue	paper	between	pages,	the	experience	of	looking	at	the	books	becomes	quite	different.	Normally	you	would	just	turn	the	pages	and	then	see	the	next	page	immediately,	but	when	the	tissue	paper	is	there,	even	if	it	is	see-through,	you	either	have	to	take	it	out	to	see	the	whole…	manually	it	becomes	different.	The	nice	thing	about	this	is,	the	book:	that	when	you	look	at	a	sketchbook	you	place	yourself	in	the	same	position	as	the	artist	who	used	it.	You’ve	got	to	hold	it,	you	need	to	interact	with	it.	The	tissue	paper	in	between	the	pages	changes	that	experience.	I	didn’t	come	across	the	tissue	paper	very	often.	Of	course	the	drawings	are	going	to	rub	against	one	another.			I	know	a	paper	conservator	and	she	was	brilliant	because	she’s	done	her	final	undergraduate	thesis,	or	whatever	it	is	called	–	she’s	a	Finn	but	she	studied	in	Sweden	–	and	she	did	it	about	the	collection	of	sketchbooks	in	the	Ateneum,	which	is	a	main	museum	in	Helsinki	[part	of	the	Finnish	National	Gallery].	What	they	were	doing	at	the	time	was	photographing	the	books	and	then	the	paper	conservators	would	go	through	the	books	and	repair	any	tears	or	things	like	that.	So	at	the	time	that	I	saw	those	books	I	was	free	to	handle	them	and	record	them,	and	these	were	the	most	famous	Finnish	artists	ever,	from	the	Golden	Age	of	the	1860s	and	1880s.	Having	access	in	that	kind	of	situation,	where	the	books	were	coming	back	from	the	photographer,	and	these	guys	were	fixing	them,	repairing	them,	and	at	that	time	I	was	just	told	to	wash	my	hands.		But,	this	is	a	really	important	point	–	so	frustrating	–	I	looked	at	the	books	online	at	the	Smithsonian	collection	in	Washington,	DC,	and	I	went	over	to	see	some	of	the	books	I’d	already	seen	online.		But,	those	sketchbooks	were	no	longer	available	to	view	because	they	had	been	made	digital.	They	had	actually	removed	availability	from	me	and	even	though	I	was	saying	I’m	a	researcher	and	I’ve	made	this	booking,	and	here	I	am,	they	still	
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wouldn’t	take	them	out	for	me.	OK,	you	make	them	more	accessible	by	making	them	digital	so	everyone	can	see	them,	but	then	actually	nobody	can	see	the	real	thing.			
JH:	But	you	think	digitising	is	a	good	thing?	
	EA:	Yes,	of	course,	but	I	think	if	somebody	is	interested	in	seeing	the	real	book,	if	someone	is	really	interested	in	the	sketchbook…	often,	when	people	look	at	sketchbooks	they	want	to	learn	about	the	certain	artist,	for	example,	so	building	a	bigger	picture,	and	sketchbooks	are	a	part	of	the	story.	For	people	like	us,	who	are	interested	in	
sketchbooks,	I	think	it	would	be	important	to	see	the	objects.	The	physical	experience	of	looking	at	the	book	and	holding	it	is	crucial.	So	not	being	able	to	do	that	is	silly.	But	that’s	the	only	time	that	has	happened	to	me.		I	haven’t	tried	to	see	Turner’s	sketchbooks	since	they’ve	been	digitised,	but	I	suspect	they	are	still	available.	But	there	is	brilliant	material	about	Turner’s	sketchbooks	on	the	Tate	website.			Since	I	started	my	research,	there	have	been	so	many	more	books	published	about	sketchbooks	–	colourful	books.	Even	though	there	is	very	little	academic	research	into	sketchbooks,	there	are	published	books,	from	Thames	&	Hudson	and	Black	Dog	Publishing,	for	instance.	Clearly	there	is	lots	of	interest	in	sketchbooks	and	lots	of	exhibitions	are	popping	up	now.		
JH:	Do	you	think	that	people	who	are	interested	in	sketchbooks	think	about	going	
to	an	archive	to	see	them?	Are	people	aware?	
	EA:	I	don’t	know.			
JH:	Maybe	they	don’t	want	too	many	people	to	come	and	see	them	because	of	their	
fragile	conditions?	
	EA:	But	do	you	mean	people	who	are	interested	in	other	people’s	sketchbooks	or	who	keep	sketchbooks	because	I	think	those	are	different	things.			
JH:	One	of	the	things	in	our	research	that	stands	out	for	me	is	how	people	who	
research	sketchbooks	tend	to	be	those	who	keep	sketchbooks	themselves.	
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	EA:	That	was	Lisa	Kirwin’s	observation:	she	said	that	when	people	come	to	look	at	sketchbooks	in	archives	they	are	often	artists,	rather	than	researchers.	And	Theodore	Reff	has	written	beautifully	about	Degas’s	sketchbooks	for	example,	and	I	got	in	touch	with	him	as	well,	and	he	said:	“No,	I	don’t	keep	sketchbooks!	I	only	refer	to	my	pocketbook.”	I	wish	I	could	see	the	pocketbook	–	maybe	they	are	sketchbooks.		
JH:	You	always	made	an	appointment	to	see	sketchbooks	in	archives?	
	EA:	You	need	to	make	a	booking	but	you	don’t	necessarily	have	to	tell	them	exactly	what	you	want	to	see.	I	would	say	I’d	like	to	see	some	sketchbooks,	when	can	I	come?	And	they’d	say	yes,	and	they	will	tell	you	if	they	need	to	know	what	you	want	to	see.			
JH:	Would	you	ever	wonder	what	sketchbooks	are	in	a	particular	archive	and	then	
search	the	catalogue?	
	EA:	I	have	done	that.	In	Helsinki	it	was	interesting	because	I	also	went	to	see	archives	in	Kiasma	[a	contemporary	art	museum],	and	they	showed	me	their	sketchbooks.	And	none	of	them	were	sketchbooks.	Not	one	was	a	sketchbook.	They	were	all	artists’	books	of	some	kind.	This	is	about	how	things	are	categorised	and	catalogued,	and	this	is	very	important.	I	only	wanted	to	see	things	that	were	sketchbooks,	but	none	of	them	was	a	sketchbook.			There	is	a	lack	of	shared	terminology,	definitely.	I	defined	sketchbook	twice:	“for	the	purposes	of	this	research	sketchbooks	are	defined	as	blank	books	with	sheets	of	paper	bound	together	before	artists	and	other	creative	people	have	used	them	to	record	and	store	visual	material	that	is	often	drawn	or	sometimes	written	or	glued	on	the	pages.”	I	wanted	to	narrow	it	down	somehow	so	it’s	a	bought	or	made	book,	because	sometimes	people	use	a	printed	book	and	they	draw	on	that	or	they	bind	things	together	so	I	wanted	to	specify	what	I	was	interested	in.			Sketchbooks	have	served	different	personal	uses	for	artists	and	other	creative	people	–	they	have	been	used	to	collect	and	store	material,	as	a	practical	tool,	as	a	rehearsal	and	learning	space,	to	consider	representation	as	well	as	application.	In	sketchbooks	artists	have	recorded	their	observations,	worked	from	memory	and	visualised	their	ideas	with	
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a	view	towards	future	referral.	I’m	happy	to	accept	that	people	say	their	camera	is	their	sketchbook,	I	have	nothing	against	it,	but	in	this	thesis	I	wasn’t	looking	at	those	things.			
JH:	How	many	archives	have	you	been	to?	
	EA:	Five	archives:	two	in	Helsinki,	three	in	London,	but	I	mainly	focused	on	the	Royal	Academy.		
JH:	Were	they	quite	similar	experiences?	
	EA:	They	were	actually	quite	different.	I	love	the	RA	and	the	way	they	presented	the	sketchbooks.	I	kept	going	back	and	doing	it	regularly	over	about	11	months,	and	I	remember	the	experience	of	seeing	them.	But	maybe	if	they	have	now	been	catalogued	they	may	only	show	you	the	items	you	want	to	see.			When	they	are	digitised,	they	are	categorised	at	the	level	of	each	image.	But	Turner’s	sketchbooks,	for	instance,	they	leave	the	blank	pages	out.	It	may	look	like	a	blank	page,	but	really,	is	it?	Why	is	it	there?	There	are	so	many	questions	you	can	ask.		If	you	want	to	see	the	most	gorgeous	sketchbooks	go	and	see	Sarah	Simblet’s	at	the	Royal	Academy.	She	teaches	at	Ruskin.	And	she	came	to	see	my	exhibition	in	the	Drawing	Projects	UK	in	Trowbridge.	Sarah	Simblet	knows	Anita	Taylor,	who	is	brilliant	as	well.		
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Appendix	3:	Email	to	institutions		
Email	with	link	to	SurveyMonkey	sent	to	institutions	holding	sketchbooks.				Good	afternoon,		I	am	currently	researching	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	–	by	artists,	architects,	designers,	illustrators,	engineers,	fashion	designers	and	more	–	in	the	UK’s	galleries,	libraries,	archives	and	museums	as	part	of	my	MSc	in	Library	Science	at	City,	University	of	London.	As	I	understand	your	institution	has	sketchbooks	in	its	collection,	I	would	be	most	grateful	if	you	could	find	time	to	complete	this	short	survey	–	it	takes	about	10	minutes	–	in	order	to	help	me	get	a	better	understanding	of	current	practice.			https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/8M8G75H		Those	responding	will	be	entered	into	a	prize	draw	for	a	£50	book	token.		Thanks	in	anticipation,	and	kind	regards,			James	Hobbs			
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Appendix	4.1:	Pilot	study	survey	questions	
	
Pilot	study	questions	sent	via	SurveyMonkey	email	on	3/7/2017		Page	title:	Postgraduate	research	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks		Page	description:	This	research	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	in	the	UK's	institutions	is	undertaken	by	James	Hobbs	as	part	of	an	MSc	in	Library	Science	at	City,	University	of	London.	By	responding	to	this	survey	you	agree	to	your	responses	being	held	in	a	dataset	that	may	be	published	in	an	electronic	format,	and	your	comments	quoted	in	the	dissertation,	both	printed	and	public.	While	institutions	may	be	identified,	personal	names	will	not.	You	may	withdraw	from	involvement	at	any	stage	by	emailing	james.hobbs@city.ac.uk.	Those	completing	this	survey	will	be	entered	into	a	prize	draw	for	a	£50	book	token.	The	average	length	of	time	taken	to	complete	it	is	less	than	10	minutes.	Your	participation	and	time	is	much	appreciated.	Thank	you!		Questions	Q1	How	many	sketchbooks	do	you	have	in	your	collection?	[multiple	choice]	1-10,	11-20,	21-30,	31-40,	41-50,	51-100,	101-150,	151-200,	201-250,	more	than	250		Q2	How	do	the	sketchbooks	generally	come	to	be	in	the	collection?	(Donations,	purchases,	etc)	[comment	box]		Q3	Who	can	access	the	sketchbooks?	[comment	box]		Q4	How	are	the	sketchbooks	catalogued?	[comment	box]		
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Q5	At	what	level	are	they	catalogued:	as	a	group	of	sketchbooks,	individually,	or	by	each	image	they	contain?	[comment	box]		Q6	About	the	users	of	the	sketchbooks	in	your	collection:		 Who	are	the	most	common	users?		 [comment	box]		 How	often	are	the	sketchbooks	accessed?		 [comment	box]		Q7	When	users	are	accessing	the	sketchbooks:		 Do	you	require	that	gloves	are	worn?		 Yes/No		 [comment	box]		 Are	they	permitted	to	photograph	them?		 Yes/No		 [comment	box]		Q8	Has	your	sketchbook	collection	been	digitised,	and	if	so,	how	are	these	accessed?	[comment	box]		Q9	If	you	have	any	other	thoughts	or	comments	about	sketchbook	collections,	or	ideas	for	improving	accessibility	to	them,	please	add	them	here.	[comment	box]		Q10	Please	enter	the	name	of	your	institution,	your	name	and	email	address	(these	final	two	will	not	be	included	in	the	research).		
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Appendix	4.2:	Revised	survey	questions		
Revised	survey	questions	posted	on	SurveyMonkey.	Sent	to	institutions	from	10	
July	2017.	(Changes	were	made	to	questions	2,	4	and	5.)		Page	title:	Postgraduate	research	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks		Page	description:	This	research	into	the	collection	and	accessibility	of	sketchbooks	in	the	UK's	institutions	is	undertaken	by	James	Hobbs	as	part	of	an	MSc	in	Library	Science	at	City,	University	of	London.	By	responding	to	this	survey	you	agree	to	your	responses	being	held	in	a	dataset	that	may	be	published	in	an	electronic	format,	and	your	comments	quoted	in	the	dissertation,	both	printed	and	public.	While	institutions	may	be	identified,	personal	names	will	not.	You	may	withdraw	from	involvement	at	any	stage	by	emailing	james.hobbs@city.ac.uk.	Those	completing	this	survey	will	be	entered	into	a	prize	draw	for	a	£50	book	token.	The	average	length	of	time	taken	to	complete	it	is	less	than	10	minutes.	Your	participation	and	time	is	much	appreciated.	Thank	you!		Questions	Q1	How	many	sketchbooks	do	you	have	in	your	collection?	Multiple	choice:		1-10,	11-20,	21-30,	31-40,	41-50,	51-100,	101-150,	151-200,	201-250,	more	than	250		Q2.	How	do	the	sketchbooks	generally	come	to	be	in	the	collection?	(Tick	any	that	apply.)	Donations/purchases/permanent	loan/temporary	loan	
	Q3.	Who	can	access	the	sketchbooks?	[comment	box]		Q4.	About	cataloguing	the	sketchbooks:			 What	software	and	cataloguing	standards	do	you	use?	
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	 [comment	box]			 At	what	level	are	they	catalogued:	as	a	group	of	sketchbooks,	individually,	or		 by	each	image	they	contain?		 [comment	box]			 Does	the	collection	include	sketchbooks	that	are	not	included	in	your	online		 catalogue?		 [comment	box]		Q5.	About	the	users	of	the	sketchbooks	in	your	collection:		 Who	are	the	most	common	users?		 [comment	box]		 How	often	are	the	sketchbooks	accessed?		 [comment	box]	
	Q6.	When	users	are	accessing	the	sketchbooks:			 Do	you	require	that	gloves	are	worn?		 [comment	box]		 Are	they	permitted	to	photograph	the	sketchbooks?		 [comment	box]		Q7.	Has	your	sketchbook	collection	been	digitised,	and	if	so,	how	are	these	accessed?	[comment	box]		Q8.	If	you	have	any	other	thoughts	or	comments	about	sketchbook	collections,	or	ideas	for	improving	accessibility	to	them,	please	add	them	here.	[comment	box]		Q9.	Please	enter	the	name	of	your	institution,	your	name	and	email	address	(these	final	two	will	not	be	included	in	the	research).	[comment	box]	
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Appendix	5:	Reflection			
REFLECTION		My	art	school	education	and	subsequent	career	in	the	fine	arts	has	always	allowed	me	to	find	time	for	using	my	own	sketchbooks,	and	so	they	seemed	a	natural	subject	for	my	research	to	focus	on.	I	was	struck	throughout	the	process	by	how	much	they	are	enjoyed	and	even	loved	by	those	I	encountered.	There	is	something	simple,	confessional	and	personal	about	sketchbooks	and	their	contents,	and	that	they	are	usually	created	without	any	thought	by	their	owners	of	sharing	them	with	a	wider	audience	adds	to	their	appeal.	The	interest	they	attract,	it	seemed	to	me,	encouraged	a	willingness	for	people	to	be	involved	in	this	research.		There	were	a	few	areas	that	I	felt	limited	the	effectiveness	of	the	research.	I	targeted	a	larger	number	of	institutions	with	the	survey	than	I	had	originally	intended,	which	meant	I	had	less	time	to	visit	them	in	person.	With	hindsight	and	with	more	time,	I	recognise	it	would	have	been	beneficial	for	me	to	have	undertaken	all	the	interviews	face-to-face	to	give	them	greater	depth.	The	balance	of	time	spent	between	interviews	and	the	survey	swung	towards	the	latter	as	time	went	on	and	as	more	responses	were	submitted,	and	this	was,	perhaps,	to	the	detriment	of	the	interviews.	The	response	rate	to	the	survey,	on	the	other	hand,	was	rewardingly	and	unexpectedly	high.		I	come	to	this	research	via	a	career	in	fine	arts	journalism,	and	my	experience	of	working	in	archives	and	libraries	are	limited	to	voluntary	roles	at	the	Stuart	Hall	Library	and	St	Bride	Library:	this	lack	of	experience	within	the	field	may	be	apparent	in	places.	More	experience	may	have	allowed	me	to	frame	the	questions	in	ways	that	could	have	extracted	more	meaningful	responses.	It	is	the	first	time	I	have	undertaken	research	of	this	kind,	and	I	found	it	a	challenge	to	adapt	to	the	demands	of	writing	for	a	research	project.			The	lack	of	previous	research	in	this	field	meant	my	lines	of	questioning	were	broad	and	perhaps	overambitious,	and	so	I	found	it	hard	to	get	clarity	and	draw	meaningful	conclusions	from	the	data	I	collected.	It	is	hard	to	know	how	useful	this	research	may	be,	other	than	by	identifying	potential	areas	of	future	research.		
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Appendix(6:(Responses(to(survey(questions((see(Appendix(4.2)(sent(through(SurveyMonkey(to(sketchbook@holding(institutions((July@August(2017)(
Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
Anonymous 21=30 Donations AnyoneC=internalCandC
externalCreadersCareC
welcomeCtoCuseCourCreadingC
roomCandCcollections.
ItCvaries,CdependingC
onCtheCcollectionCthatC
theyCareCaCwiderCpartC
of.
MostlyCtoCitemClevelC
withCgeneralC
descriptionsCofCwhatC
theyCcontain.
No.CAsCfarCasCI'mC
awareCtheyCareCallC
catalogued.
TheyCareCnotCpartCofC
ourCmostCcommonlyC
usedCcollections.
Rarely No NotCunlessCtheyChaveC
priorCpermissionCfromCtheC
copyrightCholders/estateC
ofCtheCartist.
No
Anonymous 31=40CBasedConCaC
simpleCsearchCofC
'sketchCbook'ConCtheC
archiveCcatalogue.
Donations/purchases/
tempCloan
AnyCmemberCofCtheCpublicC
visitingCtheCpublicC
searchroom.COccasionallyCinC
specialCcircumstancesCaC
depositorCmayCrequestCaC
closureCperiod,CbutCthisCmayC
orCmayCnotCbeCtheCcaseCwithC
anyCsketchbooks.
CALM,CISAD(G)C EachCsketchbookCisC
listedCatCItemClevel,CwithC
anyCfurtherCdetailsC
aboutCtheCcontentCbeingC
givenCinCtheC
'Description'Cfield.C
No MembersCofCtheC
publicCinCtheC
searchroom.C
ItCisCnotCpossibleCtoCextractChisC
informationCfromCourC
productionCstatistics.
No.CUnlessCtheCsketchbookC
includesCphotographs,CorCisCinCaC
particularlyCfragileCcondition.C
UsersCmustCpurchaseCaC
photographicClicenceCfromC
ReceptionCbeforeC
photographingCoriginalC
documents.C
No
ArchiveCandCLocalCStudiesCCentre,C
Barrow=in=Furness,CCumbria
1=10 Purchases,CtempCloan AnyoneCwhoChasCaCCARNC
Reader'sCticket.
OnCCALMCandC
thereforeConlineCatC
www.cumbria.gov.uk/
archivesCCASCAT.
Individually No SchoolchildrenCwhenC
takingCpartCinCanCArtCinC
theCArchivesCsession;C
peopleCinterestedCinC
GeorgeCRomney.
Rarely NoC DigitalCimagesCavailable. TheCGeorgeCRomneyCsketchbooksChaveC
beenCdigitised.CCImagesCcurrentlyCnotC
availableConlineCbutCinCdiscussionsCwithC
theCGeorgeCRomneyCSocietyCaboutC
themCmakingCtheCimagesCavailableC
throughCtheirCwebsite.CWeCalsoChaveC
twoCtravelCdiariesCfromC1795=1804C
whichCincludeCwatercoloursCofCplacesC
inCtheCLakeCDistrict.CCTheseChaveCbeenC
digitisedCbutCareCnotCavailableConline.
ArchivesCCentre,CKing'sCCollege,C
CambridgeC
51-100 Donations AnyoneCwhoCregistersCasCaC
Reader.
ByCdonorC=CcollectionC
andCthenC
chronologically.
AtCtheCsketchbookClevel.C
SeeCe.g.C
https://janus.lib.cam.ac
.uk/db/node.xsp?id=EA
D%2FGBR%2F0272%2F
PP%2FREF%2F4%2F1
No ArtChistoriansCandC
BloomsburyCscholars.
Fry:CMaybeConceCeveryC3=4C
years.CForster:CInCtenCyearsCit'sC
onlyCbeenCusedCforCourCownC
publicity.
No NoCbutCweCmakeCscans. No
BalliolCCollege,COxford 11=20C Donations AnyoneCwithCaClegitimateC
researchCinterestCcanCaccessC
theCinformationCinCtheC
sketchbooks,CbutCseeCunderC
digitisation.
UnknownCforCthese;C
legacyCdescriptions,C
noCstandardsCobvious.
Individually No n/aC(sic) AboutC1=2CtimesCaCyear,CbutCtheC
imagesCpostedConlineCmayCbeC
accessedCmuchCmoreCoftenC
withoutCregisteringCinterestC
withCme.
No DependsConCcopyrightC
status.
TheCsketchesCandCnotebooksCareCallC
fragileCandClight=sensitive,CandChaveC
beenCdigitisedC(scannedCatC300dpi)CtoC
maximiseCaccessCtoCinformationCwhileC
minimisingCproductionCofCtheCoriginals.C
ResearchersCareCrequiredCtoCuseCtheC
digitalCimagesCasCmuchCasCpossibleCinC
preparationCfor,CandCifCpossibleC(notC
necessarily)CinsteadCofCconsultingCtheC
originals.CInCcasesCwhereCcopyrightCisC
notCanCactiveCissue,CimagesCareCplacedC
publiclyConlineCviaCFlickr.CInCotherCcasesC
researchersCcanCrequestCsetsCofCstudyC
copiesCofCtheCdigitalCimages.
SketchbooksCareCnotCactivelyCcollectedC
hereCasCindividualCitemsCforCtheCsakeC
ofCtheirCformat.CICwouldCnotCcallCtheC
sketchbooksChereCaCsketchbookC
collection;Crather,CsketchbookCseriesC
orCitemsCwithinCpersonalCandCfamilyC
archives.
BedfordshireCArchivesC&CRecordsC
Service
21=30CHardCtoCsayCbutCIC
canCthinkCofCatCleastC
threeCcollectionsCthatC
containCwhatCyouC
probablyCwouldCclassCasC
sketchbooksCsoCIChaveC
estimated.
Donations/tempCloan AnyoneCwhoCmakesCanC
appointmentCtoCcomeCintoC
theCarchivesCservice.CThereC
areCnoCrestrictionsConCaccessC
toCanyCofCthemCasCfarCasCICamC
aware,CalthoughCthereCmayC
beCrestrictionsConCcopying.
GenerallyCasC
sketchbookCwithC
detailsCofCartist,CdateC
andCsomeCideaCofC
content.
IndividuallyCsomeCmayC
thenChaveCallCcontentsC
detailedCbutCitCisCmoreC
likelyCthatCweCjustC
mentionCtheCbitsC
relatingCtoCBedfordshireC
orCdeemedCtoCbeC
potentiallyCuseful.
Possibly,CourConlineC
catalogueCisCalmostC
butCnotCentirelyC
completeCandCsomeC
ofCourColderC
collectionsCareCnotC
yetConCit.
ThoseCinCsearchCofCanC
imageCofCaCparticularC
thing.
MaybeCtwiceCaCyear.CICreallyC
haveCnoCideaCbutCitCcannotCbeC
veryCfrequentCinCtheCschemeCofC
things.
No,CweCareCanCarchiveCservice!C
GlovesCandCarchivesCshouldCnotC
goCtogetherCasCglovesCcauseC
moreCproblemsCthanCtheyC
couldCeverCsolve.
YesCwithinCtheCrulesCofC
copyrightClegislation.
No,CtheCoddCpictureCmayChaveCbeenC
digitisedCforCuseCinCsomethingCbutCweC
wouldn'tCconsiderCthemCaCpriorityCforC
digitising.
AsCaCcountyCrecordCofficeCtheC
sketchbooksCweChaveCareCmoreCaboutC
theClocationsCtheyCshowCthanCanythingC
elseC=CartisticCmeritCdoesn'tCcomeCintoC
it.
CalderdaleCMuseumsC 1=10 Donations/purchases/
tempCloan
AllCcollectionsCareCaccessibleC
toCbeCconsultedCbyCtheC
generalCpublicCviaC
appointment.
MODES PerCsketchbook,CandCinC
someCcasesCbyCpageC
(i.e.,Cboth).
[Yes]COurCsketchbookC
collectionsCareCnotC
online.C
Researchers,Cartists,C
generalCpublic.C
Unknown Likely,CbutCthisCdependsConCtheC
item.CFreshlyCwashed,Cclean,C
dryChandsCisCanCacceptableC
alternative.C
NotCwithCaCflash.C
PermissionsCmustCbeC
grantedCbothCforCpersonalC
andCcommercialCuse.C
NotCdigitised.
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
CambridgeCUniversityCLibrary 250+CIt'sCaCbitCdifficultC
toCquantifyC=CweChaveC
sketchbooks,CbutCalsoC
notebooksCthatCcontainC
sketchesCandCsimilarC
items.
Donations/purchases/
permCloan/tempCloan
AnybodyCwithCaCvalidC
reader'sCcard.
ISADC(G)Cstandard AllCthreeC=CdependsConC
howCtheCcollectionChasC
beenCcatalogued.
Yes AcademicCresearchersC
inCtheCmain.
QuiteCoftenC=CdifficultCtoCsay. No Yes SomeChaveCbeenCdigitised,CaClotC
haven't.
CambridgeCUniversityCLibraryC=CRoyalC
CommonwealthCSocietyCLibrary
Don'tCknow,CbutC
catalogueCsearchCofC
termCsketchCbringsCupC
161Cdescriptions.CTheyC
referCtoCindividualC
sketches,CnotC
sketchbooks.
Donations MembersCofCtheCpublicCableC
toCtravelCtoCCambridge,CwhoC
applyCforCaCticketCtoC
CambridgeCUniversityC
Library,CcanCviewCthemCinC
theCManuscriptsCReadingC
Room.CAnyoneCwithCaCgoodC
internetCconnectionCcanC
accessCthoseCweChaveCmadeC
freelyCavailableConlineCviaC
CambridgeCDigitalCLibrary.
SeeC
https://janus.lib.cam.
ac.uk/db/node.xsp?va
l_0=sketch&cls_0=*&
opn_1=AND&val_1=&
cls_1=*&lineage=EAD
%2FGBR%2F0115&aft
er=&before=&submit
=Search
VariesCfromCitemCtoC
collectionClevel.
Possibly,CifCanyCinCourC
backlogCofCarchivesC
notCyetCcataloguedC
online.
MixtureCofCfamilyC
historians,CandC
academicChistoriansCofC
CommonwealthC
countries.
Don'tCknow,CasCtheyCareC
accessedCinCtheCUniversityC
Library'sCManuscriptsCReadingC
Room,CandCweCdoCnotCkeepC
separateCfiguresCforCartworkCasC
distinctCfromCphotographCorC
writtenCcollectionsCviewed.
No Yes,CICbelieveCsoCforC
personalCresearchC
purposesConlyC(copyrightC
permitting).
SomeCartworksChaveCbeenCdigitisedC
andCareCaccessibleCviaCCambridgeC
DigitalCLibraryC=Csee:C
https://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/collections/
rcsCWeChaveCvastCcollections,CsoCfund=
raisingCtoCmakeCthisCpossible,CwhereC
copyrightCisCnotCanCissue,CisCaCbigC
factor.CWeCalsoCregularlyCblogCaboutC
newlyCcataloguedCcollections,CincludingC
art=work,CandCtweetClinksCtoCthemC=C
see:C
http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/collections/
departments/royal=commonwealth=
society/projects=exhibitions.
WhereCcopyrightCpermitsCit,CICwouldC
likeCallCourCvisualCcollectionsCaccessibleC
onlineC=CphotographsCandCartwork.C
ThereCareCenormousCresourceC
implicationsChowever.
CentreCforCBuckinghamshireCStudies 21=30CDifficultCtoCgetC
exactCfigureCasCtheyCcanC
beCdescribedCinCmanyC
differentCways.
Donations/purchases/
permCloan
AnyCmemberCofCtheCpublicC
whoCcomesCduringCopeningC
hoursCwithCidentification.
AsCpartCofCtheC
collectionCwithCwhichC
theyCwereCreceived.
TheyCareCcataloguedCasC
individualCvolumes.
Possibly:CitCisC
possibleCasCnotC
everythingCisC
catalogued.
ImpossibleCtoCsay,C
researchersChaveC
manyCdifferentC
interestsCandCweC
rarelyChaveCpeopleC
whoConlyCcomeCtoC
lookCatCsketches.
NotCveryCoften. No,CbutCtheyCareCexpectedCtoC
haveCcleanChands,CturnCtheC
pagesCwithCcare,CuseCaC
bookrestCtoCsupportCtheCspine,C
notCleanConCtheCpagesCandCuseC
pencilConlyCtoCmakeCnotes.
Yes,CbutConlyCforCtheirC
ownCpersonalCresearchC
notCforCpublicationC
(includingCputtingCtheC
imagesConline).
No
Chetham'sCLibrary,CManchester 11=20C Donations AllCusersCofCtheClibrary. CataloguedCandC
availableCinCtheCOpac.
ItemClevel,CnotCbyC
images.
Yes,CsomeCrecentC
newCaccessionsCnotC
yetClisted.
UniversityCstaffCandC
students.
SeldomC=ConeCorCtwoCaCcoupleCofC
timesCaCyear.
No Yes NoC=CsomeCitemsChaveCbeenCdigitisedC
onCdemandCbutCweCallowCusersCtoC
photographCmaterialCforCprivateC
research.
CraftsCCouncil 1=10 Donations TheCpublicCuponCrequest. MuseumCIndexCplus.C
SpectrumCminimumC
standard.
Individually Yes Staff Rarely NotCforCarchiveCmaterial,C
requiredCforChandlingC
collection.
ForCinternalCuse. Yes.CTheyCareCingestedCintoCtheC
collectionCmanagementCsystemCforC
viewCorCdownload.
DepartmentCofCPrintsCandCDrawings,C
BritishCMuseum,CLondon
250+ Donations/purchases AnyoneCwhoCwantsCtoCseeC
themCcanCmakeCanC
appointmentCtoCviewCthemC
inCourCstudyCroom.
seeCourCon=lineC
databaseC
www.britishmuseum.
org/collection.
SomeChaveCdetailedC
entriesCothersCdoCnot.
[Yes]CTheCmajorityC
areConlineC=CthreeCareC
aCfewCthatCstillC
remainCtoCbeC
catalogued.
Students/Cacademics/C
researchers/Ccurators/C
generalCmembersCofC
theCpublic.
PossiblyConce/twiceCaCweek. Sometimes NoC=CunlessCforCaCPhDC=C
applicationsCshouldCbeC
madeCtoCtheCheadCofCdept.
OnCourC
databasewww.britishmuseum.org/coll
ection.
DerbyshireCRecordCOfficeC 201=250C Donations/permCloan AnyCvisitorCtoCourC
searchroomC(accessCisC
regulatedCwithCtheCCARNC
systemCbutCweCcanCalsoCgiveC
aCdayCpassCtoCanyoneCwhoC
hasCnotCrememberedCtoC
bringCID).
CALMCandCISAD(G)C SketchbooksCareC
typicallyCcataloguedC
individuallyCatCfileClevel.C
InCtheCcaseCofCanC
extensiveCorCvitallyC
importantCsketchbookC
weCmightCconsiderCaC
separateCentryCforCeachC
image,CbutCnotCusually.C
Possibly:CThereCisCnoC
distinctionCbetweenC
ourConlineCandCourC
paperCcataloguesCanyC
moreC=Chowever,CitCisC
veryCpossibleCthatC
ourCbacklogCofC
uncataloguedC
collectionsCincludesC
someCsketchbooks.C
NoCdataCbutCfromCmyC
ownCobservations,CIC
wouldCsayCmostCareC
peopleClookingCatC
propertyChistoryC(e.g.C
architecture)CorC
topography.C
NoCdata.CWeCissueCdozensCofC
documentsConCaCtypicalCdayCbutC
doCnotCrecordCwhatCpercentageC
ofCtheCdocumentsCissuedCareC
sketchbooks.
No Yes WeCdoCnotChaveCaCsketchbookC
collectionCasCsuchC=CtoCcreateCanC
artificialCsketchbookCcollectionCwouldC
beCcontraryCtoCtheCarchivalCprincipleCofC
respectingCoriginalCorder.CWeChaveC
digitisedCsomeConCoccasionC(e.g.CMaudC
Verney'sCsketchbookC=C
https://recordoffice.wordpress.com/2
015/05/23/treasure=21=maud=verneys=
sketch=of=pleasley/).CThisCusuallyC
happensCifCaCcustomerCpaysCusCtoC
digitiseCsomethingCforCtheirCownCuse,C
andCweCtakeCtheCviewCthatCourCserviceC
wouldCbenefitCfromChavingCaCdigitisedC
copyCtoo.CWeCthenCaddCthoseCdigitalC
copiesCtoCourCCDCcollection.CThisCisC
somethingCweCmaintainCforC
preservationCofCoriginals,CandCasCsuchC
theyCcanConlyCbeCusedCinCthisCbuildingC=C
aClotCofCunpublishedCworksCofCartCareC
stillCinCcopyrightCsoCweCwouldn'tCputC
themConline.
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
DesignsCCollection,CVictoriaCandCAlbertC
MuseumC
151=200CCApproximateC
forCtheCdesignsC
collection.
Donations Anyone Micromusee Individually [No]CTheyCareCallC
online,CthoughCmayC
notCbeCfullyC
catalogued.
ResearchersCandC
students.
1=2CtimesCaCweek.C No YesC=CforCownCuse.C OnCtheCCollectionsCDatabaseC'SearchC
theCCollections',CthereCisCaCmixtureCofC
fullyCcatalogued,CbasicallyCcatalogued,C
someCareCpartiallyCphotographedC(i.e.CaC
selectionCofCpages).CThereCisCalsoC
'MicroMedia'CwhichCisCaCdatabaseCofC
scansCofColdCpaperCcollectionsCrecords.
TheClevelCofCsketchbookCcataloguingCisC
dependentConCnumbering,CsomeCmayC
haveConeCnumberCforCtheCwholeCbook,C
othersCmayChaveCsub=partsCforCtheC
pagesCandCothersCmayChaveCuniqueC
numbersCforCeveryCpageCthisC
influencesChowCtheyCareCseenConC
collectionsCwebsites.CTheCcollectionsC
websitesCalsoCeffectCtheCaccessibilityC
ofCtheCrecords.CTheCV&ACisCfortunateCinC
havingCaCcatalogueCpageCforCeveryC
objectCinCtheCcollectionConCtheC
website,CotherCmuseum/CcollectionC
websitesCofferCaCmoreCguidedCviewCofC
theCobjectsCinCtheCcollection.
DorsetCHistoryCCentre 51=100CCThisCisCaC
guestimateCandC
dependsConChowCyouC
classifyCaC'sketchbook'.C
Donations/permCloan AllCresearchersCunlessCtheyC
areCrestrictedCunderCtheC
DataCProtectionCActC=CwhichC
isCveryCunlikely.
CALM UsuallyCindividuallyCbyC
volume.
AlmostCcertainlyC=C
manyCofCourCfamilyC
andCestateC
collectionsChaveC
summaryClistsCmostC
ofCwhichCareCnotC
availableConline.C
ProbablyClocalC
historiansC=CweCdoCnotC
recordCuserCtypesCforC
individualCitems.
QuiteCrarely:Cagain,CnotCaC
statisticCweCkeep.C
No Yes,CforCpersonalCstudy. No AsCaCcountyCarchiveCweCholdClotsCofC
differentCtypesCofCsketchbook:CtravelC
diaries,CnineteenthCcenturyCchildren'sC
workCbooks,CnotebooksCofCbotanists,C
geologistsCandCarchitects.CSomeCareC
listedCasCsketchbooks,CothersCasC
diaries,Cnotebooks,Cworkbooks,Cetc.C
MostCcontainCnotesCandCmaterialC
otherCthanCsketches.CConsequently,C
completingCyourCsurveyCisCnotC
straightforwardCasCforCmostCquestionsC
theCanswerCisC'weCdon'tCknow'!
EastCRidingCArchives 51=100 Donations/deposits GeneralCaccessCavailableCinC
ourCResearchCRoom.
AmountCofCdetailC
dependsConCtheC
collection.
UsuallyCindividuallyCbutC
dependsConCtheC
collection.
AllCcataloguedC
collectionsCareC
includedCinCourC
onlineCcatalogue.
UsuallyCnot. DependsConCtheCcollectionC
=CmayCbeCrestrictionsCdueC
toCconditionCorCcopyright.
No
FitzwilliamCMuseum,CCambridge 250+ Donations/purchases AnyoneCbyCappointment. InClineCwithCotherC
worksConCpaperCinCtheC
collection;C
categorisedCasC
sketchbooks.
IndividuallyCandCbyCfolioC
(toCreflectCtheCphysicalC
object).
No AcademicsCandCcurators. No PersonalCphotographyCofC
boundCvolumesCisCnotC
permitted.CMountedC
foliosCmayCbeC
photographed.
WeChaveCanConlineCcollectionsC
databaseCandCtheyCareCcataloguedC
there.CDigitisationCofCtheCmuseum'sC
collectionCisCongoing.
SketchbooksCareCsomeCofCtheCmostC
fragileCobjectsCweCholdCandCdigitisationC
isCaCgoodCwayCofCfacilitatingCresearchC
andCreducingChandling.
FlintshireCRecordCOfficeC 1=10 PermCloanC GeneralCpublic CALM;CISAD:GC ItemClevelC(individually)C
butCnoCgreatCdetailC
aboutCeachCimage.C
No GeneralCpublic Rarely NoCbecauseCtheCConservatorCatC
ourCofficeCbelievesCthisCmakesC
peopleCmoreCclumsyCandC
prefersCpeopleCtoCtouchC
recordsCasClittleCasCpossible.CWeC
wouldCofferCthemCweightsCandC
askCthemCtoCturnCpagesCveryC
gently.
YesCunderCFairCDealingCforC
educationalCandCpersonalC
research,CbutCtheyCwouldC
needCtoCreadCtheC
CopyrightCStatementC
aboutCreproducingCworks,C
andCifCtheyCwishedCtoC
reproduceCtheyCwouldCbeC
requiredCtoCsignCaC
PermissionCtoCPublishC
form.C
No
HenryCMooreCInstituteC 250+CTheCHenryCMooreC
InstituteCArchiveCofC
sculptors'CpapersC
documentsCtheCtheoryC
andCpracticeCofC
sculptureCinCBritainC
fromCc.1850CtoCpresentC
day.CTheCcollectionC
includesC100sCofCartists'C
sketchbooksCacrossCtheC
300+CindividualC
collectionsCweChold.
Donations/purchases AnyoneCcanCaccessCtheC
sketchbooksCprovidedCtheyC
signCupCtoCuseCtheCcollectionC
andCadhereCtoCtheCArchiveC
rules.
CALM;CStandardsC
include:CISADC(G),C
ISAARC(CPF),CNationalC
CouncilConCArchives,C
RulesCforCtheC
ConstructionCofC
Personal,CPlaceCandC
CorporateCNames,C
1997.
WeCdon'tChaveCaC
specificCpolicyCbutCforC
sketchbooksCwithChighC
usageCweCwillCcatalogueC
toCitemClevel.
Yes SeniorCacademicCstaffC
andCstudents.
Daily NoC=CunlessCtheCsketchbookC
containsCphotographicC
materialsCorCisCveryCfragile.
EachCcollectionChasCitsC
ownCcopyrightCprovisionsC
(asCprescribedCbyCtheC
donorCwhichCisCusuallyCanC
artistCorCtheirCestate).C
TheseCareCappliedCinC
respectCofCrequestsCforC
photography.
ACproportionCofCourCsketchbookC
holdingsChaveCbeenCdigitisedCusedC
usingCTurningCtheCPagesC
https://www.henry=
moore.org/archives=and=
library/archive=of=sculptors=papers.
WeCareCkeenCtoCshareCsketchbooksC
moreCcomprehensivelyConline.CWeCareC
currentlyCaddingCmoreCcontentCviaC
TurningCtheCPages.
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
HonourableCArtilleryCCompanyC 1=10 Donations/purchases AccessCforCbonaCfideC
researchersCisCbyC
appointmentCwithCtheC
archivist.
ListedCasCanCindividualC
sketchbookCwithinCaC
collectionCofCPrivateC
PapersCofCindividual.
ListedCindividually;ConeC
orCtwoCsketchbooksCalsoC
listedCinCpageCdetai.C
EventuallyCallCwillCbeC
properlyClisted.
Possibly.COurConlineC
catalogueCisCoutCofC
date...;CworkingConCaC
newCsolution.
ICam.CICdon'tCthinkCweC
haveChadCanyCexternalC
requestsCtoCviewC
theseCbooks.
TwoCareConCdisplayCinCourCWWIC
museumCtemporaryCexhibition.
NotCnormally,CbutCpossibly. WillCdependConCwhatCtheyC
wantCtoCphotographCthemC
for.
OneCsketchbookChasChadCsomeC
sketchesCphotographedCforCaCWWIC
bookCweCrecentlyCpublished.CNotCyet.C
IntendCtoCdoCsoConceClisted.
WeChaveCotherCcollectionsCofClooseC
sketches.
Hunterian,CGlasgow 101=150CWeChaveCthreeC
majorCcollectionsCofC
sketchbooks,CrelatedCtoC
JamesCMcNeillC
Whistler,CCharlesC
RennieCMackintoshCandC
DuncanCShanks.COtherC
artistsCrepresentedCareC
mainlyClateC19thCandC
earlyC20thCcentury.
Donations,Cpurchases AnyoneCwhoCwishCtoCseeC
them,CalthoughCtheyCwouldC
generallyCnotChandleCthemC
themselves,CandCalwaysC
underCsupervision.CForC
generalCenquiries,CweCwouldC
encourageCtheCpublicCtoClookC
atCourConlineCcatalogueCfirst.
WeCuseCourConlineC
catalogue,CKeCEmu,C
andCfollowCinChouseC
cataloguingCguidelinesC
adaptedCfromCourC
workConCpaperC
cataloguingCguideline.C
TheyCareCcataloguedC
individually,CwithCaC
catalogueCnumberCforC
eachCimageCtheyC
contain.C
No ResearchersCandC
artistsCorCartCstudents.C
ThisCdependsConCprojectsC
currentlyCcarriedCout.CTheC
MackintoshCandCWhistlerC
sketchbooksChaveCbeenCinCtheC
collectionCforCdecadesCandCareC
regularlyC(i.e.,C3CtoC4CtimesCaC
yearCperhaps)Cconsulted.CTheC
DuncanCShanksCenteredCourC
collectionCinC2015CandCweChaveC
beenCundergoingCaCdecantC
since.CTheyChaveConlyCjustC
arrivedCinCtheirCnewChomeCsoCitC
isCdifficultCtoCsayCatCthisCstage.C
WeChaveCreceivedCaroundC10C
enquiriesCrequestingCviewingCinC
theClastCtwoCyears.C
Yes.C(TheCgloveCwearingCisCaC
newCpolicy,CwhichCappliesCtoCallC
worksCinCourCcollection,CItCwasC
putCinCplaceCbyCourCcollectionC
managementCteam,CbutCIChaveC
toCsayCthatCtheCcuratorialCteamC
isCnotCconvincedCthisCisCright.CIC
stillCpreferCtoChandleCworksConC
paperCwithoutCgloves,CasCdoesC
ourCconservationCofficer,CasC
paperCcanCbeCslipperyC
otherwise.)
Yes,CforCresearchCpurpose,C
andCprivateCuse.
MostCareCdigitisedCandCaccessibleC
throughCourConlineCcatalogueCatC
http://collections.gla.ac.uk/.
InstitutionCofCMechanicalCEngineers 21=30CSomeChaveC
writtenCdetailsC
alongside.
Donations AnyoneC=CsomeCareConline,C
forCothersCtheyCmakeCanC
appointment.
ISAD(G);CDSCCalm Individually [Possibly]CMaybeCinC
uncataloguedC
collections.
PrivateCresearchers Weekly. NoC(clean,CdryChands,CifCpagesC
haveCchemicalsCon,CegC
diazotypesCinserted,CpeopleC
wearCrubberCgloves).
YesC(noCflash,ChaveCtoCuseC
supportsCetc).
SomeCofCthemChaveCandCareConline,Ceg,C
https://archives.imeche.org/archive/in
dustrial/boulton=watt/henry=wright
TheyCareCnotCcalledCsketchbooksC
normallyCbutCnotebooksCandCareC
locatedCwithinCtheCcollectionCofCtheirC
creator,Cetc.
Islington Local History Centre 11-20 Predominately 
from the Geoffrey 
Fletcher Collection.
Donations General public On Adlib, only to a 
top level series 
description at this 
stage.
Group Yes Art students and 
academics.
2-3 times a year No Depending on which 
sketchbooks. Not in in 
copyright.
No
JerseyCArchive ThisCisChardCtoC
determineCfromCtheC
archiveCcatalogue.CAC
freetextCsearchCforC
'sketchCbook'CreturnsC4C
results,ConlyC2CofCwhichC
areCsketchCbooks.CAC
subjectCsearchCforC
'sketches'CreturnsC170C
resultsCwhichCmayC
includeCsketchCbooks,C
individualCsketchesCasC
wellCasCcollectionCandC
seriesClevelCresults.CYouC
couldCalsoCsearchCunderC
termsCsuchCasC'drawing'C
whichCmightCbringCupC
moreCresults.
Donations/permCloan MembersCofCtheCpublicCwhoC
haveCregisteredCforCanC
archiveCreader'sCcardConC
productionCofCvalidCID.
AccordingCtoCISAD(G)C
usingCAdlibCsoftware.
AtCfileClevelCasCpartCofC
theirCrespectiveC
collections.
Yes,CthereCareC
uncataloguedC
collectionsCwhichC
seemCtoCcontainC
sketchesCorC
sketchbooks.
ItCwouldCnotCbeCsimpleC
toCfindCthisCout,CandC
anyCspecificC
informationCmightCbeC
aCbreachCofCdataC
protection.CSorry.
Again,CnotCsimpleCtoCfindCoutC=C
youCwouldChaveCtoCdetermineC
whichCdocumentsCyouCconsiderC
'sketchbooks'CandCthenCqueryC
eachConeCindividually.
NoC=CglovesCdecreaseCdexterityC
andCincreaseCtheCriskCofC
accidentalCdamage,CbestC
practiceCisCtoCencourageCpeopleC
toCwashCtheirChandsCandCkeepC
handlingCtoCtheCminimumC
possible.
Yes,CaCcopyrightC
declarationCmustCbeCfilledC
inCandCaCfeeCpaid.
WeCdon'tChaveCaCsketchbookCcollectionC
butCvariousCsketchbooksCthatCareCpartC
ofCdifferentCcollections.CNoneCareC
digitisedCasCfarCasCICknow.CRecordsC
whichChaveCbeenCdigitisedCareC
viewableConlineCasCpartCofCtheCarchiveC
catalogue.
Lakeland Arts Trust 51-100 Donations/purchases AnyoneCwhoCrequestsCtoCviaC
theCgeneralCenquiresCemailsC
underCsupervision.
EachCsketchbookCisCanC
individualCobjectCorCaC
partCofCaClargeCbequest.
Possibly,CbutCifCitCisC
notConCourConlineC
collectionCitChardCtoC
knowCthatCweChaveC
it.
n/a n/a Depends on the individual 
sketchbook, its condition and 
the mediums used.
Depends on the individual 
sketchbook, but if it is 
part of our permanent 
collection, and they are 
taken without flash there 
should not be a problem.
We are currently in the process of 
digitising some but these are not 
accessible yet.
LambethCPalaceCLibrary,CLondonC 11=20C Donations TheyCareCfreelyCavailableCtoC
researchersCunderCourCusualC
conditions:C
http://www.lambethpalacel
ibrary.org/content/hours=
and=tickets.
CALMCarchivesC
software.
UsuallyCindividuallyCbyC
volume.
No NoCdata. NoCdataC=CweCdoCnotClogC
documentCproductionC
electronicallyCsoCcannotCprovideC
informationConCthis.
No Yes,CasCoutlinedChere:C
http://www.lambethpalac
elibrary.org/content/read
er=photography=trial=0
LargelyCnot,CexceptCMSC4774,CavailableC
viaCourConlineCimageCsystem:C
http://images.lambethpalacelibrary.or
g.uk
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
LiverpoolCJohnCMooresCUniversity 21=30 Donations Staff,Cstudents,CandCtheC
generalCpublic,CasCwithCallCofC
ourCSpecialCCollectionsC&C
Archives.
ISAD(G)C/CExcelCandC
WordCbutCnowCmovingC
toCCALM.C
IndividuallyC(perC
sketchbook)Cgenerally,C
althoughCsomeCareC
uncatalogued.
YesC(someCofCourC
individualC
excel/wordC
cataloguesCareC
online,CbutCCALMCisC
notCyet).C
ArtC&CDesignC
students/academics.
RarelyC=CaCfewCtimesCperCyearC
maybe.C
No Yes,CifCtheyCsignCaC
copyrightCdisclaimerCfirstC
toCassertCthatCtheCimagesC
areCforCpersonal/researchC
useConly.
No SketchbooksCwithinCourCcollectionsCareC
usuallyCjustCaCpartCofCaCcollectionC(withC
theCexceptionCofConeCsmallCcollectionC
donatedCbyCanCartist),CsoCareCnotC
treatedCseparatelyC=Ce.g.,CtheC
collectionCasCaCwholeCmightCcontainC
photographs,Cletters,CotherC
documentsCasCwellCasCsketchbooks.
LiverpoolCRecordCOfficeC 51=100 Donations MembersCofCtheCpublic. BasedConCISADC(G)C
softwareC=CCALM.
AsCaCgroupCofC
sketchbooks.C
Probably Academics Rarely No Yes No
LondonCMetropolitanCArchives 151=200 Donations/purchases/
permCloan
OriginalCmaterialCisCaccessedC
atCLondonCMetropolitanC
ArchivesCbyCholdersCofCaC
HistoryCCard.CTheConlineC
catalogueCgivesCdetailsCofC
anyCrestrictions.CAccessCtoC
uncataloguedCmaterialC
requiresCadvanceCnotice.
OnCourConlineC
catalogue,C
https://search.lma.go
v.uk/.
ThisCvaries.CSomeC
individuallyCandCsomeC
byCeachCimageCtheyC
contain.
Yes.CTheseCareC
uncatalogued.
WeChaveCapproxC
25,000CvisitorsCperC
annumCandC100kmCofC
recordsCsoCweCareC
unableCtoCbeCspecificC
aboutCusersCofCthisC
areaCofCtheCcollection.
No.C(SeeC
https://www.cityoflondon.gov.
uk/things=to=do/london=
metropolitan=archives/the=
collections/Pages/gloves=at=
lma.aspx).
OnCcompletionCofCaC
copyrightCform.
ACfewCareCavailableConCCollage:CtheC
LondonCPictureCArchive,C
https://collage.cityoflondon.gov.uk.
ManchesterCMetropolitanCUniversityC
SpecialCCollectionsC
41=50 Donations/purchases TheyCareCavailableConC
requestCtoCallCusers.
Software:CAxiellC
CALM.CCatloguingC
standardsCdependC
fomCwhchCcollectionC
theCsketchbookCisC
located,CsoCeitherC
ISAD=GCforCarchivalC
collections,CorC
SPECTRUMCforC
museumCcollections.C
Individually Yes StaffCandCstudentsCofC
theCuniversity.C
CannotCputCaCnumberCtoCthis,C
butCregularly.C
Yes.C(MMUCSpecialCCollectionsC
isCanCAccreditedCMuseum,CbutC
itCalsoCholdsCarchives,CandCbookC
collections.CWeCsitCwithinCtheC
universityClibrary,CbutCweCareC
notCpartCofCtheCmain,ClendingC
library.CTheCsketchbooksCfromC
ourCcollectionsCareCeitherCpartC
ofCtheCmuseumCcollectionCorC
fromConeCofCtheCarchives.CWeC
doCaskCthatCallCusersCwearC
glovesCwhenCusingCthem.)
Yes NoC
MountainCHeritageCTrustC 1=10 Donations AnyoneCmakingCanC
appointment.
ISAD(G)C Varies,Clong=termCwouldC
aimCtoCgoCbyCeachC
imageCbutCthisCtakesC
time.C
YesC=CsomeCinCboxC
listsCofCuncataloguedC
collections.
Don'tCknowC(newCinC
post,CnoCpreviousC
stats).
Don'tCknowC(newCinCpost,CnoC
previousCstats).C
NoC=CcleanChands,CnoCnailC
varnishCorChandCcream.
Yes,CifCsignCcopyrightC
agreementCandCnoCflash.
NoC
MuseumCofCLondonC 21=30CAboutC21C
sketchbooksC+CartistsC
booksCandCalbums.
Donations/purchases Curators,CconservatorsCandC
documentationCstaff;C
researchersCcanCrequestC
access.
MimsyCXG.CWeChaveC
ourCownCdataC
standardCforC
cataloguingCthatC
appliesCtoCobjectsC
acrossCallCcollections.C
ThereCisCnoC
cataloguingCmethodC
specificCtoC
sketchbooks.
AtCsketchbookClevel,C
apartCfromConeC
(unbound)CsketchbookC
whichChasCbeenC
digitisedCandC
cataloguedCatCpageC
level.C
Yes Curators ACfewCtimesCaCyear. GenerallyCcleanChandsCareC
preferableCasCitCisCeasierCtoCturnC
pagesCsoCthereCisClessCchanceCofC
damage.
Yes,CbutCtheyCneedCtoCfillC
outCanC'AgreementCforC
non=professionalC
reproductionCofCobjects'C
form.C
OnlyConeChasCbeenCfullyCdigitisedCandC
addedCtoCtheConlineCcatalogue.CTheC
pagesChaveCbeenCindividuallyCtitled.C
NicholasCGarland'sCdrawingsCofCtheC
LondonC2012CgamesC(groupCnumber:C
2013.71).
WeCareCcurrentlyCauditingCandC
digitisingCourCcollectionCofCprintsCandC
drawings,CbutChaveCnotCyetC
determinedChowCtoCcatalogueCandC
digitiseCtheCboundCsketchbooks.
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
NationalCArtCLibraryC(V&ACLibrary)C 41=50 Donations/purchasesC
SketchbooksCheldC
hereCwereCcollectedC
asCdocumentaryC
manuscripts.C
AnyoneCcanCaccessCthem.C
TheyCareCmanuscriptsCandCsoC
areCpartCofCtheCNAL'sCspecialC
collections,CwhichCcanCbeC
orderedCinCtheCsameCwayCasC
materialCinCtheCgeneralC
collection.CTheCexceptionCisC
ifCtheCsketchbooksC
(sometimesCclassedCasC
notebooksC=CtheyCmayCbeC
notebooks,CbutCsomeCalsoC
containCsketchesCsoCtheCtwoC
termsCoverlap)CareCclassedC
asC'safeCitems'Ceg.CtheCfiveC
LeonardoCDaCVinciC
notebooksCthatCtheCNALC
holds,CboundCintoCthreeC
codices.CReadersCneedCtoC
makeCaCwrittenCrequestCinC
advanceCofCtheirCvisitCtoCseeC
safeCitems,CandCtheCrequestC
hasCtoCbeCapprovedCbyCtheC
chiefClibrarianCorCcurator.
AtCtheCmomentCweC
useCHorizonC
(SirsiDynix)C&CweCuseC
AACRC&CRDA.
Individually No,CnearlyC
everythingCinCtheC
collectionCisCincludedC
inCtheConlineC
catalogue.C
WeCdoCnotCknow,CbutC
50CperCcentCofCtheC
NAL'sCusersCareC
studentsCofCartCandC
design.CTheCremainderC
areCartCresearchersC
(artCdealers/artC
market,CcreativeC
industries,CpeopleC
researchingC
provenance),CtheC
generalCpublicCandC
academics.C
ThisCisCdifficultCtoCanswerCasCNALC
hasConlyCcheckedCbooksCoutCtoC
readersCinCtheClastCcoupleCofC
years.CPriorCtoCthatCreadersC
orderedCbookConCslipsCofCpaper.C
HorizonCallowsCaCbrowseCsearchC
ofCtheCgenre/formatCindexC
whichCbringsCupC22CresultsC
underCSketchbooksC(excludingC
facsimiles).CICcheckedCtheC
checkoutCstatisticsCforCeachCofC
theC22CresultsCandCaroundCthreeC
hadCbeenCcheckedCout.CSoCtheyC
areCnotClookedCatCveryCoften,C
butCtheseCstatsCareCimperfect.C
No,CbutCreadersCmustChaveC
cleanChands,CandCideallyCwouldC
useCtheCalcoholCfreeCwipesC
provided.
Yes,CbutCtheCflashCmustCbeC
turnedCoff.C
NoCitChasCnotCbeenCdigitized.CTheC
LeonardoCDaCVinciCnotebook'sChaveC
beenCdigitizedCinCfullCandCwereC
availableConCtheCV&A'sCwebsite.C
However,CtheCV&AChasChadCsomeC
issuesCwithCtheCredesignCofCitsCwebsite,C
meaningCthatCtheCdigitizedCversionsCareC
notCcurrentlyCaccessible.
InCtermsCofCimprovingCaccessibility,CmyC
personalCviewCisCthatCNALCwouldCneedC
toCresearchCinCgreaterCdetailCwhatCweC
holdCinCourCcollectionCandCthenC
improveCtheCindexingCinCsomeCofCtheC
relevantCcatalogueCrecords.CICwouldC
thenCdigitizeCtheCsketchbooks.CFinally,CIC
wouldCpublicizeCourCholdingsCthroughC
publications,CsocialCmediaCandCtheC
NAL'sCwebCpages.
NationalCLibraryCofCWales 250+ Donations/purchases PublicCaccessCviaCcataogueC
andCreadingCrooms.CAC
selectionChaveCbeenC
digitised.
OnCtheCNLW'sCmainC
cataloguingCsystem:C
ALMA.
TheCrecordsCvaryC
accordingCtoC
significanceCandC
importance.
Yes Researchers,Ce.g.ClocalC
historians.
WeChaveCnoCrecordCwhichC
enablesCusCtoCanswerCthisC
question.
Yes YesC=CifCrightsCareCcleared. ACsmallCselectionChaveCbeenCdigitisedC
andCcanCbeCaccessedCviaCtheCNLWC
website.
AClargeCpercentageCofCourCsketchbookC
collectionCneedsCtoCbeCdigtisedCandC
thereforeCwillCbeCprioritisedCinCtheC
nearCfuture.
NorfolkCRecordCOffice 250+CThisCisCanC
estimate,CasCitCincludesC
itemsCnotCnecessarilyC
describedCasC
'sketchbooks'.
Donations/purchases/
permCloan
AllCusersCofCtheCRecordC
Office,CunlessCrestrictionsC
agreedCwithCdepositors.
CALMCforCArchives,C
ISAD(G)C
ItCvaries=eitherCbyCgroupC
orCindividually.C
No GeneralCpublic,Cusers,C
academics.C
NotCheldC No Yes,CunlessCrestrictionsC
agreedCwithCdepositors.C
No
OrielCMôn 51=100.C52CareC
sketchbooksCbyCCharlesC
FCTunnicliffeCandCweC
haveConeCsketchbookC
byCKyffinCWilliams.C
Donations/purchases AnybodyCcanCaccessCthemC
byCappointment.CWeCalsoC
provideCdigitalCaccessCtoCtheC
sketchbooks,CbutCthatCisC
doneConCaCPCChereCinCtheC
museum.
CALM,CSpectrumC
standardsCforC
museums.C
Individually Yes ArtistsCandC
researchers
OnceCaCmonth. AsCtheyCareCfragileCtheyCareC
handledCbyCcuratorialCstaff.C
OnlyCwithCpermissionC
fromCcopyrightCholdersC
andCcollection.C
Yes,CtheyChaveCbeenCdigitisedCbutCtheC
filesCareCnotCcurrentlyConline.CtheyCareC
heldConCaCsecureCserver.CWeChaveC
suppliedChi=resolutionCimagesCforC
variousCpurposes,CincludingCpublicationC
andCbroadcasting.
SketchbooksCareCdifficultCtoCdisplay,C
butCdigitisingChelps.CourCaimCisCtoChaveC
aCpubliclyCavailableCsystemCwherebyC
theCsketchbooksCcanCbeCviewedCandC
searched.CweCareCcurrentlyCseekingC
grantCaidCtoCconserveCourCcollection.C
weCwouldCnotCallowCindividualsCtoC
browseCtheCcollectionCunsupervised,C
asCtheyCareCfragileCandCofChighCintrinsicC
andCmonetaryCvalue.
RoyalCAnthropologicalCInstituteC 1=10 Donations AnyoneCwhoCmakesCanC
appointmentCwithCme.
Word Individually Possibly Historians DifficultCtoCsay. No ForCprivateCresearchConly. No,CbutCthereCareCplans.
RoyalCInstituteCofCBritishCArchitects,C
DrawingsC&CArchivesCCollection,C
London
250+ Donations/purchases Anyone,CweCareCopenCtoCtheC
generalCpublicCasCwellCasC
RIBACmembers.
UsingCmixtureCofC
internationalCandC
internalCcataloguingC
standards,ConCanC
onlineCcatalogue.
VariesC=CsomeC
sketchbooksChaveC
individualCentries,CsuchC
asCparticularlyCrareCorC
importantCitems,CothersC
haveCgroupCentriesC
coveringCmultipleC
sketchbooks.CWeCneverC
catalogueCatCaCpage=by=
pageClevel.
Yes,CforCexampleC
thoseConlyCrecentlyC
acquiredCandCstillC
awaitingCprocessingC
andCcataloguing.
Students,CacademicsC
andCarchitects,CbutC
ourCreadershipCisCveryC
variedCandCnotClimitedC
toCjustCthoseCinCtheC
architecturalCworld.
AtCleastConeCrequestCperCweek. No,CasClongCasChandsCareCclean,C
bareChandsCareCpreferred.
Yes,CforCpersonalC
referenceConly.
OnlyCaCveryCsmallCpartCofCourCcollectionC
hasCbeenCdigitised,CasCitCrunsCintoCtheC
millionsCofCobjects.CAccordinglyConlyCaC
smallCpercentageCofCtheCsketchbookC
collectionChasCsoCfarCbeenCdone.C
ImagesCareCuploadedContoCourConlineC
imageCdatabaseCRIBApixCwhereCusersC
canCdownloadClowCresolutionCfilesCfreeC
ofCchargeCforCeducationalCorCresearchC
use,CorCtheyCcanCpayCtoCdownloadChighC
quality,ClicensedCimages,Ce.g.CforC
publicationCorCpublicCdisplay.
WeCwouldClikeCtoCexploreCfurtherC
havingCdigitalCbooksCmade,CsoCthatC
entireCvolumesCcanCbeCviewedCandC
flickedCthroughCvirtually.CThisCnotConlyC
promotesCaccessCbutCalsoChelpsC
preserveCwhatCcanCoftenCbeCveryC
fragileCobjects,CbyCreducingCtheCneedC
toCalwaysCviewCtheCoriginal.CWeCdoC
sometimesChaveCtoClimitCaccessCtoC
certainCsketchbooksCandCvolumesCinC
theCcollection,CifCtheyCareCdeemedCtooC
fragile.CInCtheseCcasesCresearchersC
haveCtoCmakeCaCwrittenCcaseCasCtoCwhyC
theyCneedCaccessCandCweCdecideConCaC
caseCbyCcaseCbasisCwhetherCtoCallowC
this,CinCconsultationCwithCourC
conservator.
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
RoyalCLondonCHospitalCArchivesCandC
MuseumC
1=10 Donations AllCresearchersCwhoCvisitCtheC
archivesCinCperson.CSomeC
pagesCfromCsketchbooksC
haveCbeenCdigitised.
CALM Item,CnotCpage.C Yes Artists,CfamilyC
historians.C
Infrequently No Yes Partially:CCalmViewCwebsiteCorConC
managedCdesktopCPC.
ItCwillCourCintentionCtoCdigitiseC
sketchbooksCtoCincreaseCtheirC
accessibility.
RoyalCSocietyCforCAsianCAffairs 1=10 Donations AnyoneCwhoCwishesCbutC
theyCmustCapplyCinCperson.CItC
isCnotConline.
UsingCtheCCALMC
database.
AsCaCsketchbookCwithC
theCdonor'sCnameCandC
briefCdescription.
No NotCknown. NotCknown. NoC Yes No
ScienceCMuseum 101=150CApproximate Donations/purchases StaffCandCtheCgeneralCpublic. AdlibCandCMimsyC AsCaCsectionCamongstC
collections.C
[Yes]CNotCallC
collectionsCareC
cataloguedConline,C
mostChaveClistingsC
attachedCwhichCtheC
publicCcanCopenCandC
search.C
Researchers n/a No Yes,CasClongCasCtheyCareC
complyingCwithCcopyrightC
law.C
WeCdoCnotChaveCaCspecificCsketchbookC
collection,CsomeCcollectionsCcontainC
sketchbooks,Ceg.CBabbage.CIfCanyC
sketchbooksChaveCbeenCdigitised,CthenC
theyCmightCappearConCourCMediaC
LibraryConline.
SedgwickCMuseumCofCEarthCSciences,C
UniversityCofCCambridge
41=50CVeryCdifficultCtoC
quantifyCasCmanyCofC
ourCfieldCnotebooksC
(geological)CincludeC
sketchesCsoCwouldCtheyC
beCconsideredC
sketchbooksCtoo?CWeC
haveChundredsCofC
notebooksC(500CinCjustC
oneCcollection,CforC
example).
PermCloanC AnyoneCwhoCrequestsCtoC
visitCandCmakesCanC
appointment.
ISAD(G)CInternationalC
StandardCforCArchiveC
Description.
FileClevelCforCeachC
collection,CwithCdetailsC
aboutCeachCpageCinCtheC
description.
Yes Academics AverageCofC10CresearchersCeachC
yearClookingCatCrecordsC(notC
exclusivelyCsketchbooks).
No,ConlyCforClooseC
photographs.
YesC(noCflashCorCtripodsC
areCpermitted).CAC
reprographicsCformCisC
signed,CandCtheyCmustC
includeCaCcopyrightCnoteC
inCeachCphotoCtaken.
SomeCsketchbookCpagesChaveCbeenC
digitised,CbutCthisChasConlyConCanCad=
hocCbasisCforCresearchersC(sentCasClow=
resCjpegs)CandCourCownCin=houseCneedsC
e.g.CsmallCexhibitionConCAlfredCHarkerC
whoCkeptCsketchbooksCfromChisC
geologicalCtripsCinCtheCUKCandCtoCtheC
US.CForCanCexampleCseeCtheCsketchC
madeCinCAmerica,C1891C(InternationalC
GeologicalCCongressCmeeting).CC
http://www.sedgwickmuseum.org/ind
ex.php?page=the=harker=petrological=
collection.
OurCsketchbooksCareCnotCaCdistinctC
collection,CbutCdispersedCthroughoutC
theCArchiveCwhichCisCcomprisedCofCtheC
papersCofCindividualsCandC
organisations.CTheCindividualC
collectionsCareCmaintainedCaccordingC
toCtheCprincipleCofC'respectCdeCfonds'C
andCareCarrangedChierarchicallyC
accordingCtoCtheirCoriginalCorder,C
whereverCpossible.C
WeCwouldClikeCtoCdigitiseCsomeCofCtheC
sketchbooksCofCAdamCSedgwick,CforC
example,CatCsomeCpointCinCtheCfuture,C
butCcataloguingCstillCneedsCtoCbeC
completedCfirstCbeforeCconsideringC
this.CThisCmeansCthatCdigitisingCisConCanC
ad=hocCbasisCatCtheCcurrentCtime.C
FutureCprojectsCwouldCbeCdependentC
onCsecuringCfundingCandCenlistingCtheC
supportCofCvolunteers.
ShakespeareCBirthplaceCTrust,C
Stratford=upon=Avon
250+CAroundC500 Donations Anyone.CTheyCareCopenCtoC
anyoneCwhoCisCinterestedCinC
them.
QiCbyCKeepthinkingC SomeCindividually,C
othersCbyCgroup.
Probably AcademicsCandClocalC
historians.
OneCaCmonth. No IfCoutCofCcopyright. NotCyet. DigitisationCwouldCbeCveryCusefulCinC
wideningCtheCaccessCtoCourC
sketchbooks.
SheffieldCCityCArchives 51=100 Donations/purchases/
permCloan
AnyChistoricalC
researcher/memberCofCtheC
publicCwhoCregistersCasCaC
readerCwithCusCandCvisitsCourC
archivesCsearchroom.COurC
sketchbooksCgenerallyChaveC
notCyetCbeenCdigitizedCandC
soCremoteCusersCwishingCtoC
accessCthemCwouldCneedCtoC
orderCandCpayCforCcopiesCtoC
beCmadeCspeciallyCforCthem.
DependsC=CmostlyC
downCtoCitemClevelC
butCwithCaCsummaryC
descriptionCofC
contents.
DependsC=CusuallyC
individuallyCwithCaC
summaryCofCcontentsC
(onlyCoccasionallyCallC
theCpicturesCwithinC
itemisedCinCtheC
catalogueCbutCitCdoesC
veryCfromCcollectionCtoC
collectionCandCisC
dependentConCtheC
numberCofCimagesC
withinCeachCandChowC
easilyCidentifiableCtheC
imagesCare).
No ProbablyCartC
historiansC/CsocialC
historiansCbutCweCdoC
haveCsketchbooksC
fromCnotableC
individualsCsuchCasCtheC
children'sCwriterC
JulianaCHoratiaCEwingC
(1841=1885)CwhoChasC
broaderChistoricalC
appeal.
DifficultCtoCsayC=CweCdon'tChaveC
easyCaccessCtoCsuchCdata.C
DependsCtooConCyourCdefinitionC
ofCaCsketchbook.CWeChaveClargeC
importantCcollectionCofC
'fieldbooks'CfromCaCfamilyCofC
SheffieldCsurveyorsCinCtheC
18th/19thCcenturyC(theC
"FairbankCCollection")CwhoC
surveyedCSheffieldCandCtheC
surroundingCarea.CTheC
fieldbooksCmightCbeCdescribedC
alsoCasCsketchbooksCasCtheyC
containCsketchesCofCmapsCandC
buildingsCdoneCbyCtheCsurveyorsC
outCinCtheCfieldC(andCusedCasCaC
basisCforCmapsCtheyClaterC
createdCinCtheirCstudio).CSuchC
fieldbooksCareCusedCbyC
researchersConCprettyCmuchCaC
weeklyCbasis.
NoC(weCjustCaskCthatChandsCareC
cleanCandCresearchersCareC
carefulCwithCtheCdocuments).
YesC(providingCaCcopyrightC
formCisCsignedCfirst).
No
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
SocietyCofCAntiquariesCofCLondon 21=30CThisCisCaC
conservativeCestimateC=C
manyCmoreCofCourC
manuscriptsCmayCalsoC
beCconsideredC
sketchbook,CdependingC
onCtheCdefinition;CalsoC
someCgroupsCofC
sketchbooksChaveCbeenC
countedCasCone.
Donations/purchases StaffCandCresearchersC=C
althoughCtheCmajorityCofC
itemsCareCinCclosedCaccessC
areas,CsoCmustCbeCretrievedC
byCstaffCforCresearchers.
InCelectronicC
catalogueCforCprintedC
book;CinCelectronicC
catalogueCforC
manuscripts.
SomeCcataloguedC
individually,CothersCasCaC
group/collection.
Possibly Researchers SorryC=CnoCideaC=CmostCofCourC
researchesCwillCbeCaccessingC
themCasCpartCofCaCmanuscriptC
collection.
NotCgenerally. NoCflash,CprivateCuseConly. No
TateCArchive 250+CSketchbooks,C
sketchesCandCdrawingsC
formCaCcoreCpartCofCourC
archiveCcollectionsCofC
BritishCfineCartCpracticeC
atCTate.
Donations/purchases/
tempCloan
AnyoneCwhoCregistersCwithC
theCHymanCKreitmanC
readingCRoomsCatCTateC
Britain.CCAllCthat'sCneededCisC
someCformCofCphotoCIDCandC
proofCofCnameCandCaddressC
fromCtheClastCthreeCmonths.C
TheCArchiveC&CSpecialC
CollectionsCReadingCRoomCisC
openCfromC11amCtoC5pmConC
MondaysCtoCFridaysC(exceptC
theCfirstCFridayCofCeachC
month).
Axiell'sCCALMCutilisingC
ISAD(G).
GenerallyCdownCtoCitemC
(ie,Csketchbook)ClevelC
thoughConCsomeC
occasionsCwhenC
accessingCspecialistC
knowledgeC(e.g.CtheC
GrahamCSutherlandC
sketchbooks)CorCforC
digitisationCpurposes,C
thisChasCgoneCdownCtoC
pieceC(i.e.CpageCorCleafC
level).
[Yes]CWeChaveC
uncataloguedC
collectionsCthatCmayC
containCsketchbooks.
ArtChistorians AtCleastConceCperCweek. Yes YesCforCtheirCownCpersonalC
useConlyCafterCtheyChaveC
completedCaCcopyrightC
declarationCform.
SomeCofCthemChaveCandCtheyCcanCbeC
locatedChere:C
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive/co
llections.C(ClickConCtheClinksCtoCexploreC
further.)
WeChaveCalsoCplacedCsomeCofCourC
boundCvolumesConCinteractiveCscreensC
hereCatCTateCBritainCandCatCTateCSt.CIvesC
usingCTurningCtheCPagesCtechnology.
ICthinkCfurtherCdigitisationCisCtheCwayC
toCreachCaCmuchCwiderCaudience.CC
AlthoughCtheCLibraryCandCArchiveC
attractsCc.20,000CvisitorsCperCyearC
whenCweCplacedCourCholdingsConlineC
(http://www.tate.org.uk/art/archive)C
weCattractedCoverC1CmillionChitsConC
Tate'sCwebsite.
AdditionallyCwhenCweCwereC
negotiatingCcopyrightCclearances,C
manyCwereCsignedCunderCaCCreativeC
CommonsClicenceCmeaningCthatC
teachers,CschoolchildrenCandCothersC
couldCdownloadCimagesCforCnon=
commercialCusesCincludingC(weChope)C
theCcreationCofCfacsimileCsketchbooksC
forCuseCinCtheCclassroom.
AsCpartCofCtheCHLF=fundedC'ArchivesC&C
Access'CprojectCthatCenabledCthisC
digitisationCofCoverC52,000CitemsCandC
piecesCinCtheCArchiveCweCwereCalsoCtoC
developCanCAlbumsCfeatureC
(http://www.tate.org.uk/art/albums/)C
whichCmeansCanyoneCcanCcreateCaC
scrapbookCfeaturingCsketchesCandC
sketchbookCpagesCifCtheyCwish.
TheCWarnerCTextileCArchiveC 250+CWeCareCunsureC
howCmanyCweChave.
DonationsCinheritedC
fromCtheCWarnerCandC
SonsCArchiveCfromC
whichCtheCArchiveCwasC
created.
AnyoneCcanCaccessCtheC
sketchbooksConCrequest.
TheyCareCnotCcurrentlyC
catalogued.
n/a Yes TextileChistorians Infrequently No No No WeCplanCtoCcatalogueCtheseC
sketchbookCproperlyCinCtheCcomingC
year.
TowerCHamletsCLocalCHistoryCLibraryC
andCArchives
51=100CC62CsketchbooksC
ofCartistCCorneliusC
McCarthy.
Donations PublicC=CopenCtoCanyoneCwhoC
visitsCourCreadingCroomCandC
requestsCthem.
CALM AllCareCcatalogiedC
individuallyC=CweChaveC
oneCsub=seriesCforCtheC
datedCsketchbooksCandC
oneCforCtheCundatedC
sketchbooks.C
No WeCrecordCwhenCandC
howCmanyCtimesC
itemsCfromCtheC
archivesCareCretrieved,C
butCnotCwhoCusesC
themC
OneCsketchbookCwasCretrievedC
fromCtheCarchivesCinCAprilC2016.C
NoCotherCretrievalsCfromCJanC
2016CtoCpresent.C
No YesC=CforCpersonalC
researchCpurposes.C
NoC Exhibitions:CWeCheldCanCexhibitionConC
theCworkCofCCorneliusCMcCarthyCinC
2015,CcalledC'RadiantCAffinities'C(12C
Feb=17CMay):C"ACuniqueCretrospectiveC
ofCpaintingsCandCdrawingsCbyCtheCartistC
CorneliusCMcCarthyC(1935=2009)CfromC
Stepney,CwhoseCvividClandscapesCofC
theCpost=warCEastCEndCprovideCtheC
backdropCforCexplorationsCofC
ideologicalCstruggleCandCsexualC
identity."CItCwasCcuratedCbyCPeterC
DobsonCandChisCbookCofCtheCsameC
nameCwasClaunchedCduringCtheC
exhibitionCrunConC12CFebC2105:C
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Radiant=
Affinities=life=Cornelius=
McCarthy/dp/9077957235.CDuringCtheC
eventCweChadC10CofCtheCsketchbooksC
onCdisplay.CThatCyearC(2015)CweC
retrievedCaCnumberCofCtheC
sketchbooksCforCusersCinCourCreadingC
roomC=C10CinCAprilC2015CandC1CinC
SeptemberC2015.
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Name of institution Q1: How many 
sketchbooks do you 
have in your collection?
Q2: How do the 
sketchbooks generally 
come to be in the 
collection? (Tick any 
that apply.)
Q3: Who can access the 
sketchbooks?
Q4.1: About 
cataloguing: what 
software and 
cataloguing standards 
do you use?
Q4.2 At what level are 
they catalogued: as a 
group of sketchbooks, 
individually, or by each 
image they contain?
Q4.3: Does the 
collection hold 
sketchbooks not 
included in your 
online catalogue?
Q5.1: Who are the 
most common users 
of the sketchbooks?
Q5.2: How often are the 
sketchbooks accessed?
Q6.1: When users are 
accessing the sketchbooks: do 
you require that gloves are 
worn?
Q6.2: Are they permitted 
to photograph the 
sketchbooks?
Q7: Has your sketchbook collection 
been digitised, and if so, how are 
these images accessed?
Q8: If you have any other thoughts or 
comments about sketchbook 
collections, or ideas for improving 
accessibility to them, please add them 
here.
UniversityCofCLeeds,CSpecialCCollections 101=150 Donations/purchases/
permCloan
AnyoneC Emu ThisCvariesCbyC
collection.
Probably,CthereCmayC
beCnewCaccessionsC
thatCareCnotCyetC
catalogued.
StudentsCandC
academics.C
ItCdependsConCtheCcollection.C
SomeCareCregularlyCviewedC(12C
timesCaCyear),CothersChaveCneverC
beenCviewed.C
NoC ItCdependsConCtheC
collectionCandCtheCspecificC
restrictions.C
NotCyet.
UsherCGallery,CLincolnC 11=20 Donations/purchases WeCdoCdisplayCsketchbooksC
occasionallyCwithinCourC
permanentCandCtemporaryC
exhibitions,CbutCotherCthanC
thisCtheCsketchbooksCareC
availableCforCviewingCbyC
researchersCandCinterestedC
membersCofCtheCpublicCbyC
appointmentCthroughCourC
managedCaccessCtoC
collectionsCprocedure.
MODESCandC
SPECTRUM
IndividualCsketchbooks,C
asCtheyChaveCenteredC
theCcollection;CtheC
cataloguingCvaries,C
someCareCcataloguedCasC
aCbook,CothersCareClistedC
withCeachCdrawing/pageC
referenced.C
[No]CAllCsketchbooksC
accessionedCintoCtheC
collectionCandC
enteredConCtoCourC
collectionsC
managementC
softwareCfeedC
throughC
automaticallyCtoCourC
onlineCdatabase.C
ResearchersCandC
curatorsCforC
exhibitions.C
DifficultCtoCsayC=CweCdon'tCthinkC
ofCthemCasCaCseparateCcollectionC
soCifCsomeoneCisClookingCatCallC
theCworksCbyCaCparticularCartistC
inCtheCcollection,CtheyCalsoCgetC
accessCtoCanyCsketchbooksCbyC
thatCartist.CHoweverCweCdon'tC
haveCaClargeCcollectionCofC
sketchbooksCsoCtheyCmayCbeC
viewedConceCorCtwiceCaCyearCatC
most.C
DependentConCtheCsketchbookC=C
usuallyCcleanChandsCareC
acceptable.CItCisCeasierCtoCturnC
theCpagesCwithoutCgloves.C
DependingConCforCwhatC
purposeC=CsomeCofCtheC
sketchbooksCareCdigitisedC
soCweCwouldCofferCexistingC
imagesCratherCthanCre=
photograph.
SomeCofCtheCsketchbooksChaveCbeenC
digitised,CbutCnotCall.CTheCimagesCareC
linkedCtoCourCcollectionsCmanagementC
softwareC(MODES)CandCalsoCtoCourC
onlineCdatabase.CAnyCimagesCnotConC
theCsystemCcanCbeCenquiredCabout.
DisplaysCofCsketchbooksCareCdifficultC
dueCtoCtheCveryCnatureCofCtheCobjects,C
soCprovidingCalternativeCaccessCisCveryC
important,CandCweCwouldCcertainlyClikeC
toChaveC100%CdigitisationCofCtheC
sketchbooksCinCtheCcollectionCinCtheC
future.
WarwickshireCCountyCRecordCOfficeC 51=100CLooseCsketchesC
wouldCbringCtheCtotalC
considerablyChigher.
Donations/tempCloan Researchers/membersCofC
theCpublic.
AxiellCCALMCsoftware.C
ArchivalCstandardsCegC
ISAD(G).
UsuallyCindividually. YesC(whereC
collectionsCareC
uncatalogued).C
Historians/academics,C
artChistorians,CauctionC
houses,ClocalChistoryC
researchersCandC
groups,C
industrial/business/en
gineersCresearchers,C
familyChistorians.
NotCfrequentlyC(notCourCmainC
typeCofCholding).C
No DigitalCphotography,C
withoutCflash,CatCtheC
discretionCofCanCarchivist.
No
WestCSussexCRecordCOfficeC 51=100CThereCmayCbeC
additionalCsketchbooksC
inCuncataloguedC
collections.C
Donations AnyCresearchersCwhoCvisitC
theCRecordCOfficeCcanCaccessC
theCsketchbooksCunlessCanyC
ofCthemChaveCbeenCdeemedC
toCbeCnotCfitCforCproductionC
orCifCtheCdepositorChasC
imposedCaccessCrestrictionsC
onCthem.
CALM,CcatalogueCtoC
ISAD(G)Cstandards.
Individually Possibly==thereCmayC
beCotherC
sketchbooksCwhichC
areCpartCofC
uncataloguedC
collections.C
UnknownC=CweCdoCnotC
recordCthisCdata.
UnknownC=CweCdoCnotCrecordC
thisCdata.
No Yes,CwithoutCflashCandC
assumingCthatCtheC
depositorChasCnotC
imposedCrestrictionsConC
copying.C
NoCtheCsketchbooksCinCourCcollectionsC
haveCnotCbeenCdigitised.
WiltshireCandCSwindonCHistoryCCentre 1=10 Donations/purchases/
permCloan
GeneralCpublicC=CseeC
www.wshc.euCforCaccessC
policy.
CALMC=CISADGC NormallyConeC
sketchbookCwouldCbeC
oneCitemCinCCALM.C
ICexpectCsoC=CI'mC
afraidCIChaveCnoCwayC
ofCsayingChowCmany.
PeopleCresearchingC
FirstCWorldCWarCoftenC
useConeCparticularC
sketchbookCshowingC
theCfrontCline.COtherC
sketchbooksCofCartistsC
forCexampleCmayCbeC
usedCforClocalChistoryC
showingCchangesCinC
localities.C
ImpossibleCforCusCtoCsayCI'mC
afraidC=CweCdon'tChaveC
automatedCdocumentCretrieval.C
NoCweCbelieveCglovesCmakeC
peopleClessCsensitiveCandCliableC
toCtearCpages.
YesCsubjectCtoCcopyrightCieC
canCuseCforCfairCdealingC
butCcan'tCpublishCwithoutC
permission.C
No
WisbechC&CFenlandCMuseumC 41=50 Donations ResearchersCbyC
appointment.
MODESCCompleteC=C
Spectrum
Individually Yes AcademicsC=Cstaff.C 3=4CtimesCaCyear.C UsuallyCno YesC=CforCpersonalC
researchCpurposes.C
No OnlineCfindingCaidsCwouldCincreaseCtheC
profileCofCtheCcollectionCandCperhapsC
leadCtoCmoreCrequestsCtoCviewCtheC
sketchbooks.
